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HOUSE OF THE PEOPLE 
Thursday, 10th September^ 1953

The House met at a Quarter Past Eight 
, of the Clock.

[ M r . D e p u t y - S p e a k b r  in  the Chair.]

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(See Part I)

9 - 1 5  A .M .

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Shri A. K. Gopalan: (Cannanore):

May we know when this session of the 
House will be over? It is said that 
it will be extended up ta 24th. Will 
it be over by 18th or will it be extend
ed up to 24th?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: As far as I am
aware, no request has been made 
either by the hon. Leader of the House 
or the Government for extendinj? the 
session beyond the 18th. We are 
working to the schedule, and I am sure 
that the House will disperse on the 
18th, and meet again after some re
cess.

PAPER LAID ON THE TABLE
R e p o r t  o p  I n d ia n  G o v e r n m e n t  
D e l e g a t i o n  t o  I n t e r n a t io n a l

L a b o u r  C o n f e r e n c e

The Minister of Labour (Shri V. V. 
Girl): I beg to lay on the Table a
copy of the Report of the Indian Gov
ernment Delegation to the thirty-sixth 
415 P.S.D,
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session of the International Labour 
Conference held at Geneva in June, 
1953. [Placed in the Library. See 
No. IV. R. O. (175).]

ESTATE DUTY BILL-<jontd.
Shri S. C. Samanta (Tamluk); Be

fore you proceed further, I would re
quest you to look into some serious ir
regularity that has crept in into the 
proceedings of this House, of yester
day.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon. Mem
ber should first of all draw the atten
tion of the Secretary to the matter, 
and we shall, take it up tomorrow. I 
shall look into this matter. I suppose 
there is no hurry.

Shri S. C. Samanta: On that ques
tion, you were to give your ruling.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: What is that?
Shri S. C. Samanta: On page 7632 of 

the proceedings, we And that you had 
stated:

*‘So, this amendment will be 
kept over. So far as the other 
amendments not relating to en
hancement of the rate from Rs. 
75.UOO to Rs. 1 lakh are concerned.
I shall put them to the vote of the 
House.”

Here I And that amendments Nos. 
137, 279, 139, 280, and 346 have also 
been put to the vote of the House.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: What is the 
objection?

Shri S. C. Samanta: We find they 
are also to the effect of enhancing tlic
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[Sliri S. C. Samanta.i 
rate from Rs. 75.000 to Rs. 1.25.000 or 
Rs. 1,50,000. How could they have 
been taken up, before the rulins was 
given?

Mr. Deputy-Spcaker: The general
direction was that those amendments 
which related to enhancement of the 
limit, or decreasing of the limit from 
Rs. 75,000 to Rs. 50.000 would stand 
over. There are some amendments 
which seek to increase the limit from 
Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 1 lakh, while there are 
some others which seek to decrease the 
limit from Rs. 50,000 to something be
low. Both these groups will stand 
over. If any error has crept in, I 
would only say that the hon. member 
IS reading from an uncorrected copy 
of the proceedings; and so, it can be 
corrected.

The House will now proceed with the 
further consideration of the Bill to 
provide for the levy and collection of 
an estate duty, as reported by the 
Select Committee.

A point of order was raised regard- 
mg clause 37-A, and I believe the 
Chairman who was in the Chair wan
ted to reserve his judgment or deci
sion on that matter. Unfortunately 
it is a long matter, and 1 was not pre
sent here, I am going through it as 
rapidly as possible, and I will try to 
come to a certain conclusion this 
afternoon. Meanwhile, we may pro
ceed with the other clauses.

Shri Gidwanl (Thana): Some news 
has appeared in a certain section of 
the Press, incorrect news that the ex
emption limit in the case of non- 
Hindu families is about Rs. 1 lakh- I 
would like it to be corrected.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: If the Press
publishes it, why should hon mem
bers who arf* Members here making 
the law themselves, depend upon it? 
After all, nothing can be passed in 
the House without the knowledge of 
hon. Members.

Shri Gidw«iii: I am referring to the 
general public, who have been given 
misleading news.

Mr. Oeputy.Speaker: We have al
ready disposed of clauses 38 to 42. As 
there are no amendments to clauses 
43, 44, and 45, I will put them together 
to the vote of the House.

The question is:

“That Clauses 43 to 45 stand 
part of the Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

Clauses 43 to 45 were added to 
. the Bill

Clause 46.— {Cost of realising etc.)

Shri Tulsidas (Mehsana West)* I 
beg to move:

In page 24, lines 37 and 38,

for **not exceeding in any case
five per cent, on the value of the 
property'' substitute “the actual 
expenses incurred or ten per cent, 
on the value of the property 
whichever is lower.”

This amendment relates to the ex
penses that have been put down as 
being the cost of realising or adminis
tering foreign property. The limit 
given in the clause is 5 per cent. My 
amendment seeks to increase it to 10 
per cent, subject to the condition that 
either a sum not exceeding 10 per cent, 
or actual expenses should be taken 
into account, whichever is lower. The 
expenses for realising or administer
ing foreign property may be higher 
than 5 per cent. I therefore feel that 
whatever expenses are incurred ac
tually should be the allowance, or a 
sum not exceeding 10 per cent, of the 
value of the property, whichever is 
lower, so that there will be no double 
taxation to that extent.

I hope the hon. Finance Mini5?ter 
will accept my amendment.

Mr. Deputy-Spcaker: Amendn̂ ent
moved:

In page 24, lines 37 and 38,
for *'not exceeding in any case 

five per cent, on the value of the 
property^ substitute, *Hhe actual
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expeniei mcurred or teu p«r ceot.
on the value of the property
whichever is lower.”

The MiBiiter of Finance (Shrt C. D. 
Deflhmnkh): Thig is a matter oX jud
gement as to whether five per cent, 
is enough, or 10 per cent, is neces
sary. It is not as if the hon. member 
has said that any cost that may be 
incurred may be allowed. He him  ̂
self thinks it advisable to put a limit. 
The question therefore is whether 5 
per cent, is more appropriate or 10 
per cent. We are still thinking that 
with reasonable care, it should be 
possible to keep the additional costs 
on administration in the foreign ter
ritory, to 5 per cent. Therefore, 1
am not able to accept the amendment

Shii Tulsidas; If the expenses are 
lower than 5 per cent then they are 
covered by my amendment.

8hrl C. D. Deshmukh: That is also 
tovered hy the main clause which
saji '̂not exceeding five per cent”

Shil Tulsidas: But if the expenses
will go up to 7 per cent, what is to 
happen? .

Shri K. K. Bastt (Diamond Harbour): 
It is only a directive principle.

Mr Deputy-Speaker: Need I put
this amendment to the vota of tha 
House?

Shri Tulsidas: Yes.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The auestioa

In page 24, lines 37 and 38, 
for “not exceeding in any case 

five per cent, on the value of the 
property** substitute “the actual 
expenses incurred or ten per cent, 
on the value of the property 
whichever is lower.**

The motion was negatived.

is;
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The question

'That clause 40 stand oart of 
the BUI.’’

The motion was adopted. 
Clause 46 was added to the Bill

Clause 47.- -(Allowances for duty ett.) 

Shri Tulsidas: I beg to move:

In page 24, for clause 47, substituted

“47. Allowance for duty paid in 
a non-reciprocating country,^ 
Where any property passing on 
the death of the deceased is situate 
in a non-reciprocating country 
and the Controller is satisfied 
that by reason of such death any 
duty is payable in that country in 
respect of that property, the Con
troller, shall deduct from the 
Indian estate duty payable a sum 
equal to the Indian duty or the 
foreign duty on such property* 
whichever is the less.

Explanation: In this section, the 
expression ‘non-reciprocating coun
try* means any country other 
than India which has not been 
declared to be a reciprocathif 
country for the purpose of this 
Act.**

Clause 47 relates to allowance for 
duty paid in a non-reciprocating coun
try, and reads:

“Where any property passing on 
the death of the deceased is situat# 
in a non-reciprocating country 
and the Controller is satisfied 
that by reason of such death any 
duty is payable in that country in 
respect of that property, he may, 
subject to such rules as may be 
made by the Board in this behalf, 
make an allowance of the whole 
or any part of the amount of thal 
duty from the value of the pro
perty.”

What I have inserted is that instead 
of having the Controllers discretion 
whatever duty which is paid therei 
outside the country, should be allow
ed. In the Income-tax Act wliicb 
was recently amended, that tax whicb 
is paid outside the country is deducts 
ed in the country from the tax whirb 
is payable here because the whole of
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tShrl Tulsidas.] 
the income—the world income—iP 
computed together and, therefore, the 
whole income is taxed and reduction 
given to the extent of whatever duty 
uj paid outside the country. So iD  

case of property which i s  taiced in 
a fureign country, at least it is fair 
and equitable that that much duty 
should be deducted from the duty 
wliich is payable here. The whol# 
of the property will be included to
gether. I am applying the sam^ 
principle as in the Income Tax Act. I 
do not see any reason why the Con
troller should be given a discretion to 
deduct whatever he thinks necessary 
This is rather very inequitable and 
unfair.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I think, the 
hon. Member is under some misappre
hension. The Controller has to de
termine what portion is not to be as
sessed or collected in order to mak#' 
an allowance. But his action will b» 
subject to the rules to be made by the 
Board. Therefore, whereas thif 
quantum is determined by the Con
troller, as in other cases, subject to 
whatever remedies are permitted 
against his determination, the rules in 
regard to double taxation avoidanci* 
are made not by the Controller, but 
by the Board. Now, our position 
that we hope that after the passing of 
the Bill we shall be able to negotiate 
double estate duty avoidance agree
ments with other countries. If we 
And that that is not possible, then wo 
shall have to consider the question of 
unilateral relief and we shall then 
make the rules which will be laid be
fore the House. And if we And that 
equity demands it, then we shall not 
hesitate to give retrospective effect to 
the operation of such rules. In view 
of this assurance, I do not think it in 
necessary for the hon. member to 
press this amendment.

shri Tulsidas: Sir, I withdraw my
amendment.

Is.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The question

Shrl S. S. More (Sholapur); What 
about permission for withdrawal?

Mr, Deputy-Speaker: I have not put 
it before the House. 1 will treat it 
as not moved.

The question is:

'That clause 47 stand part of 
the Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

Clause 47 was added to the Bill

Clause 48. (Relief from estate duty 
etc.)

Shri 0. D. De»hmiikh: I beg to
move:

In page 25, for lines 5 and G, substi
tute:

“Provided that the total amount 
of such reduction shall in no 
case exceed that amount. which 
would have been paid by way of 
court-fees if the rates under the 
law in force on the 1st day of 
September 1953, in the relevant 
State had been applicable to the 
grant of probate, letters of ad
ministration or succession certi
ficate, as the case may be**.

Shri Tulsidas: I beg to move:

In page 25, omit lines 5 and 6.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Sir, my
amendment is a short one and I think 
it would be best if I read it.

In page 25, for lines 5 and 6, substi
tute:

“Provided that the total amount 
of such reduction shall in no case 
exceed that amount which would 
have been paid by way of court- 
fees if the rates under the law in 
force on the 1st day of September 
1953, in the relevant State had 
been applicable to the grant of 
probate, letters of administration 
or succession certificate, as the 
case may be”
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Now, under the existing proviso to 
clause 48, the concession is limited to 
l/6th of the estate duty payable. It 
has been said that this is an arbitrary 
choice. But we have to specify some 
kind of limitation because of our ex
perience that court-fees are subjected 
to large fluctuations in States. There
fore, the question arises whether the 
limit that we have chosen is right or 
wrong. It has been urged that l/6th 
is too small a concession—and maybe 
there is some force in the argument. 
Our objective is to ensure that the re
duction to be made of the entire court- 
fees should be allowed, but there 
should be no room for enhancement 
of the court-fees. Therefore, we are 
attempting now to freeze the rates to 
those applicable on a specified date 
which, we have stated, is 1st Septem
ber 1953. We hope, therefore, that 
the States will not raise their fees to 
such an extent as largely or wholly to 
absorb the estate duty payable on 
estates. We think that will be achiev
ed by this amendment.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I have «ot a 
small doubt which either the hon. 
Minister or any other hon. Member 
may clear up. Not only court-fees, 
but some stamp duty is'collected on u 
succession certificate, probate etc. In 
all these cases, the court-fee is very 
small, say Re. 1. But then it is the 
stamp duty that has to be paid on the 
probate. Does the stamp duty come 
under the court-fees?

Shri K. K. Basu: That is according 
to the Court-fees Act.

Shri Dhnlekar CJhansi Distt.— 
South): What about lawyer’s fee?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The certificate 
b'as to be engrossed.

Shri Raghavachari CPenukonda): It 
is court-fees only.

Shri K. K. Basu: ‘Court-fee’ means 
application fee......

Mr. Deputy-Speaker; My dimcultv is 
this. I would like this matter to be 
cleared up either by the hon. Minis
ter or by any other hpn. Member. The

court-fee on the application is a small 
cne—say, Re, 1. Ultimately when the 
probate or the letters of administra
tion or the succession certificate is 
granted, to my recollection it must be 
engrossed upon a non-judicial stamp 
paper, in which case it is the stamp 
duty that is the main portion and nor 
the court-fee of Re. 1 which is a very 
insignificant portion.

Shri Raghavachari: The position is 
that the Court-fees Act prescribes the 
rate and the rule of the High Courts is 
that the amount should be deposited in 
the court. Later on, on a judicial 
stamp paper this will be engrossed.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The doubt is 
whether it can be called court fees.

Shri Raghavachari: It is court fees 
only.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Our intention 
is that it should be an inclusive term.

Mr. Deputy>Speaker: Court fees
exclude stamp duty. If that is not 
the intention of Government, why not 
say 'court fee or stamp duty’?

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: We will consi
der that after we have had a look at 
the Court-fees Act. All I wish to 
say now is that we intend to use this 
in a comprehensive sense.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is that assu
rance of the hon. Minister enough?

Shri Sinhasan Singh (Gorakhpur 
Distt.—South): May I submit an
other legal implication. Sir? In ap
plying for probate, the client has not 
only to pay the court*fee but he has 
to pay something more by way of 
stamp duty and thereafter it is grant
ed, Then he has to meet other ex
penses like lawyer’s fee etc. There is 
some sense in allowing l/6th reduc
tion in the duty itself. But this i» 
only wurt fee and it may amount tu 
Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 or even 8 annas somê  
times. So I would submit this amend
ment IS taking away whatever benp 
fit there was in the clause Itself. An 
the iwcessnry legal expenses that will 
have to be incurred in obtaining pro
bate may be exempted.
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Mr. Oeputy-Speaker: I leave it to 
the House.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava (Gur- 
gaon): This assurance of the bon.
the Finance Minister will not be suffi
cient. When this provision is con
strued, then the question will arise 
whether stamp duty is part of court- 
fees. Stamp duty is levied on the 
value, on the amount involved in an 
application for probate or letters of 
administration. So it is necessary to 
include stamp duty etc. at least stamp 
duty if not legal charges. Legal char
ges should also be a part of it.

Shri N. Somana (Coorg): Mr.
Deputy Speaker. Sir, I rise to oppose 
the amendment moved by the hon. the 
Finance Minister and support the 
amendment moved by Mr. Tulsidas. 
My reason is that it is not fair that 
any difference should be made between 
the actual fees paid and deduction al
lowed under this Act. If we delete 
the proviso, the clause would show 
that the actual fees that have been 
paid will have to be deducted. Sir,
I think it is equitable that the actual ' 
fees that are paid should be deducted 
and no proviso should be added to this 
clause. I hope the hon, the Finance 
Minister will kindly consider this mat
ter, because it is not a question of try
ing to avoid any payment. The ac
tual expenditure that is incurred by 
the legal representative or tne person 
who succeeded to the property of the 
deceased must be allowed in all equi
ty. I, therefore, feel. Sir, that this 
proviso must be deleted and the section 
should remain as it is.

Shri Tulsidas: I have moved my 
amendment No. 160, and as my hon 
friend Mr. Somana has Just now said,
1 would like to tell the hon. Finance 
Minister that after all the probate duty 
or succession duty is also levied by 
the State Governments and this duty 
is also going to the States. Therefore 
why should there be this limit? What
ever duty is levied must be exempted. 
Why should there be a limit of one- 
sixth or the 1st of September, 1953? I 
do not see any reason for that if you 
are to be fair and equitable. It is

the States that are going to levy and 
why should there be any double taxa
tion?

Shri N. C. Chatterjee (Hooghly): Sir, 
there is considerable force in the u\i9r 
ge.4tion for deleting the proviso. SUp*> 
posing, Sir, we have to amend th» 
Court-Fees Act or the Stamp Act to 
increase the duty i>ayable. Surely the 
estate of the man who has died is 
going to be taxed. How much will 
you tax? Let us fix a ceiling and say 
that the he r̂s and successors and legal 
representatives would be saddled with 
so much liability. It would not be 
fair to say: **if there is any increasa
of duty by the States or increase of 
Court-Fees by the States in pursuance 
of the legal competency or legal au
thority that is vested in them under 
the Seventh Schedule, to the Constitu
tion.** That will not be fair to the 
successors and legal representatives of 
the deceased. 1 think. Sir, this pro
viso should be deleted and I hope the 
hon. Finance Minister will accept the 
suggestion Do not limit it to 1st 
September. 1953. If there is any fur
ther legislation modifying or increas
ing the court-fees or the stamp duties, 
it is really a charge upon the estate 
on which the duty is being levied by 
the State—it does not matter whether 
the State Government is levying or 
the State Legislature is levying it— 
and it would not be right, Sir, to sad
dle the estate with a multiplicitj of 
taxes or duties or levies.

SbrI Raghavachari: On a point of
information. Sir. I find that almost 
every recommendation of the Selert 
Committee is being modified or altered 
by the amendments proposed. Is there 
any sanctity or value to the Select 
Committee if everything is sought to 
be modified later on by people who 
were parties to the Select Committee?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I quite under
stand that. So far as persons who 
are parties to the Select Committee are 
concerned, they have rea!ly got an op
portunity to write out their minutes 
of dissent for the reason that they 
want to place before the House what 
exactly their vlew-point is which ia
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not accepted by the Select Committee. 
Ordinarily, there is no purpose in re
ferring the matter to a Select Com
mittee if the same persons who are 
parties to the Select Committee, whe
ther Government or other meroberd. 
go on moving amendments. Then the 
whole object of the Select Committee 
is useless. Exceptional cases may 
arise. Any member who is not a 
member of the Select Committee can 
table amendments because he is not 
a member of the Select Committee. 
But. again, and again. 1 find that 
members who were parties to the 
Select Committee and who have not 
written any minutes of dissent and 
which the Select Committee had no 
opportunity to consider, table amend- ' 
ments. Except where they are for
mal matters or clerical errors, nor
mally that policy ought not to be adoD* 
ted.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: 1 do not quite 
follow the implication. Sir.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: My point is
that even the Finance Minister who 
was a member of the Select Commit
tee had ample opportunities to place 
his viewpoint or the viewooint of the 
Government before the Select Com
mittee. It is a Select Commit+ee of 
the House and not a Select Committee 
of the Government. The object of a 
reference to the Select Committee is 
to have matters thrashed out from 
whichever side the points may b« 
urged before the Select Committee 
and every hon. Member who wanted to 
place a particular matter before the 
Select Committee had an opportunity 
to do so. If he did not agree with 
the opinion of the Select Committee it 
is open to him to indicate it to th<» 
House by way of a minute of dissent. 
That applies not only to the other 
members of the Select Committee but 
also tc the Ministrs. I would there
fore say that normally, except where it 
Is a slip or otherwise, the Minister or 
the member shhuld be able to justify 
before the House why he did not press 
it before the Select Committee. I would 
normally say that that matter ought 
not to be placed before th  ̂ Hpv^e, I

would not say that this is a ruling 
which I give on a point of order but 
this must be considered a convention 
which ought to be observed on all 
sides by members who are member! 
of a Select Committee

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Wilii due res
pect there are certain consideration* 
which I would like to place before 
you. One is, some time has elapsed 
between the presentation of the Re
port of the Select Committee and the 
consideration of the Bill. And, in the 
meanwhile a large number of repre
sentations have been made to Govern
ment on a hundred and one matters. 
Now, all these matters did not occur 
to us. Representations were made by 
people who are likely to be vitally 
arfected by this Bill; they included 
Chambers of Commerce, Stock Ex
changes, Associations of all kinds, in 
dtviduals and so on, and even from 
Law Societies who are a sort of dip** 
passionate people, people who try to 
be helpful. If we were to say that
we should have thought of all these
things and we should have given
minutes of dissent, then I think we
should be putting a kind of rigid im
pediment in the way of the proper 
consideration of the enactment of such 
nn important measure.

Secondly, Sir, it was stated in the 
last .session of the House that 1 should 
take the opportunity of meeting mem
bers who have given notice of amend
ments with the object of attempting 
to abbreviate the course of discussion. 
And, I certainly left the House with 
the impression that that had the ap
proval of the Chair as well as the other 
members. It was in accordance with 
that that we held about 4 meetingn 
with members and we had a full and 
frank discussion across the table. Now, 
that did not intend any disrespect to 
the Select Committee. But, it was 
in an anxiety to secure, as far as pos
sible, a harmonious and smooth con
sideration of the Bill in the House and 
I am of the impression that those dls- 
coissions have been very valuable. You 
must have observed. Sir, that the tone 
<»f discussions in a measure of this 
kind been exc^ent; it leaves notli-
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:Shri C. a  Deshmukh] 
ing to be desired and members oi alJ 
parties have moved their amendments 
with restraint and sobriety which Is 
difficult to be paralleled evep in this 
House which is a sober House. In 
the course of the general discussion, I 
was forced to the conclusion that there 
was a good deal of sense in what cer
tain hon. Members suggested and I 
tried to meet them.

Now, Sir, unless you intend other
wise, the effect of this ruling will be 
that I shall be forced to havp a very 
closed mind since I put my signature 
to the report of the Select Committee.
I consider, Sir, that that would not be 
in the interests of all—I am speaking 
for myself and I do not know what 
the opinion of other hon. Members is.
I do consider, Sir, that I shall be charg
ed with having a too very close mind

such an important piece of legisla
tion.

Shri Raghavachari: I only wish to
state, Sir, that in view of the conven
tional understanding that members of 
the Select Committee cannot have ’ 
anything to do except follow the re
commendations of the Committee, 
many of us could not give amendments 
at all varying the terms or recom
mendations of the Select Committee. 
That is one thing.

Secondly, if certain representations 
came as time elapsed between the ori
ginal report and its being taken up 
for consideration in the House, and 
the whole matter was of so much im
portance then the best course would 
have been to re-commit the Bill to the 
Select Committee where it crould have 
been discussed for a day or two It 
would never have really meant any 
discourtesy to the Select Committee. 
That is the proper procedure that 
should have been adopted rather than 
saying “well something has happened. 
Therefore Sir, we cannot accept the 
amendment.” That is my submif- 
slon.

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: Really this
cannot be an absolute rule that mere
ly because it was not placed before the 
Select Committee the hon. Minister

ought to give his consent. I agree. 
Those hon. Members or the Govern
ment or any other institute or Cham
ber of Commerce had ample oppor 
lufiity to make representations to the 
Minister. Unless it is a very impor
tant matter which could not have been 
thought of in the Select Committee 
any one of those amendments may be 
given. It is not a closed mind but 
then there is no purpose in hoving the 
Select Committee. That is my feel- 
irig. Let itie split it into two portion*. 
The hon. Finance Minister's portions 
may bring in something but with res
pect to the objection the court fees 
must be a particular thing.

Shri C. D. Deshmukli: If this is an 
attempt to give a concession 1 am 
quite prepared to withdraw my 
amendment and to oppose all other 
amendments.

Shri GadgU (Poona Central): May I 
say a few words? What you have 
said is the normal situation but it was 
pointed out by the hon. the Finance 
Minister that there may be certain 
considerations arising subsequently 
and not present when the Select Com
mittee had its meeting. It should be 
open not by way qj a general rule but 
by way of an exception that some 
times amendments should be moved 
Therefore, what he has suggested by 
the new proviso is a concession and not 
something which is very restrictive in 
ffs nature. You may treat this not 
as normal but by way of an exception 
and allow Government to move the 
amendment.

Shri S. S. More: I would draw your 
attention to paragraph 1 on page 2 nf 
the Select Committee’s report. As n 
matter of fact the paragraoh refers to 
so many representations which were 
received by the Select Committee and 
which were gone into by the Select 
Committee.

All these documents ought to have 
been circulated for the information of 
members. We do not know what rp- 
presentations were made by d i f f e r e n t  
vested interests and to what points
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the Finance Minister is so easily yield
ing. If he had received certain re
presentations to which he is tryinu to 
be so responsive, we must at ieast 
know what are the documents that are 
having such a straight influence on 
his mind. All these documents ought 
to have been circulated to us.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Not all.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: They are noi 
always the vested interests that are 
making representations. They were 
absolutely dispassionate, as you know. 
They were pointing to the working of 
the scheme and the machinery that M 
going to be set up. They were doing 
that in a co-operative spirit. It is 
not fair to the Finance Minister say
ing that you are yielding to the voice 
raised by the vested interest.

Shri S. S. More: I am talking about 
the general attitude towards the Mem
bers. We do not know so many 
things,

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: So far as the
circulation of the* Memoranda to the 
Select Committee by various institu
tions is concerned, if any hon. Member 
hod expressed a desire to circulate H 
I would have got these particular 
things circulated but so far I have re
ceived no request from any hon. Mem
bers nor do I know of any desire on 
their part. That is always open to 
the Speaker to allow saying these are 
the representations that have been 
made.

So far as the other point is concern
ed, I naturally agree with Mr. GadgU. 
This is not a general rule that nothing 
shall be moved after the report of the 
Select Committee. As a matter of 
fact the spirit of accommodation, try
ing to adjust matters in order to avoid 
any kind of misunderstanding mu?st 
b3 there. What happened , in the 
Select Committee must also be taken 
into account as far as possible. Now, 
therefore, let it not be barred. There 
must be exception to the circum
stances which have arisen and which 
could not have been anticipated at 
the time of the Select Committee. Or

even if they were communicated to 
the Select Committee, it might be 
necessary that the Select Committee’s 
opinion ought to be changed. It i« 
not sacrosanct; it is an advice to the 
Parliament. But I am anxious tc 
avoid an impression being created that 
the Select Committee can be kept in 
the dark. There is nothing in it if 
we go on introducing amendment 
after amendment. If I emphasize 
this rule it is only for the purpose of 
avoiding the creation of a wrong im
pression.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Sometimes in 
answers ^0 minutes of dissent after the 
report has been sent. Government 
has to consider, even if they are mino
rity members, the new point which 
they think it was worth while incor
porating in the minute of dissent.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: If an hon. Mem
ber had possibly raised the point be
fore the Select Committee they would 
have accepted it. Therefore, a minute 
of dissent must be confined only to 
those points which were raised by the 
hon. Member which he feels that the 
Select Committee was wrong in not 
accepting them. Therefore, he wants 
them to be placed before the House.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: If he puts the 
point before the House are the majo
rity Members barred from reviewing 
the matter?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I am only re
ferring to the hon. Member who is a 
Member of the Select Committee.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I am talking 
of Government going over the minute 
of dissent in their anxiety to reconcile 
a conflict,

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I am not lay
mg down any rigid rule.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Some clauses 
have been inserted for the first time 
by the Select Committee, like Clause 
80. That clause has given us a lot 
of trouble with stock exrhances and 
the associations and so on. It w not 
a case of Ignoring them. Indeed as 
they are very important sections of the
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rShri C. D. Deshmukh]
community we are bound to consider 
what they have to urge in regard to a 
new Doint. Therefore, your observi- 
tion that the whole Bill and the Select 
Committee Report has been before the 
public for a long time really does nut 
apply because any one new clause of 
that kind cannot be inserted by the 
Select Committee itself.

Mr. Depttty’ Speaker: It can do so on
account of the representations and the 
Memoranda since received by it over 
the head of everything, in such ex
ceptional cases.

Shri Punnoose (Alleppey): In view
of what you said just now, am I to 
understand that a new point which a 
member felt did not come uito the 
consideration of the Select Committee 
should not be mentioned in the minute 
of dissent?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is not a 
general discussion. You cannot dis
sent from another person before whom 
▼ou did not place this matter at all 
The minute of dissent implies that this 
matter was discussed and between him 
and the other Members of the Select 
Committee there wasu a difference of 
opinion. Let us proceed further. This 
is a general rule. This has not barr
ed hon. Members from moving amend
ments. I am only appealing to thoee 
who are members of the Select Com
mittee that this convention may be ad
opted without preiudice to amend
ments which are necessary on matters 
that are represented either on the floor 
of the House or outside which could 
not have been easily anticipated. I 
only want to emphasize the position 
that whenever a member of the Select 
Committee accepts any particular 
amendment he must always treat It 
as an exception.

Pandit K. O. Sharma (Meerut Distt. 
—^South): With all respect to the
ruling of the Chair. I beg to submit 
that a resporisible Government muat 
need be a responsive Government. It 
mii.<t be responsive at every stage 
when the question is being discussed 
either in the Howe or outside Xhe

House or whenever a dispute arises or 
when a public voice is raised in favour 
of or against a particular measure. The 
Finance Minister being a Government 
repi^esentative cannot afford to remain 
un-moved simply because he has taken 
a certain stand in the Select Com- 
mitte. He cannot afford to have 
that view.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: On the other 
hand, if hon. Member has tabled a 
motion, let him place it before the 
House. Let hon. Members consider 
it and then say for Pr against. There 
is np moanibg in paying that anj- 
thing ovei  ̂ the head of the Select 
Committee can be accepted. There is 
absolutely no rigidity about the rule. 
The hand^ of ttoe Finance Minister 
or the Government are not tied; mere
ly because it is the Government or 
the Finance Minister, let it not be 
said he can go on accepting and 
introducing any amendment which he 
did not place before the Select Com- 
mitte, though he had an opportunity 
to do so. I do not want to make a 
discrimination in favour of the Gov
ernment merely because it is the 
Government, but there must be some 
latitude allowed to the Government, 
for, the Government being the sponsor 
of the Bill, it must consider the 
various views placed before it. These 
are general observations, but there ii 
no absolute rigidity. . But as far as 
possible, Members of the Select Com
mittee, if they do not want to have 
something agitated in the House, must 
express it in the minute of dissent, 
unless they come by some flings 

which they could not have reasonably 
anticipated. So far as Government 
are concerned, they may also always 
react to any proper representations 
which might not have been made in 
the Select Committee.

Sbri Dbnlekar; Sir, on a point of 
order All this is happening because 
from the very .beginning when the 
Select Committee is formed, on the 
very first day, when the consideration 
stage comes*, the Select Committee 
Members begin to speak and they are 
allowed to speak. We persons who
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are not in the Select Committee are 
not also allowed to speak at the consi
deration stage. Then, when it goes 
to| the Select! Committee, and again 
when the Select Committee proceed
ings come here and the report is pre- 
wenteU, the Select Committee Mlem- 
bers begin to speak, and those peo
ple who ought to consider this, ought 
to place their lpq)int( of view,—they 
are not permi<tted to speak Even 
when we are putting before you our 
applications, we are not heard. Again, 
amendments are put in by the Select 
Committee Members, again discus
sion goes on, and we Members are only 
considered as persons belonging to 
the gallery. The point of order is 
that these Select Committee Members 
who had ample opportunities, should 
have no other opportunity of putting 
in their amendments. Our amend
ments, our views, should be taken. We/ 
are not Members who are simply to 
raise our hands. Why should these 
Select Committee Members take time 
and do it again? So. I raise it as a 
point of order that from the next 
time, whenever any Select Committee 
Is formed, the conveintion that ao 
Select Committee Member should be 
allowed to be permitted to speak on 
the floor of the House at the cost of 
we Members who are not Select Com
mittee Members, should be foUowed. 
That Is my point of order.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: So far as the 
point ot order is concerned, the hon. 
Member has not correctly appreciat
ed the procedure that has been adopt
ed. regard Ihg even the non-offlclal 
Members whose names are put down 
in the Select Committee. When once 
names of Members are put down in 
the Select Committee—I mean in 
the motion for the Select Committee 
—the usual practice is. but for ex
ceptional cases, Members whose names 
are put down in the Select Committee 
have not been allowed an opportunity 
to speak. That is their complaint. I 
do not know wherefrom the hon. Mem
ber has drawn all those things. I do 
not know whether he has tabled any 
amendment. I am coming every day 
and I have been sitting here, and I

do not find in the order paper any 
amendment with respect to which he 
may be so eloquently angry either with 
the Chair or with the House—not 
an amendment moved or tabled or 
even represented. Therefore, it is 
very wrong—the hon. Member may 
have language—it is wrong to attri
bute motives. We have been followmg 
a particular procedure. The pro
cedure is that Members whose names 
have .been put down for the motion 
of the Select Committee have not been 
allowed an opportunity. They were 
ready to hear as much as possible 
from other Members. That i« the 
position. For six days, the hon. Mem
ber had an opportunity to speak. I 
do not know if he has spoken at all.

Shri €. D. Pande (Naini Tal DisM. 
cum Almora Distt.—South West cum 
Bareilly Distt.—North); He has spoken 
very well. (Laughter),

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: There is no
need for laughing over this; making 
all sortg of remarks contrary to the 
practice and then laughing over them 
would not be proper. I would urge 
upon the hon. Member to withdraw 
all that he has said so far as the pro
cedure of this House is concerned. 
After the report comeg from the Select 
Committee, we allow opportunities 
to the Members of the Select Com- 
mdttee who have written to explain 
their position when they are attack
ed. They have to stand by what has 
been done in the Select Committee. 
Other hon. Members who have ap
pended notes of dissent must be given 
an opportunity to convince the House, 
if they have not been able to convince 
the Select Committee. When it is 
a question of amendment, we take it 
up. irrespective of the question as 
to whether it comes from the Select 
Committee or not
10 A.M.

With respect to the other point raisefl 
that Members of the Select Committee 
go on tabling amendments, as I said, 
this is the convention that Members 
should f\bssrve without a sense of its 
being right or wrong. It Is not a 
point of order. It is not a rule. As
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[Mr. Deputy-Speaker]
far as possible, Members of the Select 
Committee  ̂ unless there are exception
al circumstances on matters which 
have come to the House in days later 
on,—in view of what has happened 
later,—speak on their amendments. 
It is flexible, but it is more flexible 
in the case of Government, because 
it has to react to various representa
tions that are made and also it is 
the sponsor of the Bill—whether on 
the part of the Government or on 
the part of the non-official side. With
in that latitude a kind of convention 
may be observed that Members of the 
Select Committee ought not to take 
up matters of a normal nature which 
have not been placed before the Select 
Committee. It is open to the other 
Members to accept the recommenda
tions of the Select Committee or not, 
and table amendments. These are the 
principles which I would like to place 
before the hon. Members to be kept 
before their mind’s eye. Barring that, 
there is no rigid rule that I am adding 
to the procedure. This is a conven
tion that may be usefully adopted. So, 
I do not think there is any justifica
tion for the remarks that Mr. Dhule- 
kar has been making against the House 
or any Member of the Select Com
mittee at any stage. He need not 
wiithdraw. have said this much.

Shri Dhulekar: I never meant any 
disrespect.

Mr. Deputy-Spcakcr: Whether you
meant or not, that is what is meant.

Shrl TuLnidag and Shri Raghu- 
ramaiah rose— • •

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Now, J find
from the language “ court-fees" also, 
in whatever form, it is still called 
court-fee. Therefore, there is no 
justiflcation.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: The substan
tive part of this clause refers to court- 
fees—“have been paid,...for obtain
ing probate, letters of administration 
or a succession certificate.** So it 
covers.

Mr, Deputy-Speaker: There is a law 
relating to ‘‘court-fees” but all the

same it is “court-fess'\ I do not 
think there is any diflacultv on this 
ground.

Shri Raghuramaiah (Tenali): The
law* relating to court-fee naturally 
makts a distinction between the fee 
that is payable by way of court-fee 
and the fee that is payable by way of 
stamp duty. So, it may be necessary 
to group the words ‘stamp duty’ so 
as to leave no doubt whatever that 
it includes ^tamp duty.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I am afraid,
so far as that point goes, the Court- 
fees Act—Section 19A—says:

“ Where any person on applying 
for the probate of a will or letters 
of administration has estimated 
the property of the deceased to 
be of greater value than the same 
has afterwards proved to be, and 
has t!onsequently paid too high 
a court-fee thereon,”

Court-fee is paid, but it is converted 
into stamp duty. So, whatever is paid 
for the purpose of obtaining probate, 
letters of administration or a succes
sion certificate, it is the money that 
has to be deposited. It Is called 
court-fee.

Pandii Thakur Das Bhargava: It is
‘fees', fees under any law relating to 
court-fee.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The amount
shall not be refunded. If it is one 
rupee, there is no Question of refund
ing one rupee.

Shri Gadgil (Poona Central): The 
usual practice Is that the applicant 
values the property and on the pres
cribed date deposits the amount, '^ e n  
the letters of administration or pro
bate are granted, then out of the 
money deposited, stamp is purchased 
and the probate or the letters of ad
ministration are given.

Shri K. K. Basn (Diamond Har
bour): On the payment of the duty,
the court certifies that duty has 
been paid—that is put in under the 
Court-fees ^ t  and under the Indian
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Stamp Act. So« I think *court-fees’ 
will cover the term.

Shri C. D. Deahmiikh: But the point 
is, we do not want to include the 
lawyer’s fees.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon.
Minister is against lawyers.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: No. Sir. I
belong to a family of lawjrers.
\ *

Shri GadgU: His father was a very 
eminent lawyer.

Mr. Deputy-Speakcr: The hon.
Minister Is himself a barrister.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava:
“Court-fees and other legal expenses ’* 
Because, under the law, a formal 
order always Ifollows the judgynent. 
Why not it be added?

Deputy-Speaker: Why did not
the hon. Member table an amendment 
of that kind?

Pandit Tfaakur Das Bhargava: Be
cause the matter has come up just 
now. Sir.

Shri Raghuramiafc: The other ques
tion relates to the proviflo in the 
existing clause which has been refer
red to by Mr. Chatterjee. I think 
there is a good deal of force in that. 
We are trying to limit the exemption 
to one-sixth of the duty paid »by way 
of court fees. That will be very un
fair, Sir, because I do not know whe
ther the other proviso would remain 
in the Bill. If that is withdrawn what 
would be done is to limit it to the 
rate payable on 1st September. Sup
pose a subsequent enactment in
creases the court fee an increased 
rate will have to be paid. Tomorrow 
any State may increase the fee pay
able under the Court Fees Act. After 
all it is paid in respect of the same 
succession. That would amount to 
double taxation. In fact it would be 
better not to press this amendment at 
all and then to omit also the original 
proviso which would if course mean 
an independent amendment by th® 
Government omitting the proviso. 1 
would request the hon. the Finance 
Minister to consider that point

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Sir, the in
come from court fees as well as the 
income from estate duty goes to the 
State—that point was made. Now the 
revenue from court fees of course 
goes direct, because it is levied by the 
State. The revenue from estate duty 
has to be distributed in accordance with 
principles to ha laid down .by an Act 
of Parliament. Therefore, we cannot 
equate completely the loss and gain 
of any particular State. That is my 
answer to this particular point raised: 
why should we bother about this, 
because, in any case, the revenue goes 
to the State. I am not quite sure at 
the moment how the revenue under 
the Estate Duty Act will be distribut
ed.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: But no portion 
is to be taken by the Centre.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I do not know 
if it might go to some other State. 
All I say is that Parliament has to 
apply its mind to its way of distri
bution.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Does the hon. 
Minister feel that estate duty from 
Bombay can be given to Madras?

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I would go 
so far as to say that the probability 
is that income arising in a particular 
State will go to that State. But the 
uncertainty creeps in on account of 
aggregations and so on.

Thas amendment. Sir, ifalls within 
the general principles enunciated by 
you because it was an attempt to meet 
half way the minute of dissent: the 
minute of dissent says that the pro
viso should be entirely dropped. All 
we say is that we feel now that one- 
sixth perhaps might be too harsh and 
a larger deduction might be made. 
I am not very keen on this point. It 
may be that if we find that there are 
increases in court fees and there is 
some method of distribution which 
involves some kind of injustice to 
some State, it would be possible for 
us to amend this particular section,— 
perhaps restore the proviso in some 
other form. So, I do not mind ar- 
cepting the amendment of Shri Tulsi
das Kilachand.
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Mr. Oepnty-Speaker: The Q u e s t io n
is:

In page 25, omit lines 5 and 6.

The motion was adopted,
Mr. Depuiy-Speaker: The amend

ment moved by Ihe Finance Minister 
is barred.

The question is:

‘That clause 48. as amended, 
stand part o£ the Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

Claxise 48, as amended, was added 
to the Bill.

Clanse 49.— {Method of collection 
•(ft^np fo -  s.

Shrl Tulsidas: 1 beg to move:
In page 25, for clause 49, substitute:

49. Method of collecting of 
duty,—Estate duty may be col- 
lectied byi such meanis . and in 
such manner as the Board may 
prescribe, and in particular

(i) where payment ol estate 
duty is offered in terms of trus
tee securities, such securities 
shall be accepted at the valua
tion taken for estate duty pur
poses;

(ii) where a person account
able offers to-wards payment of 
estate duty any part of the ' 
estate at the valuation adopted by 
the Controller for that part of 
the property, the Board shall ac
cept the property at that valua
tion in payment of the duty.”
Shri Pataskar (Jalgaon): I beg to 

move:

In page 25, line 9, for ‘‘Board” sub
stitute “Government” .

Shri N. C. Ghatterjee: I beg' to
mo^e:

In page 25, after line 9, insert:

“Provided that the Board may, 
if it thinks fit, on the application

of any person liable to paj 
estate duty in respect of any im
movable property, accent in satis
faction of the whole or any part 
of such duty such part of the 
property as may be agreed upon 
between the Board and that per
son.”

My amendment is somewhat modast.

This clause is a very extraordi
nary one and has created a lot of 
apprehension in the minds oC tax
payers generally. Look at the wide 
language: “Estate duty may be col
lected by such means and in such 
manner as the Board may pres
cribe.” It is completely left to the 
Board practically to determine how 
the estate duty iwilj be collected. 
From the point of view of persons 
liable to estate duty this is perhaps 
the most important clause and it may 
work great hardship. Though the 
manner and means of paying estate 
duty might be determined by the 
Central Board of Revenue generally, 
it is desirable that certain specific 
provisions should be made for facili* 
tating payment of duty and for re
lieving hardships in payment.

Now. Sir, you know that there will 
be very many middle class families 
who would be affected by this estate 
duty legislation. Particularly in the 
rase of properties, or estates which 
have got one dwelling house and 
practically no cash, there may be 
forced sale and forced sale 
under pressure put by the 
Board will freauently be disas
trous. if not ruinous to the family* 
Therefore I am suggesting that pay
ment of duty in kind should be per
missible and recognised by the A ct 
I have taken the language ol my Act 
from section 56 of the United King
dom Act. Section 56. sub-clause (1) 
of the Finance Act of 1910. as amend
ed by section 49 of the Finance Act 
of 1946 and the Finance Act of 1949 
practically lay down the same thing.
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In the English law it is prescribed 
that the Conunissioners may, if they 
think fit on the application of any 
person liable to pay any death duty, 
accept in eiatiisfaction of the ^vhole 
or any part of such duty such part 
of the property as may be afreed 
uDon between the Commissioners and 
the accountable person. This is a 
great safei^uard. because this will 
also be a check, a salutary check, a 
proper check, against overvalua
tion. Therefore, I am submitting for 
the consideration of the House that 
this kind of arrangement should be 
made; otherwise forced sales, parti*- 
cularly of dwelling houdes will be 
very detrimental to the poor families 
and unless you make such provision 
the revenue authorities may gay that 
they have no authority to accept pay
ment in kind. It won’t be unfair to 
the excheauer, because the language 
is “the Board may. if it thinks fit, 
accept in satisfaction of the whole 
or any part of such duty such part 
of the property as may be agreed upon 
betweem the Board and the person 
who is liable to pay the estate duty 
Anj 5̂ ŝp)Bct o!f k p)art)i|cular tesltate.*' 
Therefore, the Board has got the de
termining voice. But some such pro
vision is necessary because that will 
also act as a salutary check against 
over-valuation. After years of ex  ̂
perience England has got it and we 
should copy the English law in this 
case. I wish to point out, Sir. that 
when .this power was taken, they 
found that this type of payment of 
estate duty in kind in England was 
MaaaHaxy both from the points • oU 
view of revenue and the tax-payer. 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer in
formed the House of Commons that 
he expected that this power would 
in future be exercised by the revenue 
authoritl^ on a substantial scale. 
This assurance given by the Chancel
lor of the Exchequer to the British 
House of Commons has been worked 
out in practice and that has been a 
very salutary thing and I submit, Sir. 
that what has happened in England 
where t>eople Wave got more ex
perience and Vho are much liksher, 
fihotilH nlAo ADDlv hera wfaer» the

standard is not so high and the peo
ple will not have the means to pay. 
This is. Sir, in no way unfair either 
to the tax-payer or to the revenue aû  
thorities and this clause, which I 
hafve {suggested ki jconftormdly wiftk 
Section 56 of the U.K. Finance Act 
of 1910, as amended by later legis
lation, should .be accepted, in my 
humble opinion. We have always 
been saying that we should march 
ahead with progressive democratic 
countries. I hope. Sir, the Finance 
Minister would be good enough to 
accept this suggestion and incorpo
rate it in the Bill.

Shri S. S. More: I rise to oppose 
the amendment moved by Mr. 
Chatterjee. What is the objective of 
the present measure? I would like 
you, Sir, to refer to the statement 
of objects and reasons on page 28 
of the original Bill that was intro
duced in this Hou^, which cLeerlj 
indicates the main purpose for which 
this duty is being levied. We have 
started a Five Year Plan and the 
different States have started different 
schemes and we are asked to find 
huge sums, but we are short of 
liquid assets. This estate duty Is 
supposed to be designed to place a 
large amount of liquid funds in the 
hands of the different States in order 
to finance their various schmnes. Sup
posing, Sir., this particular amend
ment is accepted, what will be its 
effect? Possibly, many persons who 
have got in their possession ihcon- 
venient properties, will approach the 
Board in order to get rid of such pro
perties—^possibly dilapidated pro
perties which are even beyond re
pair and which will require some 
more money for maintenance. What 
can the Government sa3̂  Under this 
provision, if accepted, the Gtovem- 
mentl in the process of time, will 
come to own properties in different 
scattered areas and they will have to 
find money for their maintenance and 
repair, and the result will be that all 
the liquid assets of the State Gov
ernments will .be frittered away in 
the upkeep of these properties. Per
sonally I feel—I do not want to raise
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[Shri S. S. More] 
it as a poi^t of order—4hat (this
particular amendment is beyond the 
scope of the Bill itself, because the 
scope and the main purpose of this 
Bill is to secure liquid funds for 
the State.

Again the Controller may estimate 
the value of the properties at a higher 
level than they are actualjy likely 
to fetch in the open market and ttie 
result will be that Government will 
have to accept that price although 
In the open market the property will 
be fetching less price. To that ex
tent Government will be losing. Pro
perties go on changing their prices 
according to the fluctuations of the 
market, and depression conditions in 
the country go on lowering the
prices and the result will be that
Government in course of time will
lose as the prices will automatically 
go down day by day.

There is another implication also. 
I would say that the person who is 
supposed to be subject to this levy 
may take his chance in the open
market if the conditions are such that 
he might get higher prices, but you 
know, Sir, that the market conditions 
are manipulated by the rich investors. 
My submission dsi that Government 
should not be made to hold all the 
ugly babies that the capitalists will 
bt finding incovenient to hold and 
for this purpose I oppose very strong
ly this amendment.

: arsTTir 
'sr?t ftr w  

t  sft* «i5t »nifr
5fti 5ft

sTTT̂  I *nn: TT 3ft
^ r̂t ^

itm  5 « i T f t r #
v tA v t  Pptt.............I

Shrl S. S. More: Not out of corrupt 
motive but by bona fide mistake.
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^  3rTqnt ifk  ^  3mTmf
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Blslate duty may be collected by 
such means and in such manner as 
the Board may prescribe,
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T f t  f t w m  ?frr T t  ^
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Shri Pataskar: Mr. Deputy-Speaker, 
Sir, on clause 49 some points have 
ilready been placed by my hon. 
friends Mr. N. C. Chatterjee ind 
Pandit Thakur i>as Bhargava. The 
clause which looks so simple is v«rj 
wido in its implicatiicms. It says 
that **Ii}state duty may be collected 
by sMch means and in such manner 
as the Board may prescribe” . My 
amendment i^ that inst^aA of tht 
Board it should be the Government. 
It may be said that after all the Board 
will he under the control of Govern
ment But sl^atutorily there is a 
great difference between the two. If 
the rules were to be framed by Gov
ernment it is dilTerent. for this is 
a Government which is responsible to 
this Patliament. But once Parlia
ment delegates the powers to to out* 
side body, statutory or otherwise. I 
doubt whether ii will be subjected to 
the Fame cor t̂rol by this House as 
it would be in the case of the Gov
ernment itself. ’

For instance the other day we had 
a discussion about the Rehabilita

tion Finance Administration or Board. 
There were some complaints from 
the Opposition. Right or wrong, that 
apart» the hon. the Deputy Finance 
Minister Mr, A. C. Guha escaped by 
saying that the Board has done it, 
thd Board is a representative body, 
statutory body, «and therefore Gov
ernment are not answerable.

The question therefore is very ln>* 
portanl whether in a measure like 
this we should give this power of 
legislation—so called delegated legis
lation—to a Board, n may be a status 
tory body. It is true that in England, 
for instance, they have such a thing 
because Parliament cannot go into 
all details and some details have 
therefore to be left to be decided by 
the administration. That is the 
course o f law las it has developed 
in England, which we are trying to 
follow. But the main question is even 
there attempts were made for a long 
time, constitutionalists discussed the 
question from time to time several Com
mittees were appointed, and it was 
thought that this delegated legislation, 
as it is called, in the form of mak
ing rules had become something which 
was very incongruous.

For instance I would refer to this 
“Hanvard Studies in Administrative 
I.aw**. This is nothing short of whtt 
is known as administrative discre
tion that is given to this Board, not 
to the Government What is the 
result? This is characterised by 
Lord Hewart—I will not quote tht 
whole thing but only a few lines 
from this book “Parliamentary 
Powers of English Government 
partments*'—

“Lord Hewart was only adopt
ing the traditional standpoint of 
a lawyer when after an exami
nation of the functions of the 
modern government depart
ments**—because this book deals 
with departmental rules—“̂in 
which he found that no more 
than half of the picture could be 
seen in the Statute Book and the 
Law Reports, he characterised the
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whole process as administtn&tive
lawlessness/*

That ij how he characterised it.
Evdn from the discussion we have 

•had on this (clause, the hon. Mem.\)er 
Mr  ̂ C. Chatterjee ithinks that 
the powers ace very wide and, as 
interpreted by the hon. Member 
Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava» a 
man can accept property in respect 
•of his due§. . There are probably 
other people who thjnk as if this is 
a fiill which has-been introduced for 
the sake, as the hon. Member Mr. 
Gadgil ^ays, of equalisation of pro
perty and others who think it is for 
removing one class which should not 
be there. But so long as the insti* 
tution of property stand ,̂ I think it 
is not right to say that we ahould 
cause any harassment to those Pieo- 

pie. I cannot understand the two 
things. If you say ‘you shall not 
have any property at air it is a diff
erent matter. But so long as the insti
tution of property remains I cannot 
iinderstand this proposition. I can 
iinderstand the process of equalis
ing. But the main principle of this 
Bill, I still contend, is the recovery 
o f duty. That i& the main principle 
and not anything else. Then why 
should there be any hairassment of 
any class of' people? ' If you want 
to take away property, take it 
straightaway. There is no doubt 
about that course. But if you do it 
in the garb of levyini? estate Duty, 
as was suggested by some Members, 
giving no fairplay and Just/ice to 

those who own property, that would 
be going agiiinst the fuiHlamental 
basih' of society.

Thereifore ^my. ^ubmiasibn is that 
this delegation of power to the Board 
in such wide fom\ is wrong. I had 
raised this point at the time of the 
•general discussion of the Bill and 
I was told that in England it was 
there. I would request the Finance 
Mifiifter lo ask his Department and 
Hie Law Department to look into 

that nnatte;;̂  In England it was found 
to be a «bad thing and they passed an 
act in 1946 known as the Statutory 
Instruments. Act. They investigated

the whole of this matter and it was 
found that all this power could be 
given to Government but not to any 
outside body who might frame rules 
over which Parliament wv>uld not 
have any control. This Statutory 
Instruments Act was passed in 1946 
to repeal the flules and to >i<ake 
further provisions'^ as to the Instru
ments by which statutory powers to 
mfiflce orders, rules, regulations itnd 
other isubordinate legifflation are 
exercised. Look at the d^fluitlon 
there—it may be, Sir, that'I am try* 
ing t o  take some tlme.'̂  bat the point 
is rather new and I hope the l înafnce 
Minister will listen to me. “Statu«* 
tory instruments” ar)e defined—̂ 
exa;ctly as these 'rules framed Tby 

the several Departments— '

“Where by this Act or any Act 
passed after the commencement 
of this Act po>^er to make, con
firm Or approve orders, rules, 
regulatiozM or other subordinate 

legislation is conferred on His 
Majesty in Council or on any 
Minister of the Crown then. If 
the power is expressed etc., etc.’’

I •
That istthe 1st clause. The .second 

clause is:

“Where by cny Act passed be
fore the commencement ot this ' 
Act power to make statutory rules 
within the meaning of the rules 
Publfcattonl Act, ,1893. was con
ferred on any rule-making au
thority—that is outside authority 
not the Govemmenf—within the 
meaning o t  that Act, any docu* 
ment by which that power ' is 

Exercised a t̂er the commencement 
of this Act shall, save as’ is other
wise provided .by regulations made 
under this Act. be known as "a 
''statutory instrument’* and the 
provisions of this Act * s&all ap- 
li®y ‘ thereto accordiiriglyt^*^

That is to .say, the rides passed by 
various departmeifrts ai^ :all known 
as and defined as statutory instru-
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IShri Pataskarl
mcnts, SJection 11(1) of that Act
says:

“For the purposes of this Act, 
any power to make, conflrm or 
approve orders, rules, regulations 
or other subordinate legislation 
conferned on t̂he Treasury, the 
Admiralty, the Board of Trade 
or any other government depart
ment shall be deemed to be con
ferred on the Minister of the 
Crown in charge of that depart
ment/*

They made that provision bccaus î 
a practice had grown by which, in 
Englwnd. all these departments were 
given powers to make rules, etc. and 
they were promulgated. They want
ed that the Government should be 
responsible for these rules and not 
any third party. Therefor© they 
made this provision in section 11(1). 
Therefore, the present state of law 
in England* after having gone through 
that process is that this power to 
have subordinate legislation must be 
given to the Government

T know many of my hon. friends 
will SEiy, if it i.s a Board of the Gov
ernment. what does it matter? But, 
there is a difference. If it is a Board, 
statutory or third party, I do not 
know to what extent those rules will 
be subject to the control of this 
House. When It is the Government, 
the very basis of delegated legisla
tion is that Parliameiit chooses to 
give those powers to the (]k)vernment 
so that whenever they And that there 

anything *wrong, th«y kan take 
cognisance of it. Of course, I know 
that even in England that stage has 
reached when these rules even when 
they are framed by subordinate 
bodies, are to be laid on the Table 
of the House. We know that merely 
laying on the Ta.ble of the Housa. 
does not mean much. I do not know 
how these third party statutory 
Boards are subordinate to this 
Parliament. Therefore, to my mind 
these powei*s are very wide.

I entirely agree with the principle 
underlying the amendment moved by

the hon. Member Mr. Chatterjee. The- 
hori. Member Mr. More naturally op
posed it. Iti the English Act from 
which the provisions of thiil Act 
have been taken bodily, they did not 
want to Viestroy property. They have 
made pi^ovision and they have a body 
called the National Trust Association. 
It is open to a man, who probably 
finds that he is unable to pay the 
dutv ifront his pr/operty, t(;f . hand 
over all his property to the National 
Trust Association., They take charge 
of it, and the amount is paid in easy 
instalments. The idea is not to- 
destroy the properly, but to save it. 
The main idea i.̂  that the tax which 
is levied should be recovered. No
body ‘Should escape the t»x. We 
should be against any person who 
wants to avoid payment of the tax. 
But, because We have, in the present 
economic context of the country, a 
certain prejudice, because a very 
large number of people in this coun
try are poor and a very small percen
tage of the people are in possession 
of property, if we starlt with the 
destroying of property, without look
ing to the just claims of these peo
ple. I think it will .be a sad day for 
which we will have to repent. What 
is done wrongly in. the interests o f  
a certain class now, would be repeat
ed against another class )tomorrow. 
Therefore, the rules of justice, 
fair^ptay and equity mu< apply to- 
all equally, so long as we do not 
want to destroy the institution o f 
property. The way in which this 
Bill has been looked at from the 
be(gin;ning, to my mind, has led us 
into several things which should not 
have happened at all. Therefore, I 
would aglain earnestly appeal tO' 

the Members and to tfie hon. Finance 
Minister, let the Bill be looked at in 
the proper aspect of it, which is, 
we want money for these irrigation 
projects and development projects,, 
and naturally v/e can recover only 
from the rich people. There is no* 
idea of creating any hostility to that 
class which ownis property or of be
ing unjust or unfair to them. In the 
interests of society in general.
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we must recover money. That should 
be the basis and that would be the 
right approach. From that point of 
view. I think the amendment moved 
by my hon. friend Mr. Chatterjee 
really does not go far enough. As I 
said, in England, the Art on the 
model of which this Act has been 
drafted, contains a provision for the 
National Trust Association. It may 
l>e difficult in the present state of 
«ocfiety here to have such an Associa
tion here. But they have got the 
National Trust Association by means 
of which a man can pay the tax 
and still save the property for his 
family and others. Therefore, I would 
like to urge again that this is giving 
iftther too wide powers.

Apart from this question, the other 
point to which I am going to press 
at a later time, when we take up 
clause 81, in greater detail is this. It 
is provided iiere that the Estate duty 
may be collected by such means and 
in such manner as the Board may 
prescribe. For instance, look at 
clause 71, which deals with recovery 
of duty and penalties. It ?ays:

‘*Any estate duty or deficit duty 
and any interest or penalty pay
able under this Act' may, on the 
certificate of the Controller, be 
recovered from the person liable 
thereto as if it were an arrear of 
land revenue by any collector in 
any State.’*

We know that the former British 
Government had framed rules for the 
collection of arrears of land revenue 
in such a manner that, I think, they 
hardly reauire any further modifica
tions. So far as the collection of 
arrears of land revenue is concern
ed, all possible powers are there. T 
know tile rules as they prevail in the 
State of Bom.bay; I no not know of 
the other States.

Fandlt Tliakur Das Bfaargava: They 
are equally strict in other States.

Shri Patoskar: What I say is this. 
We have given this power with re
gard to Income-tax arrears. Suppos
ing a sum of Rs. 50,000 is to be re

covered from a person, generally, it 
i« not the Income-tax department 
that does it. It is sent to the Collec
tor for recovery. He has all powers 
and he recovers the money as arrears 
of land revenue. Apart from this 
recovery, what is it that is contem
plated by thi.̂  clause 49, I would 
like to know? Perhaps there may be 
certain other things. When you 
hove clause 71 for the recovery of 
the duty, why is it necessary to arm 
this Board with these vast power;s 
which are unfathomable? It is said 
here:

‘'Estate duty may be collected 
by such means and in such man
ner as the Board may prescribe."

Neither the means nor the manner 
are decided or limited here; nor 
is there any indication as to what they 
should be. It is as wide as anything 
could be.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is there a
right of recourse under this clause 
against the personal property of the 
person who succeeds? Let us as
sume that a person has got property 
worth a lakh and gets an estate worth 
1 lakh. Under clause 71, it is open 
to the Government to recover the 
duty as arrears of land revenue. Let 
Us assume that the market value of 
the 1 lakh of property, on which an 
estate duty of Rs. 5,000 or 6,000 has 
got to be paid, has fallen and 
it does not fetch Rs. 5,000. Is there 
a right of recourse against the other 
property of the person, under this 
clause?

Shri Fataakar: Even in the case of 
land revenue, the property can be let 
out for some period and the amount 
recovered in advance. That is an
other method. All that can be done.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: Please look 
at clause 71.

Siiri Fataskar: Clause 71 says:

“Any estate duty or deficit 
duty and any intere.st or penalty 
payable under this Act may, on 
the certificate of the Controller,
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be recovered from the person li
able to as if it were an arrear 
of land revenue by any Collector 
in any State.^

As you said, Sir, if a duty of Rs.
6,000 is to be recovered Q ut of an 
estate worth 1 lakh and if the Col
lector linds that it may not be pos
sible to recover that, there are powers 
under the Revenue Recovery Code by 
whffh he can Aet out the property 
for 2 or 3 years, take that amount in 
advance, and hand over the property 
to another person to be let out or 
enjoyed, and thus refcover the ambunt. 
The powel-s which have been given to 
the Collectors tor recovery of ar
rears of land revenue, to my mind* 
leave nothing that could be added 
to them. Besides ’givihK these powers, 
naturally, the Collector, as we ktxow, 
will be an officer of the Income-tax 
department and Collectors are per- 
soiw who are specialists in this busi
ness of recovery of land revenue and 
other dues,
y There are so many other things in 

which the Government leaves the re
covery of these dues to the Collector. 
Then, apart from that, what is H 
that we expect that the Board will 
do under Section 49 by saying:
. “Estate duty may be collected 

by such means and in such man
gier as the Board may prescribe.”

Is it by imprisoning the man who is 
unable to pay, putting him in civil 
Jail? •

Pandit Thakar Das tthargmTa: So
far as collection of arrears of land 
revenue is concerned, the first thing 
is Imprisonment after notice of de
mand.

,Shri Pataskar: Here, I do not know 
why this Clause 49 is there. One 
may not be able to imagine all sorts 
o f  contingencies and Government 
may have some power subsequently 
if they have any difficulty. I do not 
want them to come to Parliament 
again, but then xAy point is that let 
power .be taken by the Government it̂  
self. Let not such powers be given

to this administrative law, as 
Harvards say this ‘‘lawless law” . It 
may not be so correct in every case, 
but that is what they thought in Eng
land. TJhey have given all the powers 
•to Barliament, then those people 
came to the conclusion that adminls- 
'trative laws amounted to what iŝ  
known as “ lawless law” . Therefore, 
if at all powers for any unthought o f  
difficulty have to be taken, that power 
should be taken by the Government^ 
and should not be left to the Board. 
And I think nothing would be lost 
by this.

Shri S. S. More: May I ask a . ques
tion of the hon. Member?, He has: 
supported the amendment moved by 
Mr. Chatterjee. Take the instance o f 
Taccavi loans which are to be recover
ed by Government from peasants. 
Take for instance, income-tax. A man 
is a.ssessed at the high level of 
Rs. 6 lakhs or Rs, 4 lakhs. He is pre
pared to surrender part of his pro^ 
perty. Will this principle be extend
ed to all the cases where recoveries 
are to be made by Government?

Shri Pataskar: Yes, yes. I am pre
pared that we must have such ruleŝ  
and such methods which are  ̂ fair 
and which must be extended to all 
sections. I have already made It 
sufficiently clear. I am not pleading 
the cause of the rich, because that 
is a different matter, but I am plead
ing the cause of justice and fairplay 
to all concerned, in whatever manner 
the question may arise. My hon. 
friend profeably does not know that 
a long time back when I was in th# 
Bombay Legislative Council I was= 
pleading that the same concession 
should be given in the matter of lanrt 
revenue also

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Mr. Tek Chand 
has tabled an amendment to Clause 
50, on the same lines as the amend
ments which are being discussed. 
Barring his amendment, there is no- 
other amendment to Clause 50. There
fore, if I dive him an opportunity to 
speak on this Clause now, I can put 
both the Clauses together.
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Shri N. C. Chatterjec: Or, you can 
accept,

Shri C. D. l>e»hmukli: Wtiich amend
ment?

Mr. Oeputy-Speater: Amendment
No. 289. I would like to dispose of 
both the Clauses together, if possible.

Shri Tek Chand (Ambala—Simla 
Mr. Dpputy-Speaker, I would have
had no hesitation whatsoever in ac
cepting the amendment of Shn 
Chatterjee, but for the fact that I 
claiifi that in certain details my 
amendment is a little more elaborate, 
though in substance and objective 
the two amendments are identical.

In supporting what Mr. Chatterjee 
has stated and what my hori. friend 
Shri Pataskar has stated. I am guided 
by the fact that the law in England 
is as we contend in the amendment. 
The most important thing that I pray 
the Government to note—whether the 
language of my amendment is examiti- 
ed or that of my learned friend Shri 
Chatterjee is examined—is that it is 
an enabling provision  ̂ not a disabling 
provision. That is to say, it em
powers, it confers upon your Con
troller or the Central  ̂ Board of 
Revenue more extensive power, 
if they consider it suitable, if they 
also agree that the property may ^e 
utilised by them, they should have 
the power and they will be the ex
clusive judges of determining whe
ther and unden what circumstances 
that power is to be exercised. We 
who are moving the amendment arp 
motivated by the fact that that power 
at least should be conferred uoon the 
Central Board of Revenue so that, 
in suitable oases, they may pick and 
choose between property and cash. 
Incidentally  ̂ it may be that when 
they are picking and choosing bet
ween property and cash, it may also 
suit the reauirements of the citizen 
It will also be eminently just, because 
that will be the test of correct valua* 
tion. You are valuing a property, 
say. at Rs. 2 lakhs, and the citizen 
say: “No. it is not worth Rs. 2 lakhR 
It is worth only a lakh.” The au
thorities say: “No, it is so.’* Let him

then say: “Please take the property. 
Deduct your duty and pay me the 
rest.” Or, he would be content with 
even less than the rest. And that 
wouJd be the test whether your 
valuation is correct or not.

Then, Sir, apart from its betnif an 
enabling provision, may I take the 
liberty of inviting the attention of 
the draftsmen of this Bill to a 
provision under the English law. 
My amendment is a verbal re
production, with very trivial changes, 
of that provision. Instead of 
“Commissioners”. I have put in 
“Controller” . And that provision, 
viz.. Section 56 of the English Act 
runs as under:

“ (1) The Commissioners may. 
if they think fit, on the applica
tion of any person liable to pay 
estate duty or se<ttlement estate 
duty or succession duty in res
pect of any real (including lease
hold) property, accept in satisfac
tion of the whole or any part jf  
such duty such part of the pro- . 
perty as may be agreed upon bet
ween the Commissioners £»nd that 
person.”

That is to say, the Commissioner Is 
§ot bound to accept that property. The 
Commissioner, at the same time, can
not insist that he must have the pro
perty. But there is an opportunity 
both to the citizen as well as to the 
Commissioners in England;—we have 
got “Controller” here—if they both 
agree, then you h<av© the property. 
It may be that you may be needing 
such a property because you want to 
have your own hospital or your school 
or you want to have your agricul
tural farm. There are so many multi
purpose schemes for which the Gov
ernment may be needing the proper
ty. If the Government were out to 
p quire the property under the Land 
Acquisition Act. the Government 
yhall have to pay not only the market 
value; they shall have further to 
pay 15 per cent, over and above the 
market value. Therefore, the Gov
ernment is enabled, if our amendment
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is accepted, to acQuire a properly 
which they may consider suitable for 
their purpose without having to pay 
fin ndditiop.al 15 per cent, as they 
have got to pay under the T̂ and 
Acouisition Act.

Then, as early as 1909 and 1910, the 
Finance Act of England visualised 
8uch a contingency, and as a result 
of their subsequent experience—that 

to say in 1946 when they brought 
out their new Act, the new Finance 
Act of 1946—they extended its scope. 
They enlarged its scope, and Section
49 of the 1946 Finance Act of England 
provided that:

‘The Commissioners of inland 
Revenue shall have power to ac
cept property under section fifty- 
six of the Finance (1909-10) Act. 
1910, in statisfi tion or part 
satisfaction of any estate jduty* 
settlement estate duty, succession 
duty or legacy duty. .**

That is to say, though originally the 
Government started exercising the right 
under the 1909-1910 Act to take pro
perty as a«ainst estate duty, the scope 
01 this provision was further widen
ed and enlarged in 1946, and the Gov
ernment was similarly empowered, 
or the Commissioners were similarly 
empowered, to take that property 
against other similar estate duty, 
settlement duty, successibn duty, 
legacy duty. etc. In most respects, we 
are following the English law. But 
when it comes to a provision lik^this. 
England started with the attitude that 
the Commissioners may take pro
perty, and they went on progressively 
increasing the scope of that power. 
On the other hand, in this country 
where people do not possess ready 
cash, where cash is not available, you 
are refusing to accept property, even 
where it may suit your purpose to 
take property. My object in inviting 
the pointed attention of the hon. 
Finance Minister is that before h« 
makes a final decision on the matter, 
I pray that he may be pleased to 
peruiie—which I am sure, he must 

have alteady done.—and at least re

view with full concentration, the 
provisions of Section 56 of the 1901) 
Act, and Sections 49, 50 and 51 of the 
1946 Finance Act of England-

Ir̂  England, apart from this, there 
is  ̂ National Land Trust. Properties 
acauired in England as against pay
ments of estate duty, .settlement duty 
and legacy duty etc. are handed over 
to a national body, known as the 
National Land Trust, which utilises 
these properties to the national ad
vantage. It »may .be for museums, 
zoological or botanical gardens or for 
so many other purposes, to which the 
properties may be utilised, whether 
they happen to be agricultural lands, 
or just vacant sites, or buildings.

I am asking you therefore to have 
that power with yourself. Because 
you have the power, it does not nece.s- 
sarily follow that the citizen who is 
going to be subjected to estate duty 
has the option to ofter land in ex
change—I wish it were—but then both 
the amendments, mine as well as Mr. 
Chatterjee’s are very modest ones. 
We want that you should have the 
power conferred upon you. so that 
the citizen may at least endeavour to 
persuade the controllers, and show 
to them the reasonableness of the 
proposition. Of course, the judge or 
the reasonableness every time will 
be the Controller,

I now come to the provisions of 
clause 49.

“Estate duty may be collected
by such means and in such man
ner as the Board may prescribe’*.

The cryptic language of this clause 
is the best justification of that great 
book of Lord Chief Justice Hewart, 
called “New Despotism’*. It was only 
a few days ago that I studied it, and 
found that there is a modern tendency, 
a tendency which is t j be severely 
deprecated which is being deprecated 
in England, viz. that there is a pro
pensity or irresistible proclivity of the 
executive to encroach upon the 
realm of the I^egislature on the one 
side, and upon the preserves of the
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judifi'ary on the other. When you 
have a provision like clause 49, as you 
have worded it, what else remains? 
The meanh ano the manner are to be 
proscribed by the Board will .be the 
judge in other matters as well. The 
procedure, the <means and the methods 
of collection are to be within the 

<'xolui»ive jurisdiction oi the Board. 
When il comec to the question of a 
tribunal, the Board again will .be the 
judge. Therefore, if there is any
thing which (approximates to that 

>execulive tendency,which was contem
plated by no less an authority than 
Lord Chief Justice Hewart, clause 49 
is an exact sample of what his Lord
ship feared and dreaded. In the end,
I would respectfully submit that if the 
amendment is accepted, and you

•accept these powers, there will be an 
•enlargement of your powers, so that 
they can be occasionally used to the 
behoof and advantage of the citizen 
as well as the State.

The Parllanieiitary Secretary to the 
Miaister of Finance (Sbri B. R. 
Bhftgai): I beg to move:

“ That the questiou b.? now put/*

Shri K. K. Basu: This is a very
important matter.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: There are
only two points to be decided. One is 
whether the Government should be 
given the power or the Board. That 
‘is Shri Pataskar's amendment. The 
other is whether any option should 
be given to the Controller or the 
Board to accepct property in lieu of 
payment In cash, for estate duty.

Rhri Gadgil: It will come in the
rules later on.

Mr. Deputy-Speiriwr: These two
‘matters have been discussed.

The question is:
“That the question be now put.”

II A.M.

Rhrl K. K. Basu: May I make a
submission, Sir? Unfortunately you 
have allowed persons who have mov
ed amendments to speak but not 

those who want to oppose them. They

must also be given a chance to put
forward their point of view.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: JThe hon. 
Finance Miniater is joppo’sing thenu

Shri K. K. Basu: Is he the cus
todian of our thoughts that he has
opposed them, on our behalH

Mr. Deputy-Speaker; Ms. More has 
opposed.

Shri K. &. Basu: Why should four 
people .be allowed to support, while 
no one on this side is allowed to 
oppose and speak?

Mr. Deputy*Speaker: Let me be
clear about this matter. On every
clause and every amendment, am I 
to ask all the 500 members to speak? 

Shri K. K. Basu: That is not true.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Certainly I

will abide by whatever decision the 
House takes. I have no objection to 
sit any length of time. AU that I 
cjin say is that if both sides have been 
represented sufficiently, I proceed to 
accept the closure.

The object of one of these amend
ments is that the Government should 
have tne power as against the Board, 
before framing the rules. That lis 
an independent amendment. The 
other amendment is that property 
must be taken in exchange for cash.
I had called upon Mr. Tek Chand, 
because he has tabled a similar 
amendment to clause 50: instead of 
spending some time over the same 
matter when we come up to clause
50. 1 wanted to give him an opportu
nity to speak now. (Interruptions).

Shri K. K. Basu: Four persons have 
spoken in support; at least two or 
three should be there to oppose.

Shri V. P. Nayar: (Chirayinkil): It 
is really a very dangerous provision. 
That is why we wanted to speak.

Mr. Depoty^Speaker: The hon.
^member was also there in the Select 
Committee. I am trying to follow 
Mr. Dhulekar’s advice.

Skri V. P. Nayar: From your ex
perience in various Select Conunittee-i, 
you must be knowing fully well that
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ail points cannot *be touched 
in the Select Committee.

upon

This is against what has been agreed 
to in the Select Committee also. 
Althougn I must confess that I am 
nui able to import so much emphasis 
into my words as Mr. Tek Chand has 
been able to do. and although I am 
unable to quote Lord Chief Justice 
Hewart or anybody like that, I must 
oppose the amendments of Mr. N. 
C. Chatterjee and Mr. Tek Chand 
for obvious reasons. If, as my hon. 
and learned friend Mr. Chatterjee 
said that he intends to have this 
amendment as a sorti of enabling 
provision, a sort of relief on the ad
verse efTects Or the possible adverse 
effects of the incidence of estate 
duty... . .

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: 1 said salu
tary check against possible overvalua
tion. ..

Shri V. P. Nayar: If that is so, this 
is not the appropriate place where 
we should have an amendment like 
this, bccausc in another clause, a 
definite provision has been made— 
you will be pleased to go through 
clause 68—that in case there is any 
hardship caused on the levy of estate 
duty, the Controller has the option 
to give some time to the assessee. 
Very well, you can give some more 
time to the tniddle classes and re
lieve them. But that is not the main 
point. • In this amendment, there is 
another danger. I shall point out a 
concrete instance. You know that 
proper t̂y is not always productive. 
Many of thcj landlords have invested 
money in unproductive property. I 
shall give yo(i a specific instance. 
Take for instarifce, the estate of the 
Rajpramukh of Travancore-Cochin. 
He has a palace, a *Valiakottaram*, the 
white-washing of which alone will 
cost Rs. 25.000. and if you want to 
dismantle any particular structure 
there, you will haye to socnd nearly 
a lakh of rupees. He can vchrr M tily  
shove this property on to Govern
ment; when the estate duty on his 
property has to be paid. You find

human beings do not live now in that 
place, only jackals live, only bats 

live...

Mr, Deputy Speaker; Order, order. 
In an indirect manner, the hon. Mem
ber is ^bringing in all these things. I 
have been noticing this for some time. 
Why should the hon. member say 
jackals or bats or other things? It 
i3 very wrong. Why should he. in 
the Estates Duty Bill, call jackals 
and bats and say they are living in 
a palace where 'rightly or wrongly a 
Rajpramukh is living or not? It iŝ  
very wrong,—let us maintain the- 
level of debate here, to which no
exception can be taken by anybody.

Shri V. P. Nayar: I only pointed 
out that ill cases like the one I have 
pointed out, if property is accepted 
in lieu of cash, it will prove to be a 
white elephant for the Government. 
They will not be able to maintain the 
properties. You will also find that 
this is not the only property, but 
other unproductive properties are also 
there. This Government is getting, 
more and more bankrupt every day, 
and when it really wants money, what 
is the use of giving some unproductive 
property in the hands of Mr. Chinta- 
man Deshmukh? Where is he going, 
to sell all this unproductive propertyT

That is not correct. And there iS"
this danger also, that If you want
money and if you accept property, you 
will get property at fantastic
value, because we ought to have a 
presumption that the Valuers will
always go against the interest of the 
State. That is what We should da.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargmva: WhO' 
will determine such fantastic value? 
(Interruptions by many hon. Mem-- 
bers).

Shri V. P. Nayar: I can answer that
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon. mem-- 

ber need not answer.
Shri V. P. Nayar: When people like 

Mr. Rohini Kumar Chaudhury inter
rupt me, I think I must be fair to 
him.
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That is again the proposition put 
forward by Mr. Tek Chand in sup
porting the amendment of Mr. Chatter- 
jee. He forgets that this is going to» 
be a very dangerous provision, be
cause, as I told you before, the danger 
is that all unproductive property 
which will not in any way »be use
ful to Government will be shoved on 
in lieu of money and at fantastic 
price, because you can certainly ex
pect that the Valuers will collude with 
these people whr) Have \i»iprodactive 
property.

Shri Tek Chand. We never said 
that it will be shoved on lo Govern
ment.

Shri V. P . Nayar: We mu.st be
satisfied. We must know...

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Let u.s not
quarriel with what each hon. mem>- 
ber has said.

Shri Tulsidas: My amendment goes 
still further, but not beinr a lawyer, 
I am sorry I have not been able to 
put it in the proper form which Mr. 
Chatterjee and Mr. Tel  ̂ Chand have 
done and also as Pandit Bhargava has 
quoted.

I do not wish to go into this point 
again‘because they have already point
ed out the salient features of the 
amendment which they have suggest
ed. One point I do want to make 
and that is with regard to the remarks 
of Mr. Nayar. What he says is that 
it will be shoved on Government. 
Under the powers given to the Govern
ment by the amendment, it is for 
the Government to accept it or not 
It is for the Government to decide 
what property t̂hey should take or 
not to take. This power is conferred 
upon the Government— t̂he Central 
Board ot Itovonue—«nd if they
consider that in a particular case a 
property may be accepted at a price 
which they consider proper, they may 
accept it. That is the point. There 
i& nothing else in it. In any case, 
supposing duty is not paid and' the 
person is not in a position to pav the 
duty, after all the estate will have to 
be auctioned or will have to be taken

over. Therefore, I do not know why 
this particialar amendment which ha» 
been moved by Mr. Chatter jee is not: 
acceptable.

f  would now make one or twa 
observations ’with regard to trustee 
securities. In my amendment. X have 
mentioned about trustee securities. 
My amendment is very sp, ciflc. I ’] 
know under clause 50 power is vest
ed in the Central Board of Revenue- 
to prescribe the rules by which securi
ties will be accepted. But that is not 
really specific. My amendment is that 
where payment of estate duty is 
offered in terms of trustee securities,., 
such securities shall be accepted at 
the valuation taken for estate duty 
purposes. Suppose a person has got 
trustee securities, if he wants to- 
hand them over in payment of estate 
duty, at least to that extent, at the- 
price at which the trustee securities 
have been valued. Government should 
accept them. That is one part of my 
amendment.

Then, Sir, you know that there W 
a multiplicity of proceedings as to 
valuation. Valuation for the purpose 
of probate duty will be made by the 
estate officers acting under ths Couil- 
fees Act and valuation for the pur
pose of estate duty will be by officers 
acting under the Estate Duty Act. 
Now. I do not know what valuation 
will be accepted. There will be two 
persons valuing the estate; there will 
be the estate officers valuing the estate' 
under the Court-fees Act and there 
will be the Estate Duty officers valu
ing under the Estate Duty Act. T do 
not know how this hardship will be 
removed. I do want to request the 
hon. the Finance Minister to let us 
know how this hardship will be re
moved, because it will be a great 
hardship. These are the two points I 
wish to make.

Shri C. D. Deshjnukh: [ shall first
deal with Shri Pataskar’g amendment. 
Now, had we not passed already cer
tain clauses which give the power to- 
the Board to make rules. I might have 
been inclined to consider th  ̂ agrii- 
ments that he has put forward. But’
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I would draw your attention to 
clause 19A, which is a new clause 
that we have inserted, as well as 
clause 20(2). There we have given 
power to the Board to make rules. 
Suddenly we come to another clause 
and we now propose that the power 
io make rules should be retained by 
Government! I think that will lead 
to confusion, especially as this thing 
does not happen to be a matter of 

. any high or outstanding? importance.
Now, Shrl Pataskar goes to the 

length of saying that he does not 
<juite know what ourpose is to be 
served by rules to be made under tii is 
particular clause—clause 49. Sir, I 
have considered the genuine difficulty 
that the hon. member feels about this 
delegated legislation. H is a matter 
which has been plaguing all of us not 
today but over many years and I think. 
Sir. you yourself have in mind that 
something ought to be done to put 
this matter on a regular footing, and 
1 think you are well seized of this 
question.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargaya: The
Speaker is going to appoint a Com
mittee to consider the question of de
legated legislation,

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: That is what 
I had in mind. And therefore, consi
dering that this is a Statutory Board, 
considering that we have already 
vested it with power in certain other 
respects, I suggest that we do not 
make a change here. But I am prepar
ed to meet the standpoint of the hon. 
mem»bers who have supported this 
amendment by moving my amend
ment No, 593 to clause 81 by which 
the rule-making powers of the Board 
are specifically subject to the control 
of the Central Government. I am 
going to suggest there that it should 
be with the approval of the Central 
Government and I think hon. mem
bers ought to rest content with that. 
If that is acceptable to them, 'hen I 
hope tliat this particular amendment 
will not be pressed.

T would just like to point out that 
this clause 40 is not quite so otiose

as it appears to the hon. member. I 
have got here draft rules already 
made by the Board. They are only 
"draft rules. I am in possession .of 
them.

I^ri Pataskar: 1 had no knowiedi^o 
of it.

Shrl C. D. Deshmukh: They deal 
with all matters; calculation and 
adjustment of duty (rule 11), payment 
in respect of annuity (rule 12), excess 
payment o f , duty (rule 13), method 
of payment, whether a cheque shouM 
be delivered at a Schedule Bank or a 
bank draft should be accepted, in 
what circumstances the amount may 
be deposited to the credit of the 
Government etc.—all kinds of minu
tiae tu be attended to. These will 
be taken care of by these rules.

Frankly, Sir, I am of opinion that 
these are matters which the Board 
may well look after in spite of their 
interest in deciding these matters ou 
appeal. These are the sort of things 
they art likely to deal with and I 
think hon. Members have been un
duly suspicious in regard to this. 
But, as I have said, I am going to 
propose an amendment that these 
rules shall be made with the ap
proval of the Central Government 
t»nd, as you know, they are going to 
be laid before both Houses of Parlia
ment. That is in regard to these 
rules.

Now, I come to the other important 
matter that has been raised by hon. 
Members by the other amendments. 
Here again, if we were to confine 
ourselves to the amendment of Shri 
Chatterjee, there might have been 
something to be said for it. But, I 
am scared by the arguments that 
have been used by several hon. 
Members in support of this amend
ment and in support of amendments 
which go much further than this. In 
other words, they say that the justi
fication for this kind of amendment 
is that there will be a c»heck on 
valuation. Now, that is a position 
which I cannot accept. I say that
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we have for good or evil accepted a 
certain method of valuation. Now, 
We cannot go back on it. There are 
provisions for appeal and so on and 
practically an adjudication by a 
Board of Valuers.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: That does
not appear to be a condition of this 
amendment.

Sfari C. D. Detihmiilih; Therefore it 
is really & kind of threat and one 
cannot easily iniagine what kind of 
psychological reaction there can be 
both in assessment as well as in pay
ment of the duty. It is quite true 
that the entire discretion is left with 
the Government and. of course, to 
that extent the remedy becomes in
effective. The meaning of this seems 
to me that a great deal of pressure 
will be put on Government from all 
parts of the cx)untry to ensure that 
properties are taken over. We have 
some experience of this kind of 
pressure in another matter which is 
a smaller one, in regard to the admis
sion of certain exemptions under 
section 15B of the Income-tax 
(Amendment) Act, Not a day pass
ed but we received applications for 
exempting donations tr> some institu
tion or the other and we found that 
we could not draw any kind of line 
like Lakshmane’s line, which we 
would not cross, with the result that 
we were Anally compelled to come 
before Parliament for the purpose of 
taking away the discrttion that we 
had. I fear. Sir, that this is what 
will happen here.

Another reason why I cannot ac
cept even the amendment of Mr. 
Chatterjee, which in all oonscious- 
ness is very modest and restrained, 
is that the conditions are not the 
same as in the United Kindom where 
the revenue goes to the State. Even 
if it is a house it goes to the State or 
it goes to the National Trust. Hare, 
all that we collect is to he passed on 
to the States. Therefore you will 
kave the spectacle of 1000 shares of 
the Indian Iron Company being

transferred to the West Bengal Gov
ernment. 1000 shares of Tata Deferr
ed which would be passed on to the 
Bombay Government or a luxurious 
kothi in Rajasthan to be passed on tô  
the Rajasthan Government.

Now, as hon. Members have snid .̂ 
what We want for the implementa-- 
tion of the Plan is money and not 
Tata deferred or Indian Irons or a 
palace.

An. Hoa. Member: They can be
converted intc money,

Shri C. D. Desbmukh: It 15 because 
they couid not be converted into 
money that the assessee says. ‘I give 
this to 3̂ u in lieu of the duty pay
able’. Had it not been so, then he 
would have paid the duty. We have 
made a provision for enabling art 
assessee with bona fides, that is to 
say even the deceased; but unfortun
ately all this will happen after he 
has gone. He can certainly take pre
cautions in order to see that those 
who succeed to his property are not 
put to any inconvenience. He can 
insure, he can make an advance pay
ment. Therefore in view of this 
which would be applicable to the 
classes who are likely to take 
advantage of this, I do not think that 
it is ncessary to make any such cvm- 
cession.

Then there is another point. Shri 
Tek Chand’s amendment contains a 
reference to stamp duty, amendment 
No. 269. to clause 50. I think that is 
out of order. I do not see how we 
can legislate in regard to stamp duty.
In England, Sir, no stamp duty is 
payable and he has copied this from 
the English Act, which I have kept 
here and which he has asked me to* 
study. I have studied it carefully.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: What he says 
is that if property is accepted, untier 
the Transfer of Property Act, it must 
be in writing above a particular 
value. Under the Stamp Act. when 
once it is reduced to writing there 
must be stamp duty. All that he 
says is that If the flrst is accepted̂  
no stamp duty need be paid.. We*
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ue<xl not labour the point as to stamp 

•/duty, because from the trend of the 
hon. Minister’s speech I think h© is 
not going to accept it.

Shri C. Dt.Oeshmukli: Eveii if. we 
acc-ept it there is one other objection 
that stamp duty will have 10 be 
paid. We will be only collecting.*...

Pundtt Thakur I>as Bhargava: We
will be collecting the duly for the 

: States.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Parliament
has no right to.decide upon that.

Shri C. D. D<^hi9ukh: That is an
other argument why, in spl^ of a 
certain amount of under^nding of 
the position of hon. Members, it is 

.not possible for me to accept this. 
In U!K. although this has been in 
existence— this is not the norm; ii 
only applies to very exceptional cases 
—it is on record that in 1952 the 
number sq accepted for public pur
poses was only 3. Now, Sir, if there 
is such a necessity and we do feel 
that we want a palace in Rajasthan, 
we can purchase it by negotiation 
and it would not be difficult to flx 

'the value, because the valuation 
wo\ild have been made abready. 
Therefore, for these reasons I am un
able to accept this amendment.

Shri Tttlaidas: What about-the
T point that I ivaised?

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: About
trustee charities, we don't tiunk we 
ought to put in others; we ought to 
coniine ourselves to govermnent 

raecuritieft for < which we aĥ U make 
rules.

Shri Tulsldaa: What about the
difference in valuation between those 
of the State OfAcers and the Estate 
‘Duty ofHcers?

Shri C  D. Oeshmukh: There is no 
' way of avoiding valuation inequali
ties, tnade by diiferent valuation 
authoritie.s. The.se matters will have 

rto be taken care of in the light of

experience perhaps by some kind of 
negotiation between the taxation 
authorities. <

Shri Tek Chand: May I ask a
question, Sir?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: No, no; the
hon. Member was in-the Select Com
mittee., 1 will put Shri TuUidas’s 
amendment to the vote.

Shri Tulsidas: ;Sir, the ^mendment 
of Mr. Chatterjee may be put.

Mr. Oepiity-Speaker: I Will out
amendment No. 326 to clause 49. 
moved by Mr. N. C, Chatterjee in 
the vote.

The question is:
In page 25, after line 9, insert:

“Provided that the Board may, 
if it thinks fit, on the application 
of any person liable to pay estate 
duty in respect of any immove
able property, accept in satisfac
tion of the whole or any part of 
such duty such part of ' the oro- 
perty as may be agreed upon 
between the Board and that 
person.*'

The motion was negatived,

Mr. Deputy^Spekker: 1 shall now
put the amendment of Mr. Pataskar. 
No. 563. to vote.

The q u e s t io n  15:

In pa^e 25, line 9, for ‘‘Board” 
subatitiite '’Government'*.

The motion was negatived,

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I will put
amendment No. 162 to the vote.

Aa Hon. Member:
withdraw it. •

He wants to

Mr. Depttty-Speaker: Has the hon. 
Mmber leave of the House to with
draw M s amendm^^nt?

SeTeral Hon. Members: Yes.
The amendment was, by leave, with  ̂

, drawn, .
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Demity^Speaker; The question

“That clause 
ihe Bill.”

49 stand part of

The motion was adopted.

<Cluase 49 ivas added to the Bill.

Clause 50.— (Payment of duty etc.)

Mr. Deputy^Sjveaker:
lo  clause 50 are barred.

AmeadmenU

The question is;

“That clause 
the Bill.-

50 btand part of

The motion was adopted.

Clause 50 was added to the Bill.

Claoae 51.— (Persons accountable etc.)

Shri Krishna
Distt.—West): I

Chandra (Mathura
beg to move:

(1) In page 25, litres 25 and 26, omit 
•“or which, but for his own neglect or 
default, he might have received**; and

(2) In page 25, line 36, add at the 
end: 1 ■

“The expenses inrurrod in reco
very shall be allowed to ht deduct
ed from the property so recover
ed.** ’

Shrl Dablil (Kalra North): I beg to 
snove: ' •i t

In page 25, after line 41, insert:

“Provided that no person shall 
be required to deliver such ac- 
•̂ount tô  the Controller if the 

value of the property in respect 
o f which estate duty is payable 
^oes not exceed, rupees one lakh 
;and fifty thousand/*

Shri Tulsidas: I beg to move:
In page 26, after line 6, insert:

“ (6) Subject to the above prov!* 
sionf—

(i) estate duty payable in respect 
of an estate shall be apporttpa- 
ed bv the executor, trustee or 
administrator, amor^ all the 
beneficiaries m proportion to 
the total value of their inter
est subject/lo any' different 
dispositions made bv the de
ceased in his will:

(ii) where there is no executor, 
trustee or administrator of the 
estate of the deceased, the 
duty assessed on the estate 
shall be payable by the per
sons who receive tho estate or 
portions of the estate, and the 
duty so payable by each such 
person shall bear the same 
proportion to the total duty 
payable in resoect of the 
estate as the value of the pro
perty received bv that person 
bears to the total value of the 
estate liable to dutv; and

(iii) persons who hold loint inter
est in any property forming 
the whole or part of the estate 
of the deceased, shall be joint
ly and severally Hfible to pay 
the duty which is payable in 
respect of that part oC the pro
perty whieh is held jointly.**

Shrl DaMil: My amendment refers 
to sub-clause (3) of clause 51. T would 
read the relevant portion,

“Every person accountable for 
estate duty under the provisions 
of this section shall, within six 
months of the death of the deceas
ed or such iater time as the Con
troller may allbw. dcUiver to the 
Controller and verify to the best 
of his knowledge and belief, an ac
count of all the property in res
pect of which estate dutv is pay
able.” '
You will see that every person who 

is accountable for estate dutv has 
compulsorily to deliver an account of
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LShri Dabhi] 
all the property even wiUiouf beini 
af?ked by the Controller.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is it not so
with respect to Income-tax^ When the 
notification is made, hon. Members are 
railed upon to send the returns.

Shri Dabhi: To my mind this is like
ly to lead to harassment to persons 
concerned especially in a border line 
case. 1 would give one example. Sup
pose in a villafe a man aies leaving 
one building and some acres of land. 
Now it is possible that ordinarily he 
would think that the property that has 
bee? left to him in not worth more 
than Rs. one lakh. So he may not give 
any account of the same to the Con
troller. What would happen?

There are two kinds of penalties in 
such cases. If the man of his own 
accord thinks that he is not account
able for that because his property is 
not worth more than Rs. one lakh and 
if the Controller afterwards thinks 
that that property is more than Rs. one 
lakh even by Hs. two hunctied he can 
inrlict two Kinds of penalrcs provided 
for in this Bill. Section 54 says:

“Any person who without rea
sonable causa has failed tc comply 
with the provisions of secticm 51 or 
.<ection 63 or has failed to compiy 
with the said provisions within me 
Lime allowed, shall be liable to pay 
a penalty ot one thousa: ci rupees 
01 a sum equal to double me 
4*mount of e.-«iate or a 5um eauax 
amount of estate duty, if any, re
maining unpaid for which he is ac
countable according as the Con
troller may direct;’*

This is one kind of penalty. There 
is another kind of penally provided 
unde! sub-clause (2) of Clause 5V 
which says *

*ln any case where no account 
has been delivered as required 
by section or clause id] of sec
tion 55. th  ̂ Controller mav cau.se 
an account of the property passing
on the death of the deceased to be 
prepared in luch manner and by

siK h means as he thinks 01 and: 
may rail upon any person who in 
his opinion is accountabie for th<» 
nnvment of estate duty in resperi 
n* Ih*̂  property to accept such ar- 
roiini. md if that person does not 
avcept the account or his liability, 
the Controller may determine the* 
estate duty payable by that per
son.”

So here the person has no option 
to anythin!? against thr Controller 
if he comes to the conrlus :>n that he 
has not given an account under Secr 
tion 51 and. therefore, he liable to 
accept the account. There is no provi
sion even to hear him as to why he 

noi submit thf» a.roiint. Sn my 
subrni.ssion is that in sum ra.ses it 
shoi»id not 1)0 n\ade compulsory for the 
peop-L̂  who have not submitted the ac- 
coiin* I have stated tb<? linMt in case 
of the person who think.«= thsit his pro
perty IF not worth mor** than a lakb 
of rupees. Hp should not b€ compulso
rily required to submit an account. 
Under Section 53 if the Controller 
thiniis that his property v/orth more 
iĥ x\ a lakh of rupees he c-m certainly 
ask him to submit tha* account. I 
have not said that all pi*oplc should 
be c.vempted from the operation of 
sub-clause (3) of clause 51. I only ask 
that a penalty should not Ke imposed: 
upr*i a person who th'nks that his 
propi?Tty is not worth morn than a lakh 
of rupees. Of course, in the case of 
perpons who nave properties worth 
more than one and a h^U lakh of 
rupceE they must comi^ulsonly submit 
an !*rcoun- to the Controller. I have 
no nbjectlon. My submi.' ŝloa is that 
C’au.se 53 is there whirh enables the 
Contr.aier to ask anybo<rv to submit 
his account and, therefore in the case 
of ortiali people having not more than 
nne and a half iakh of ruoeos it should 
not to made ompulsor" for them to 
«iibrrit their account, i think nobody 
wonUi take an objection to mv amend-  ̂
ment.

Now only one point fcr riariflcatfon. 
In aub-clause (3) it is said tl :it he shalJ 
delive»̂  an account. I wanted to know
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the meaning ct the wo:d “̂ acrount” . 
Supio^ie a man has several pro
perties. Under the provisions sub
clause (3) of Clause 51 do they require 
him to submit un accoun; of everythiJig 
he possesses such as property, his 
houst' so manv fields and other pro
perties. There is noth inhere to asic 
him to mention the price*? or the value 
of ti-e property. I wanted to know 
whether in this clause the word “ac- 
rount. ’ means the nartimlart of the 
propel ties or that he is required to 
filatc the value of the property also. 
Account does not neressarilv mean 
that he should give the valup. of his 
property. I hooe the hon. the Fin
ance Minister will see his way to ac
cept my amendment.

Sbri Krishna Chandra: Clause 51
sajs that persons mentioned under 
categories (a), (b) and (c) shall be 
accountable for the whole of the estate 
duty on the property pnssmg on the 
death but shall not be liable for any 
duty in excess of the assets of the 
deceased which be actually received or 

.which, but for his C(.wn neglect Or de- 
. fault he might have received.

My amendment is that the words 
*'or which, but for his own neglect or 
default, he might have received” may 
be deleted. That is to say that a per
son who really succeeds to the pro
perty and actually receives the pro
perty may be taxed but a person who 
has actually not received the pr<̂  
perty, may be on account of his own 
default, should not be taxed. If that 
person has made a default in getting 
that property then that property must 
be in possession of somebody else. 
Then that somebody else who has got 
that property may be taxed.

I will give one example. Supposing 
there is a government servant who is 
living away from his place for a long 
time and does not know the properties 
that his family possesses, and he 
might not have cared for the property 
that passes to him. Supposing he 
makes a default; he does not file a 
suit. He does not get the property 

415 P.S.D.

which he ought to have got. Now the 
Clause says that he will be liable for 
the payment of the estate duty. This 
provision will hit only the poor per
sons, persons of ordinary means. Rich 
persons who have got big properties 
have got every kind of facility and 
their successors are "keen enough to 
get the possession of that property. 
They can spend money to get this pro
perty, but people of ordinary means* 
living away from theu: place will not 
care, to take all steps possible for the 
recovery of that property. They will 
suffer if these words are n l̂owed to 
remain in this clause.

There is another provision under 
clause 51.

 ̂ ‘'Notwithstanding anything con
tained in sub-section (1), where 
an heir-at-law proves to the satis
faction of the Controller that some 
other person is in adverse posses
sion of any assets of the deceased, 
the heir-at-law shall not b  ̂ ac
countable for the portion of the 
estate duty payable in respect of 
such assets:”

I have given an amendment that 
the words “ the expenses incurred in 
recovery shall be allowed to be de
ducted from the property so recover
ed’* be added after “Provided that he 
shall become so accountable if. and 
to the extent that, he subsequently re
covers possession of such assets.” Be
cause the actual property that passes 
over to nim is the property minus the 
expenses that he incurred in getting 
recijverv of the property. So it will be 
reasonable that expenses incurred by 
him in getting recovery of the pro
perty may be allowed to be deducted 
from the property that passes over to 
him.

Shri Tulsidas: This clause lays down 
the persons who will be accountable 
for the pajrment of estate duty, the 
duties of the accountable persons, and 
their liabilities. A serious omission in 
this clause is that although the execu
tor. trustee or administrator is made 
responsible for the payment of the duly 
still it is not provided as to how the
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IShri Tulsidas] 
oxecutor, trustee or administrator will 
recover duty from the persons 
ing the property. I feel that a specific 
provision may made which will ex
plain as to how estate duty paid by 
the executor, trustee or administr,i t̂pr 
be apportipned by them to the benefi
ciaries. My amendment to clause .51 
(6) I provides that estate duty payable 
in respect of property shall be appor
tioned by an executor, trustee or ad
ministrator among all the benefiqiaries 
in proportion to the value pf their, i Mi* 
terest, subject to any different disposi
tions made by the deceased in hiĵ  will.

[Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava in the 
Chair.]

Similarly it is not provided as to how 
in the absence of an executor, trustee 
or administrator of the property of the 
deceased the duty assessed on the 
estate shall be paid by the benefi
ciaries. I feel. Sir, that it is very im
portant to lay down in specific terms 
as to how this is to be done. 1, there
fore, suggest that where there is no 
executbr, trustee, ox' administrator of 
the estate of the deceased, the duty 
assessable on the estate shall be pay
able by the person who receives the 
estate> or portions of the estate and 
the duty so payable by each such per
son shall bear the same proportion of 
the total duty payable in respect of 
the estate as the value of the property 
received by that person bears to the 
total value of the estate liable to duty. 
I have moved amendment to clause 51
(0)11 with this object in view and I 
am sure it is very necessary to lay 
down in the Act itself as to how the 
duty will be divided among the per
sons inheriting the property.

Further it is not laid down as to how* 
the persons who hold joint interest in 
any property shall be held responsible 
for the payment of the duty. Here, 
Sir, property is held jointly, and there
fore, it is suggested that all the per
sons shall be jointly and severally lia
ble to pay the duty which is payable 
In respect of that part of the property 
which is hold jointly. My amendment

to claus^ 51(6)111 is moved with this 
object in view.

I am sure that the above-mentioned 
points would deserve careful considera
tion of the Finance Minister. In my 
opinion they are very important and 
will avoid lot of litigation which will 
start after the Act comes into force. 
Sir, in the meeting of the Members of 
the Parliament who have submitted 
amendments to the Estate Duty Bill, 
which was held by the Finance Minia- 
ter, the Finance Minister has circulat
ed a tentative 'draft of the proposed 
amendment to be moved on behalf of 
the Government. I am not in a posi
tion to understand as to what has com
pelled the Finance Minister not to in
troduce the amendment in, the House 
of the People. I think that as the 
amendment is very important, the 
Finance Minister will move the amend
ment even at this stage. The amend
ment was circulated. Sir, at the time 
of the meeting, and this is exactly the 
same am^dment which was circulat
ed at that time, I hope that as tWs 
is a very important matter which must 
be made (*lear, the Finance Minister 
will accept the amendment and clear 
the position.

Shri Gadgil; This is not a place 
where what the executor, administra
tor or the trustee should do with res
pect to the beneficiary or for whom 
he has collected or managed the estate 
for the time being, should be mention
ed. They are governed by the gene
ral law of contribution. After deduct
ing the expenses, after paying the 
estate duty, they are to give or appor
tion whatever is left among the benefi
ciaries. They are governed according 
to the general principles. Why this 
Act should have a provision of this 
kind? We might ask as well that the 
man who administers the estate or the 
trustee should have an office, a secre
tary, and so on. The State is not res
ponsible in what way he apportions it. 
The State is responsible for collecting 
the duty on the estate as such.

Pandit K, C. Sharmii: With all res
pect, to my friend Mr. Gadgil, it is true
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that the general law is applicable to 
the present case, bat it is v e r y  neces
sary that the provision should be here, 
and there is no harm done if an explicit 
provision is made in the Bill itself. It 
would then facilitate matters. What 
harm is done if an explicit provision 
is made?'

ShH U. M. Trivedi (Chittor); 1 
•draw the particular attention of this 
House to this provision in clause 31. 
line 25. Thie clause ends like this:

‘•shall be accountable for the 
whole of the estate duty on the 
property passing on the death but 
«hall not be liable for any duty 
in excess of the assets of the de
ceased which he actually received 
-or which, but for his own nof îect or 
default, he might have received:**

Penalising any person in any man
ner for getting a heritage from some
body is rather a ve;ry strong provision 
of law. How can we say a person is 
negligent if he is not having a herit
age which is due to him?- negligent in 
the sense that he does pot know about 
it probably; he does not make; any 
hurry to get any possession ot it. Some 
trespasser has got it and he does not 
enter into litigation about it. He is 
a man with mild disposition; he does 
not want to pick up a quarrel; he does 
not want to take shelter under Section 
145, Criminal Procedure Code; he does 
not have lathies to beat anybody out 
of the premises. All these things are 
to be taken into consideration for a 
moment. If he is to be,penalised, this 
is a very peculiar thing. I think Mr. 
Krishna Chandra and Mr. C. C. Shah 
have also moved that these words may 
be omitted—the words “or which, but 
for his own neglect or default, he might 
have received.’* This seems to be a 
‘Sort of discounter, a ban. by some 
means or by some chance or other, 
âgainst getting the property. If a man 

can take it. certainly let him take it. 
If he is not in duty bound Xp have it, 
he may not care. He just sits up. If 
anything comes in his power, he enjoys 
it. If it does not, he does not bother 
about it. Why make it a duty incum
bent upon him by a provision of this

nature? Why don’t you say: “Here
you are. Go and get hold of this pro
perty. If you are not goini: to get 
the property, we are going to pounce 
upon it. The duty will be charged to 
you, whethpr you inherit it or not; 
whether you have received the moner 
or not.” This is too much burden up
on the onan, I think the Finance Min
ister may kindly see that this sort of 
negative position—penalising a man 
for getting an inheritance—and putting 
upon him a burden is not called for. 
It is not a thing which the ordinary 
law would like to impose upoi  ̂ him.

Sliri Debhi: Sir, on a point of expla
nation. The <;|ue8tion is, section 51 seems 
to be very widely worded. Is it the 
intention that any person, whether lia
ble to estate duty or not, whether pos
sessing property within the litnit of 
the exemption or not, and the heirs 
of such a person aUo. will be liable to 
be accountable for the whole of Ibe 
estate duty? The clause does not say 
that the heirs of persons who are lia
ble to pay estate duty only will be 
liable to be accountable. The section; 
as is worded, seems to indicate a doubt 
It is doubtful whether in the case of a 
person possessing only Rs. 5 worth of 
property, his heirs also will be liable. 
That seems to be the difficulty in this 
case. My submission is that it shotild 
be the duty of the Controller in the 
first instance to find out whnther the 
estate that passes to the heirs is or is 
not liable to estate duty. Once the 
Controller has come to the conclusion, 
then it would be for him to call upon 
the heirs, or whoever may have taken 
possession of the property to file an 
account. So long as that i.«3 not done 
the result will be that every person in 
the remotest part of the country, 
wherever he may die, his heirs are 
under a duty to, file an account ana 
if they do not file an account, they 
will make themselves. liable to the 
penalty. I would like to have this 
matter clarified by the hon. the Fin* 
ance Minister.

Shri C. D. Deshmokh: Dealing with 
this last matter first, it is quite clear 
that the person who is required to
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[Shri C. D. Deshmukh]
deliver to the Controller an account of 
all the property is the person who is 
accountable for estate duty under the 
provisions of this section: the account 
is to be an account of all the property 
in respect of which estate duty is pay
able. If a beggar dies and he has no 
property of any worth no one would 
be accountable in the sense in which 
we use the word. Nor would anyone 
stand in jeopardy of any Wnd of pro
secution for not havin!? delivered an 
account. Tt will be a ntat+er of fact 
to say whether he is accountable and 
whetfeer the estate is one In respect of 
which an estate duty la pryable. A 
person is offered his own determina- 
tioii. so to speak, first: he h?s to make 
up his mind. He takes ja certain 
ampunt of risk. I may say that this 
question will arise only there is a 
marginal case. If I have got property 
worth Rs. 100 I sh«U nevo’̂  Iclher, my 
heirs will never bother ahcu  ̂ it, be
cause they are quite ccrtain that un* 
dcr no circumstances will any action 
lie agakist them. If, on the other 
hand, there is only one person—I am 
over-simplifying the case with prv>- 
perty worth a little over Rs 1,25,000 
or Rs, 1,50,000 he has to come to a con
clusion, to the best or his hghts, whe
ther his property is hai)lc to estate 
duty. If he does com® to a conclu
sion then he has to file this leturn.

Now, Sir, I will deal wiih the amend 
ments that have been moved. The 
first one is Shri Krishna Chandra's 
amendment. This has been introduced 
in order to avoid any risk of coalition. 
We have always got to make up our 
mind as to which course to adopt, be
tween these two evils: one is possible 
harassment to somebody, the other is 
possible evasion by a particularly in
telligent pcrsk>n. Now, these words 
occur in the United Kingdom Statute 
also and they must have been in.serted— 
they have been there since 1894—no 
doubt as a result of considerable ex
perience in this matter. The only 
doubt that seems to trouble hon. n.em
ber is what kind of criterion, we shall 
apply to determine whether there has 
been any neglect.

Mr. Chairman: It is a question of 
default also, not only neglect.

Shri C. O. Deshmukh: That means 
negligence or exertion. Then what 
kind of effort, or exertion do we ex
pect'him to make. There I think there 
would be a body of judicial rulings to 
prove that the law requires of a trusee 
no higher degree of diligence in the 
execution of his office than a man o f 
ordinary prudence would exercise in 
the management of his own affair.*̂ . 
These matters *wiJl have to be constru
ed in the light of these ruUn̂ Ts and I 
have no doubt that if any person is 
iible to prove that he has taken due 
care or exercised ordinary prudence, 
then he will not be harassed by vir
tue of anything that we may put in 
this clause.

Then I come to the next am6hd- 
ment \^*ich is again by Shri Krishna 
Chandra. A man has deliberately re
frained from taking any steps to p.et 
the property. He must not be charit'- 
able at the expense of the State.

Shri Krishna Chandra: But some
body else must have got that property 
—why should he not be taxed?

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: It is all a
question of what is the total valuation: 
of the property. One may say I found 
that on death the property was in the 
hands of ten dill'orent people, one had 
a house, or “houses” of Shri Rohini 
Kumar Chaudhury, one costing Rs.
10,000 another costing Rs 20,000 and 
so on. He may say, these are different 
estates, not part of one estate. Then 
it does make a difference to the State 
because the total of the valuation de
termines the rate which will have to 
be paid.

I come back. Sir, to this second 
amendment and that also I am afraid 
we cannot accept, because it might 
lead to difficulties and evasiorj. The 
point is the point that we have stres- 
ed before and that is that the duty is 
on the value of the property at the 
point of death. Therefore, the ques
tion of recovery of expenses does not 
arise for the same reason for which
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the House already accepted the prin
ciple that expenses of adniiniclration 
should not be allowed, except ia that 
particular case which we recognised 
as an exception, becausc It was tho 
additional exx>enditure on . »r anage- 
•ment or recovery of ti*e value cf pro
perty in a foreign country. So. thrt 
is my reason for not being able to ac- 
<̂ ept this amendment.

Then I proceed to* ameMdment No. 
546. This, I think, is ucworkaole. Sir 
To answer that first queitica as to whe
ther account means valuation. I think 
it must and indeed the hon. member’s 
amendment itself involves valviatlon. If 
accounting simply meant categorising a 
house, shares, etc., then according to 
liim also the proviso will not be appli
cable. No one will know whether he 
is operating that proviso or not operat
ing. Therefore the accounts must 
necessarily imply val'>ation. Therefore 
it is left to the Controller according to 
this amendment to find out whether 
any person should be reauired <0 sub
-mit an account or not. The Depart
ment would be at a cynsidera'^le dis
advantage, first in discovering account
able persons, and then in obtaining 
the accounts before t̂hey pioceeJ with 
the levy of estate duty. This is a kind 
of burden which we do not think it 
right to shift to the Controller. AU 
that this particular clause means is 
that everyone has to apply hl& own 
mind to the problem and cojr.e to the 
•<!onclusion honestly what is the pro
perty worth. If he coaies to the con
clusion that under the rules as they 
^tand and the law as it stands—and 
everybody is supposed to know the 
law—he is likely to be liable to estate 
xiuty, he has to submit an account.
*'siul Dabhi: If a man thinks that he 

is not accountable and then if the Con
troller puts a penalty on him, there is 
no provision that he will be heard.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: These are all 
imaginary fears. If, as I said, in a.'- 
tual fact, it happens that the property 
is worth say Rs. 1 lakn and if some
one professes to be ignorant aVout its 
value and sajs: thought it was
ivorth Rs. 25,000 only, that is why I 
did not submit an account.** he should

be liable to the duty. On the other 
hand, if there is a marginal case, a 
small difference. I am quite certain 
thtit the law will not be administered 
harshly. In all thes6 cases there is 
this basic assumption which :*iUst be 
there, irrespective of the fears of hon. 
members, that the law will b^ admin
istered with j ustice and e^’ Ji ty. If 
there is any other assi r̂Aption then 
they should not give their nppioval to 
the enactment of this law.

Now. there is amendment No. 688 
proposed by Shri Tulsidas. l̂o has 
almost turned himself lawyer
because he is pleading an estoppel 
against me. He says that at some in
formal consultation I circulated to 
members a certain amendment. I 
have the same fight to locus po niten-- 
tiae as possibly he has. I don’t know 
where he has exercised it. To state 
the facts, it is true Uiat at ono time 
we did circulate a tentative draft, but 
then we considered this matter again. 
After all, that is the penalty for hav
ing an open mind. An open mind 
can*t be open only to suggestions from 
certain quarters. It must take in the 
suggestions from all quarters including 
those that come from the Department. 
We considered particularly the provi
sions of 51(1) as to who shall be ac
countable for the whole of the estate 
duty, and we came to the conclusion 
that here we were about to sarronder 
something valuable for the collection 
of the duty. As I said, the liability 
for the whole of the duty is imposed 
on each accountable person subject of 
course to the amount of estate artually 
received by each. It will be danger
ous to whittle down this static UabUity, 
but in practice, I have no doubt that, 
coming back to his point of just and 
equitable administralion, I cannot con
ceive of the Controller in the normaj 
circumstances trying to rccover the 
duty in any other manner than whal̂  
is provided for in sub-clauscs 2 and 6 
of the amendment. The cb’im of the 
community must have precedence and 
it is only when we have foiled tc re
cover it in this manner tliat we take 
recourse to the static provlsiou of 
Krlause 51(1). All I can say 10 alla^
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[S1SH DeshiiHikhli' ’ '
jic f t h e   ̂hon, ̂ ̂ ̂ i\ichitier . is.' ‘ iHat 

Jn practice find ^dministr^ we 
«hall* t̂ry as ^  vyo possibly
c^n, wi|hp  ̂ iniercsts , ol

comrminity in j(5op^rdy.

Mt, Chairman: The que^ îoh iiS:

In page 25,  ̂ li)nes 25 and ’ 26, omit 
*̂OT which, but t /̂r his h^kle<it or 

default, he might have received"’.

The moi}on was neQaiived,

Mr. Chainnaiii: The question is:
' /'ll n . I

• In page 25, line 36, add at the eiiKi:
“The I penses. jincuVred in ’ ri^ 

cpvery shall be flow ed to 4 ^  
ducted from tĥ e prbpert/, so recoy- 

iered.” |
The motion M s negatived'. -

’ ' ’ t: ; I.,”'. ' '
Shri Dttbhit Sir, I beg to withdraw

my amendment. .

The amendment wasi by leave, wHĥ  
drawn. r.

Mr. Ghairfnan: The question is:

In page 26, after line 6, insert: .

“ (^) Subject to Uie above provi
sions— ,
 ̂ (i) estate duty payable to in ' ires-

pect of an estate shall be ap
portioned by the executor, 
trustee or administrator, 
among all the beneficiaries In 
proportion to the total value of 

' their interest. 3ubjt ĉt to any
different dispositions made by 
the deceased in his will:'

(11) wliere there is no executor, 
trustee or administrator of 
estate of the dv'Ceased, the 
duty assessed on the estate 
shall be payable by the per
sons who receive the estate or 
portions of the estate, and the 
duty so payable by each such 
person shall bear the same 

f proportion to the total duty
I payable in respect of the

rr I '*
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estate as the value of the pro
perty received by that per
son bears to the total value- 
of the estate liable to duty; 
and

(iii) persons who hold joining in
' terest in any property forming 

the whole or part of the estate 
of the deceased, shall be Joints 
]y and severally liable to par

, the duty which is payable in 
' respect of that oart of tha

‘ ‘ property Which Js held joint.
_   ̂ • • 

The motion was negatived.

'hir: 0 ia<mAn: The question is that 
clause 51 stand part of the Bill.

' The motion was adopted.

Clause 51 was added tj itie Bill.
12 'N oon

Clausr i>2.— (Person accountable etc,}

Shri Tulsldatt: The clause itself
makes trustees accountable in certain 
cases. In the first place the liability 
•of the trustees should be limited to- 
the assets in their hands, according 
to clause 51(1). Apart from this, the 
whole of this clause is objectionable* 
because it puts the trustees, who may 
be strangers to the deceased, i:i a very 
unhappy position, because they have 
to provide for such duty or be perso
nally liable for it, which is most in
equitable. The procedure for their ob
taining relief provided in sub-clause (2> 
is also not‘ workable. In the U.K. Fin
ance Act, 1950, section H provides 
safeguards to the trustees under 
clauses 2. 5 and 6 and the same should 
be provided for in the Tndian Act. I 
feel that here there is a lot of rcsponsl- 
l)ility put on the trustees v/ithout any 
safeguards given to tl'cm. I have, 
therefore, suggested a separate claus<̂  
at the end Of sub-clause (1)..,.I hope 
the Finance Minister \vi\\ accent my 
suggestion. I beg to move:

In page 26, ajter line 18, add:

“Provided that no person shall
be accountable as trustee of a set--
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tlement for any estate duly pay
able by virtue of eectjion 11 in res
pect of property paid .or ;jpp]ied to 
oir for the benefft biP :V perssoh not. 
of full age in the exercise oi 
any express or implied power of 
advancement under the settlement, 
where that person is not a^d .do^ 
not become absolutely and indc  ̂
feasibly entitled to ariy share 
or interest in the property com
prised in the settlemenl. anc th« 
property so paid or applied to hiJn 
or for his benefit does not exceed 
altogether in amount oao hall of 
his presumptive share or interest 
in the property so comorised.**

, Shri C. D. Deshmufch: 1 wooild ask 
the hon. Member whether ho is Pjpally 
very clear about the words used here, 
viz. ‘advancement* and ‘indefeasibly 
entitled’. I have taken counsel with 
our legal people and they ray that to 
t ic*ir knowle<ige there are no cases of 
eilht r advancement of this kind or 
indefeasibly entitlement. I don’t think 
whether it serves any purpose to copy 
out this clause from the U.K. Act mere
ly becausc it is there, without having 
in one’s mind’s eye some kind of cir
cumstances in which it *s likely to 
occur. I have got a big .glossary of 
words or expressions used in legal en
actments, but I can’t ftnd what iR 
meant by ‘advancement'. If the House 
feels that it can throw any bn
this problem, I am prepared to consi
der it.

• '■ \
Mr. Chairman: Would you like to 

press your amendment under the cir
cumstances?

Shri Tulsidas: 1 would like to press 
the amendment.

Mr. The question i :̂

In page 26, after line 18, add;

“Provided that no perso^ shall 
be accountable as trustee of a set
tlement for any estate duty pay
able by virtue of section 11 in res
pect of property paid or applied to 
or for the benefit of a person not* 
of full age in the exercise of

any express or implied power ol 
advancement under the settlement, 
where that person is not anci does 
not become absolutely and inde- 
ieajsibly entitled to any share or 
interest in the property comi!>ri9ed 
in the settlement, and the property 
so paid or applied to him or for his 
benefit does not exceed altogether 
in amount one half of his presump
tive share or interest in the pro

, perty so comprised.”
The motion was negatived.

The question is:
“That clause 32 stand part of the 

Bill.”
The motion was adopted 

Clause 52 loas added to the Bid, 
Clause 53 was added to the Bill. 
CU*use 54*— (Penalty for default)

' Shri Tulsidas: I beg to move:
In page 27, lines 6 and 7, omit “or 

has failed to comply with the said pro
visions within the time allowed” .

Shri G. L. Chaudhary ^Shajahan^ 
pur Distt.—North cum Kheri—Ecwt— 
Reserved—Sch. Castes): I beg to
move:

(1) In page 27, line 8, omit “one 
thousand rupees or” .

(2) In page 27, line 11, for “con
troller” substitute “Board” .

. Shri Tulsidas: Clause 54 relates to 
penalty for default. My amendment 
is that in page 27, lines 6 and 7, the 
words '*or has failed to comply with 
the said provisions within thie time 
allowed” may be deleted. Under this 
clause any person failing without rea
sonable cabse to comply with the provi
sions of section 51 or section 53 will 
be liable to a penalty of one thousand 
rupees or a sum equal to double the 
amount of estate duty, if any, remain
ing unpaid, according as the Control
ler may direct. Arid the Controller is 
given discretion to reduce the penalty.

Clause 51' dfcls with all persons at- 
cpuntable, and under clause 53 every 
person believed to be in possession of
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[Shri Tulsidas]
the property of the deceased has to 
deliver a statement of particulars as 
required by the Controller.

The penalty provided in this clause 
is unduly drastic and severe in rela
tion to the defaults contemplated un
der clauses 51 and 53. Though the 
Controller has been given the discre
tion tQ reduce the penalty in any par
ticular case it would seldom be exer
cised by him. and this is amply borne 
out by our experience with regard to 
Income-tax. Moreover the Controller 
having imposed the full penalty in the 
first instance, it is too much to expect 
of him to modify his previous decision. 
It is rather curious to vest the power 
of discretion in the same person who 
levies the penalty. The clause should 
therefore be amended in my opinion 
so as to fix the penalty of one thou
sand rupees or the amount of estate 
duty remaining, whichever is lower. 
To impose a penalty of double the 
amount of the duty that is payable 
would be too drastic. After all, what 
are the defaults under clause 51 or 
clause 53? Therefore this penalty is 
too drastic and I would re(juest the 
Finance Minister to consider my 
amendment, because here really is the 
case where equity demands that this 
penalty, which is too drastic, should 
be amended. I hope he will accept my 
amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Even if his amend
ment is carried, so far as his amend
ment goes the penalty is not touched 
by the amendment.

Shri Tulsidas: I have suggested this 
together with the amendment that I 
have suggested.

^  iHnr 

w n f f l f r  *1? vnj»TfipTifrtt%

% ?rr | ^  ir r f
^  ^  jPniT ^  ^  ^

*f «rr it?TTTJr

^5T«f vr 4 1 ;jiT

t  fv  5fr f
w  ^  «ft?T ?rr fw r  t ,

ftIT  WTT aft w  #

11 ftp ^

3ft yifw »TTs> 
11̂  w f i"  5ni5 

^ I #  5TW t  ftra’T ^  
!Frj*T ^  f f ’nmt wE ^
v f R r  ^  w f o  «fto  #

fftr ^  3r»T5
^  |W ^  sf
W T % TT vfsrvrfxiff 

f f k  Hinf fft ^  ^
Vtf?RT^ I >T{[̂ T’Rnri?

*T|[ ^  ^
^^rf^JTTfPpirr 5T ^
SftW ftfJTT >TT ^  ^
^TfFfticn'<fnr ̂  €TV W
fw r  ^  a r m  JT? ĴTTPT ^  I 
^  îr ^  {HT i>t ^’T <ift •pr

^  ftwnt ^  «rnjT, ?ft sf
V H H  <fhr !FT^ vr 9>nrcT
w  *ift w  *rnc ^  stict
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$1^^ V E T V n C T ^
^  ^  y m t  ipftvR: I

The Depatj Minister of Flftuce 
(Slirl M. C. Shah): We cannot accept 
these amendments. This penalty is 
absolutely necessary in order to have 
these forms as early as i>osslble. If 
there is no penalty leviable these forms 
will not be submitted and the whole 
purpose of levying the duty will be 
defeated. As a matter of fact this Rs.
1,000 will not be the penalty for all 
the time. It is only in the event of 
failure to comply with the provisions 
without reasonable cause. So they 
will just exercise their discretion. And 
even if the penalty is levied, they 
have got another remedy of appeal 
under clause 61. So I think in order 
to have a proper administration of 
the Estate Duty these things are abso
lutely necessary. Every taxation law 
has got a penalty. In the case of In
come-tax also it is there. So in the 
case of Estate Duty also it is neces- 
.sary.

1 oppose the amendments.
Shri Tulsidas: I did not say that 

there is no penalty 'in other taxation 
measures. But this is too drastic a 
penalty, double the amount of duty 
•that is payable. '

Mr. Chairman: One thousand rupees 
or double the amount of the unpaid 
.duty. This is the alternative. I wUl 
put these amendments to the House.

The question is:
In page 27, lines 6 and 7, omit “or 

has failed to comply with the said pro
visions within the time allowed*’.

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:
In page 27, line 8, omit “one thou

sand rupees or” .
The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:
In page 27, line 11, for “Controller’* 

^substitute “Board” .
The tnotion was negdttvtd.

Mr. ChalnaMT The question is: 
*That clause 54 stand pai  ̂ of

the BiU.”
The motton teas adopted.

Clause 5i was added to the Bill,

Clause 65.—(Executor to specify etcO
Shri Krishna Chandra: I beg to

move:
In page 27.
(i) line 15, after ''deceased” add “and 

it shall not be delayed for reasons of 
failure to submit accounts under sec
tion 51 or a certificate under section 
58 or section 05” ;

(ii) omit lines 16 to 27.
I have my fear in relation to this 

clause and the fear is this. Suppose 
the deceased person has all bis cash 
in the bank and he dies without pass
ing that cash to his successors. Then* 
I am afraid that his family members 
will be hard put for want of any 
money to carry on their regular ex
penses because they will not be able 
to get letters of representation or suc
cession to operate on the account in 
the Bank and therefore, they will be 
deprived for a long time to come, 
of any lassets left by the deceased. 
It may be, Sir. that it may take time, 
a year or so because it is provided in 
this Bill that within six months the 
accounts have to be submitted, then 
these accounts will be scrutinised and 
finalised and the duty assessed and 
then only a certificate will be issued by 
the Controller. Unless that certifi
cate is issued by the Controller, under 
this clause the heirs will not get u 
letter of representation and will not 
be able to avail of the money left by 
the deceased in the bank. So, it wilJ 
discourage people investing their 
money in the banks.

Shri K. K. Basu: The amendment is 
not in order.

Mr. Chairman:
ment?

The 2nd amend-

Shri K. K. Basa: But, he is speak
ing on it. The whole clause becomes 
meaningless.
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Mr. Chatrman: The second amend
ment, actually, cannot be moved be
cause it seeks to delete the whole 
clause. He is only speaking on amend
ment No. 043.

Shn K K. Baau: If you carry the 
amendment, it conveys no meaning. 
What does he mean? Certainly he 
should furnish accounts. The clause 
becx>mes absolutely meaningless If you 
add this amendment.

Mr. Chairmaii: If you read both the 
parts together, it amounts to a substi
tution. The hon. Member may pro
ceed.

Shri Kri§liiia Chandra: It will dis
courage these people from Investing 
money in , the banks and those people 
will be better oil who keep their money 
vith them or in jewellery, that is. 
hoarded money, not utilised for any 
.social benefits. If we want to encour
age people to put their money in 
banks, I think all facilities should be 
given to the heirs of the deceased to 
be able to operate the account of 
the deceased for their ordinary daily 
expenses. We have allowed that for 
funeral expenses, a sum up to Rs. 1,000 
may be taken. Supposing aU the 
money is in the bank and the succes
sors are not able to get a pie. They 
will be very hard put to it. We have 
provided in this Bill a number of 
safeguards for the estate duty to be 
recovered from the property of the 
deceased. There^is a penalty for de
fault. and there^is also a provi.sion 
that the amount of estate duty will be 
a charge on the prooerty that passes 
to the heirs.

Shrl S. S. More: On a point of
order. Sir, I have tried to read his 
amendment with this original clause. 
It make.s the whole thing unintelligi
ble. Under Rule lOO(iii) an amend
ment shall not be such as to make 
the clause unintelligible. Thus, it is 
oui of order. I have tried to imder- 
stand it Can an hon. Member dis
cuss an amendment which is out of 
order?

* . T' . •
Mr. Chatrmaa: The hon. Member is 

referring to part (i) of the amend-  ̂
ment. .

Shri S. S. More: Parts (i) and (ii) of 
amendment No. 643 are interdfependent. 
I have tried to read it with the original! 
clause; I could not understand it.
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Mr. Chairman:
this:

It wir read like-

“In all cases in which a grant of 
representation is applied for with
in six months of the death of the 
decea.sed ‘ancf looks to be unnece>  ̂
sary. it shall not be delayed for 
reasons...... ”
Shri S. S. More: What shall not 

delayed?
Shri ttL 4K. 4Basu: All ĥe rest he

omits. Where does it end?
Mr, Chairman; Suppose 'and' 

omitted, it will read like this:
“ In all cases in which a grant 

of representation is applied for 
within six months of the death of 
the deceased, it shall not be delay

. ed for reasons of failure to submit 
accounts under section 51 or a 
certificate under section 58 or sec
tion 65.”
Shri S. S. More: What shall not be*

delayed?
Mr. Chairman: The grant of repre

sentation The word ‘and* seems to be 
a mistake.

Shri Krishna Chandra: The word
‘and’ is a mistake in printing.

Mr. Chairman: It is absolutely in
telligible if ‘and’ is omitted. He says: 
the addition of word ‘and’ is by mis
take.

Shri K. K. Basu: If you take away 
the second part of the amendment, the 
second part of the clause remains.

Shri S. S. More: I would refer the 
matter to the superior intelligence of 
the Finance Minister to find out the 
meaning.

Mr. Chairman: Suppose lines 16 to 
27 are omitted, this is substitution and? 
it is quito intelligible.
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gfcri S. 8. More: With due defer
ence to you, Sir, it is nol.

Shrl Krishna CHaiidra; This clause 
says that no letter of representation 
will be granted unless the certificate is 
forthcoming. My amendment seeks to 
make it read like this. When a person 
applies for letter of representation, it 
will not he delayed for want of certi
ficate. It may just read the other 
way. The amendment is intellijgible 
enough. I have already explained the 
rea.sons which have guided me to move 
this amendment. These reasons are 
for the benefit of the people who have 
got small property and who have got 
all the money in the bank. That is all 
I have to say.

Shri M. C. Shah: The fears of my 
hon. friend are misplaced. There are 
two things. One is accounts are to be 
produced within six months. That can 
be. done About the certificate, it . is 
not necessary that the estate duty 
should be paid. The provision is ‘has 
been or will be paid’. If he furnishes 
security that ihe estate duty, which
ever may be payable, will be paid, he 
will immediately get the certificate. It 
is not that the certificate will not. be 
given unless the duty in cash is paid.

Shrl Krishna Chandra: Will it not 
take time?

Shri M. C. Shah: To furni.sh secu
rity?

Shri Krishna Chandra: For the
estate duty to be assessed.

Shri M. C. Shah: Assessment is not 
necessary. You file the return and 
pay the duly payable or furnish secu
rity. Then, the certificate will be 
given. Afterwards, if assessment is 
made and more estate duty is payable, 
you pay at that time. F or certificate 
purposes, you have clause 50A. That 
would be on the basis of the return,

Shri Krishna Chandra: After the
filing of the aqcounts the certificate 
will be granted?

Shri M. C. Shah: Provided the estate 
duty on the basis of the return is paid

or security is furnished that such estate 
duty will be paid.

Shri Krishna Chandra: If what is 
required is furnishing of accounts, 
then I do not press my amendment.

Mr. Chairman: He has understood 
the point and he does not wishes tO' 
press his amendment.

The question is:

“That clause 55 stand part of the 
Bill.”

The motion urns adopted.

Clause 55 was added to the Bill.

Clause 5H was added to the pUl.

Clause 57.— (Limitation for com- 
mencino proceedings etc.)

Shri R. K. Chaudhury (Gauhati): I 
beg to move:

In page 27, for clause 57 substitute:

“57. Lhnitation for commencing 
proceedings for levy ' of estate 
d u ty .—All proceedings for the levy 
of any estate duty under this Act 
shall be completed before three 
years from the date of the 
death of the deceased in 
respect of whose property estate 
duty became leviable and there
after no estate duty or any bal
ance thereof shall be realised from 
the same estate.**

Shri Ramachandra Reddy (Nellore)' 
I beg to move:

In page 27, line 40, for ‘‘twelve
years*’ substitute “six years” .

Shri Tulsidas: I beg to move:

In page 27, line 40, /or “twelve
years” substitute “four years” .

Shrl K. K. Basu:, I beg to move.*

In page 27, line 40, for “twelW
years” substitute “twenty years” .
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Shii PmtoAur: I am not moving zny 
amendment. I would like to support 
the other amendments.

Shri R. K. ClUMidhiUT: 1 am afraid
.as usual my amendment must not have 
received the attention of the hon. 
Members, and therefore I read it. My 

.amendment reads as follows:

“ All proceedings for the levy of 
any estate duty under this Act 
shall be completed before three 
years from the date of the death 
of the deceased in respect of whose 
property estate duty became levi
able and thereafter no estate duty 
or any balance thereof shall be 
realised from the said estate."

This amendment, it would appear, runs 
< ôunter to Clause 57 as it stands in 
the Bill. By this Clause the Govern
ment want to keep to itself the right 
of commencing the proceedings for 
realisation of the estate duty up to 
the twelfth year, which means that the 

: Sword of Democles will be kept hang
ing for so many years.

Mr. Chairman: May I Just enquire 
from the hon. Member the full meaning 
of his amendment? Does he propose 
that the levy must be made within 
three years, or does he propose that the 
realisation should be completed before 
the expiry of the three years, because 
levy and realisation are quite diiTerent 
things? In the first part of his amend
ment. he speaks only of levy; in the lat
ter part he speaks of realisation. That 
.must be made clear.

Shri R. K. Chaudhury: My point is 
this, that the estate duty, whatever be
comes payable, should be realised and 
all proceedings completed in respect 
of realisation of any particular estate 

-4uty within three years......

Shri Jbunjhiinwala (Bhagalpur 
Central); Both levy and realisation?

Sliri R. K, Chandhury: Both demand 
•and realisation should be completed 
'Within three years.

Mr. Chalfman: He should add the 
words “levy and reallgation’’ . Other
wise. it would have a different mean
ing.

Shri R, K. Chaadlmnr: The amend
ment reads:

“ 1̂1 proceedings for the levy of 
any estate duty under this A ct ' 
shall be completed before three 
years from the date of death of 
the deceased in respect of whose 
property estate duty became levi
able......

—it is quite clear—

.....and thereafter no estate
duty or any balance thereof shall 
be realised from the said estate.*'

Everjrthing ought to be completed 
within this time. As laid down in the 
Clause as it stands now. no proceeding 
may be taken in respect of collection 
of estate duty up till 12 years, which 
means another six years might elapse 
before the estate duty is actually col
lected. This is not fair either to the 
people who are liable to pay the estate 
duty or to the Government which is go
ing to get this estate duty. Because if 
latitude is given for 12 or 15 years— 
the realisation will take about three 
years or so—the party in the mean
time may lose the estate, considerable 
damage may be caused to the estate, 
and it is the Government which will 
suffer. Why should the Government 
have the right to wait till 12 years in 
order to find out what actually is the 
estate duty to be levied and what 
should be collected from the party.

The Deputy Minister of Finance 
(Shri M. C. Shah): It is not waiting.

Shri R. K. Chaudhiiry: In an analo
gous case of income-tax. I have found 
it to my own cost that proceedings for 
realisation of income-tax—enhanced in
come-tax or income-tax—have been 
started nearly eight years after the 
actual income-tax became due—a long 
time afterwards.
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Mr. QialmiMi: Under Section 34 or 
otherwise? From the very start was 
there no notice of demand^

Shri R. K. Cbaudbary: The levy will 
start from the notice of demand. With
in six months an account has to be sub
mitted by the legal representative of 
the deceased, and the proceedings will 
be started after notice of demand is 
issued. So, essentially, my duty as a 
legal representative of the deceased 
person has to be performed within six 
months, and thereafter. I say no time 
should be lost in issuing a notice of 
demand, and if a notice of demand is 
issued in Ume. all the proceedings 
should be completed within three years, 
so that the heirs and successors may 
know where they stand. The heir may 
have submitted an account saying that 
his estate is not liable to pay anything 
and the Government or the authorities 
keep silent over it, and 11 years or 12 
years after they start proceedings for 
the collection of the duty which is 
very unfair. In the meantime very 
probably any estate which is consider
ed to be liable to pay the duty would 
not allowed to be transferred or 
anything done with it. So, the person 
who is ultimately found liable to pay 
the estate duty is handicapped in vari
ous ways. He does not know whether 
his estate is liable to any duty. Even 
if he knows, he cannot do anything 
with the property. Nobody will think 
of purchasing a property in respect of 
which estate duty realisation proceed
ings are pending, and, therefore the 
public will be put to great disadvan
tage. On the other hand, I do not see 
any difRculty on the part of Giovern- 
ment to complete these proreedings 
within three years which is a fairly 
long time. , So, my objection is that 
the proceedings should not be kept 
pending for so many years. The man 
should not be left in the darkness as 
to whether he is liable to pay it or not, 
and all proceedings should be complet
ed. Otherwise, confusion will result. 
In our country, before 12 years there 
may be more than one death. The 
second or third death may have al
ready occurred, and the same estate 
may have been made liable, in the

meantime, in respect of the subseqnent 
deaths. Therefore, it is very undesir
able that proceedings should be start
ed after twelve or ten years, and it is 
very desirable that all proceedings 
should be completed as quickly as pos
sible.

Shri Tulsidas: According to this
Clause 57, proceedini^s can be com
menced even after 12 years. It is stat*̂
eel:

“No proceeding...... shall be com
menced after the expiration of 
twelve years from the date of 
death...... **

This period of 12 years is, in mv opi
nion, too long. This will create great 
difficulties for the marginal estates, 
and not for the estates which are big 
ones, because in the case of the big
ger estates, if they have to sell their 
property, they will have to go to the 
Controller and get a certificate, and 
the proceedings will start immediately. 
But in the marginal cases it will re
main as a sword of Damocles. The 
Controller may value the property over 
Rs. 50.Q00—say at Hs. 75.000—and th#‘ 
assessee may consider that the pro
perty is not worth beyond the exemp
tion limit. Here the difficulty will be 
much more, because the sword ol Da
mocles will be hanging on this particu* 
lar type of estate, for 12 years. In In
come-tax the period is four years.

Shri M. C. Shah: Eight years.

Shri Tulsidas; For the fraudulent 
acts you have that period, but here- 
there is no such Question. Otherwise 
it is four to six years for the com
mencement of proceedings. Heie it is- 
not a question of any fradulent acts, 
but commencement of proceedings. As*
I pointed out earlier, for bigger estates, 
it will be necessary to go immeaiately 
and ask for commencement of proceed
ings, because without getting a certifl* 
cate of the Controller, they cannot dis
pose of the property. In the case of 
persons who have marginal estates, 
there will be much more hardship. The- 
assessee may say that the property was 
valued at less than the exemption limit,, 
while the Controller may say that it-
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was valued over and above the ex
emption limit. In such a c6se what 
will happen? Supposing aftei a period 
of ten years, the ptoceedinjES are start
ed. what will be the valuation of the 
estate? It Will create all sorts of difR- 
culties. much more than in England. I 
do not know what the provision is in 
the U.K. Act. But I do not thuik that 
there is any provision of ihis type bt 
all in the U.K. Act. It Is a new jwrovî  
sion we are putting in this Bill. I can 
quite understand the juQtiflcaiion for 
having a period of six years, just as in 
the Income-Tax Act. But why should 
it be more than six years? 1 have put 
in an amendment to limit the period 
to four years. In the case of marginal 
es^tes, the opinion 6̂  the assessee may 
be different from that of the Controllar. 
and the assessee may not luiow whe
ther the estate duty can be leviuble or 
not. All sorts of these difTlculti«»s will 
creep in. I do not se  ̂ any justification 
for the 12 year period. I am uz«able to 
see SLtiy equity or logic in tlii9 L? year 
period.

Shri M. C. Sbah: In your minute of 
dissent ftiei^ î r̂ tid mention about this.

Shri Tttlttldas: If you read carefully 
my minati df̂  dissent, you will find 
that at the very t>egintiin  ̂ 1 have 
pointed out that I am makicg u‘y ob> 
servations only on a few important 
clauses.

Shri M. C. Shah: You have referred
to clauses 54, 60, 61 and 02, but there 
is no reference to this matter

Shri Tulsidas: If you read my 
miritite of dissent, you will find that 
I have already referred to his provision 
1 am a responsible Member, and I 
have put in this amendment

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Member is 
not debarred fi*om moving his i?mend- 
ment. ,

Shri Tulsidas: I do not think that 
the fact I have not referred to it in my 
minute of dissent, is any just i(»ration 
for retaining the 12 year perud This 
is a point on which I feel stronrlv

Supposing the Coutroller doe.̂  not 
like a person, he.can ^Mirtinior.ce the 
proceedings any time within twelve 
years, and this will put the iissessees 
to a lot of hardship. In the |ncome« 
Tax Aflrt, the period is ocily four years 
in normal cases. 1 do not understand 
why the period here should be 12 
years. I strongly request the hon. Fin
ance Minister to see thit this period'is 
fixed on the basis of that in the In
come-Tax Act.

Shri K. K. Ba^: In my amendment 
No.' 458.-I ftBve suggested that th'ie p^  
riod should V; increased to 20 yearfi. 
I shall dial with my'reasr»n» for do
ing so, later, but I shall reply fhrst to 
the points which my hon. frtenc ‘ Mt. 
Tulsida.< h6s raised. He said that 
there will be a lot bf hardship caused 
in the >ase of persons owning niargi- 
nal estates. Those Of us who were in 
the Select Committee discti. ŝed this' 
matter thoroughly, in the light of the 
difflculies that might in individual casi»& 
arise, for the sale or disposition of the 
property. That is why clfiuse ?3 
deliberately ih<5orpordted in the Bill, to 
the eflfect any person intei-ested may 
apply to the Controller fbr a certiH  ̂
cate to the effect that no estate d>rty is 
chargeable on that estate. E' en in the 
case of‘ persons who own property 
worth a lakh of rupees, in the o i 
non-Hindu joint familie.s'. and Ra.
50,000 in the case of others, nr.t iraliy 
ihe purchaser or the seller will ‘̂crtain* 
ly obtain a certificate on the above 
lines. Otherwise nobody will buy that 
property, and it will be very cIiiT̂ cuit 
for the person who wants to seil it to 
anybody. I do not think tneio will be 
any difficulty so long as the vision 
for this is there in clausf! 7/.. even iii 
the case of marginal estate.̂ .

The next point which my hc:i friend 
Mr. Tulsidas referred to was thai thti 
period under the Income-Tax Act wai 
less. But we have got to dilfj.Tentiate 
between the two cases. There is a qua
litative difference between estate Juty 
and income-tax. Income-tax is a cur
rent thing, and is a recurri.'i;' alTiii If 
any one escapes one >rear, possibly ht 
may be caught next year. II he Irfjcl*
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that he is in diflflculty with the \.uome- 
1ax people, and he is caught some timt, 
he will be careful to see that hi:- Looks 
are properly kept, unless ĥ  i.s so intel
ligent or clever enough tjO d ipo the ad- 
'jninistration foi years together, sg that 
he may not br assessed ino(<'n«>Ux ai

The hon. Member then rricnVioned 
that there is no similar provision in 
the U.K. Act. That is bocavise in 
U.K. letter of admiaistraticn or pro- 
l)ate is a compulsory thing. Here in 
India for the. devolution of imnu>vable 
properties, there is no »iecê <:*ky for 
any such letter of adniinisaution If 
there is a will, all that is to l>e done 
is that a probate should l>e takc*A» aikI 
if a'person dicw inte.sate, his heirs just 
step into his shoes, and there is nc 
necessity of obtaining any letter of 
administration from the court. }n 

'England, there is no provi^'oa liJte this, 
because no one can eso?i po froin the 
payment of estate duty, l^ecause the 
letter of administration Ahoula be Dib- 
tained, before the property ran be 
transferred.

I now come to thq question of en
hancing the period to 20 years. I 
'would like to stress on two factors 
here. Under clause 51(2),' we havi?:

^'Notwithstanding anvihmg lUii- 
tained in sub-section (Ir' where an 
heir-at-law proves to the sut̂ ĵfac- 
tion of the Controller tha: acHae
-other person is in adverse pufieii»- 
sion of any assets of the deceaie#^ 
the heir-at-law shall not l>e ac
countable for the portion of tbe 
•estate duty payable in respect of 
such assets.”

And the Controller may Uiereupou 
4'un after the person whj in in adverse 
possession of the assets, of thi; lU ceas- 
^d. In a vast country like ours, it may 
happen that a person who dies may 
iive in Delhi, and he may have a cer
tain property in his villaKe, far .'»way 
in Bengal or Madras, his people who 
may not be interested in the »ncestra' 
property, may not know anything abou*, 
it. while the property might have 
been enjoyed by his distant relations 
over a long period. But as the heit

of the person who died, and whose 
name appears in the revenuo record In 
the case of lands, and in the municipal 
records in the ĉ ise of he uses, mliy 
within a period of 12 vears try and 
get back the possession. The Ii;nita- 
tion in the case of ad vers* Dos«esKioii 
is 12 years. If the heir «ets the pro
perty in the 12th year follr.wing the
death of the deceased, and the Con
troller comes to know of it after 12
years, that estate duty is leviable on
such property, then that duty w*ll be 
barred, because of the liihiiiation of 
12 years.

In clause 60. we have pn>/ide!d for 
the rectification of mistakes relating 
valuation for estate duty. Here wo 
have provided for a limitaiion of Ihrto 
years. If after the period of* iiu ^  
years, and before the expiry of the 
period within which possession can bo 
had, a certain property conies into tbo 
hands of a person who wars not fouiWl 
accountable first, then he will lie loft 
out of the clutches of the law, if we 
put in a period of 12 years only for bo- 
ing the limit up to which commenoo* 
ment of proceedings may be made. Aa 
I have pointed out earlier, in our couo' 
try it is not necessary for the heirs to 
obtain a letter of administration froiu 
the court, for stepping into the bhoea 
of the deceased for the purpo.se of 
possession. Therefore I feel that tho 
period of limitation under this .'lauao 
should be extended beyond 12 yeura.

There is another reason also vvny 1 
have put in the period of 20 years. In 
clause 69, we have provided, that after 
the expiration of 20 years from a death* 
the Board may remit ".he p:tyrnem at 
any duty remaining unoaid, or any 
part thereof, or any interest thereon. 
The authorities concerned are rompe* 
tent to do this.

Therefore, 1 feel, Sir, that if you 
keep the period of limitation 
at 20 years, an opportunitiy will be 
given to the assessee to pay up his 
dues and if after 20 years you find 
that' it is so difficult for him to pay 
his dues, you might in your discre
tion remit such payment of estate 
duty or interest, whatever it may be.
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Therefore, in this case also I feel 
that it is absolutely necessary that 
we have the same period of limita
tion here, more so because of the 
peculiar system in our country, a 
peculiar system in which probate and 
letters of administration are not nê  
cessary so far as immovable property 
is concerned. Therefore, I . suggest 
that in this case also Governrpent be 
good enough to accept the amend
ment. Because it is a question of 
initiating the proceedings and if an 
assessee who owns property in the 
marginal cases  ̂wants to dispose of 
it »nd he thinks that it is necessary 
for him to obtain a certificate under 
the provisions of section 73, he can 
just approach the Controller and ob
tain a certificate whether he is liable 
to pay the estate duty or not. There- 
Tbre, I do not think there will be 
any hardship if we fix the period at 
20 years. On the other hand. I feel 
that in view of the vastness of our 
tfountry and also the possibility of 
persons having business in one part 
of the country having property two 
Ihouftatid miles away, possibly In the 
territory of another State, the possi
bility of a large volume of Estate being 
left out of the purview of this law. 
we should consider the question of en
hancing the period to 20 years and I 
hope the Finance Minister will give 
favourable consideration to it.

Shrl U. M. Trivedi: This question of 
limitation, as has been said at many 
places—the plea of limitation—is al
ways a plea of a dishonest man and, 
therefore, for anybody to come for
ward and say that since he has es
caped duty for 12 years, he must be 
allowed to escape, will certainly be a 
wrong proposition. But we have to 
see whether it will apply in our coun
try where the Government also acts 
dishonestly. You know ordinarily the 
law says that there should not be 
any limitation as against the Govern
ment. Similarly, if the Government 
agrees to this proposition that there 
should not be any limitation in favour 
of the Government, then it would

be something. We have got this or
dinary Railways Act under which 
lakhs and lakhs of rupees worth ot 
claims are defeated simply because 
the government somehow or other 
manages to escape the liability by the 
special limitation of one year. At 
the end of one year, lakhs and lakhs 
of rupees are not paid to the public 
only on this plea that limitation is 
passed. The further limitation of six 
months is always taken advantage of 
by our Grovernment. It is not so in 
England. In England, it is considered 
very derogatory for a member of the 
Govjpmment or at least the Advocate- 
General to ever raise the plea of 
limitation. It is not so here. There 
he cannot take that plea and if he 
takes it. it is a question of ridicule 
for him It is considered most dis
honest. At the same time, their Limi
tation Act itself provides that the 
plea of limitation shall only be con
sidered by the court if raised by the 
party. It is not so with us. Our 
Government of the past, whom we

* could very easily dub dishonest, want
ed to save money for themselves 
and incorporated it in our own Act 
which we have not yet . changed. 
Here not only the plea of limitation 
will be looked into by the court, but 
it will be looked into ipso facto, of 
its own. And if it is found that in 
any manner it is sustained, it will dis  ̂
miss the suit. Under those circum
stances. with this background before 
us, It is really very hard on anybody 
to have this litigation for this estate 
duty hanging over his head for a 
period of 12 years. I agree with the 
view pressed by Mr. Tulsidas on this 
poiint that generally these 12 years 
will be a period of fear for those 
whose estates are not obviously ol 
such a nature which will be taxable 
It is only in the case of such people 
who will be on the borderline who may 
or may not escape the duty for 12 
years. So the hardship to be caused 
to these people must be avoided. 11 
is not the rich people who are affect
ed. The rich people will certalnlji 
pay tax. They cannot escape foi 
12 years. It is impossible for therr
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to escape for 12 years. Therefore, 
1 say that any \ îndictiveness, which 
is generally shown by our Communist 
friends on this side who want to 
make it 20 years, should be avoided. 
They must also realise that there 
should not be vindictiveness on these 
poor middle class people who will be 
generally affected. %

Shri S. 8. More: These poor rich
people,

Shri U. M. Trivedi: Not poor rick 
people. Let them make it 50 years 
for those who are very rich. They 
do not care for it, because generally 
they will be taxed within a month of 
death. They are not to be affected 
by this. But it is only those who 
will be on the borderline who will be 
affected by this. And we must not 
be obsessed with the idea that be
cause they are rich, therefore they 
must be squeezed: because they show 
any tendency of capitalism, therefore 
ywDU must jump upon them. That 
sort of idea must go away. You 
should not develop such an idea. 
This is merely an obsession. It 
should disappear and, therefore, I 
submit, Sir, that if we can keep a
r e a so n a b le  p e r io d — n o t  n e c e s s a r ily  
th a t  of 12 years, but have it as 3 
years or have it at the most as 6 
y e a r s—I think it would be a reason
a b le  concession which the Finance 
Minister can grant to those who may 
Hot be rich enough apparently whom 
the Controller or the estate duty au
thorities would be able to jump upon.

Shri V. P. Nayar: Sir, I want to 
speak.

Mr. Chairman: I will first give op- 
iwrtunlty to those who have moved 
amendments. Mr. Hamachandra ReddL

Shri Hamachandra Baddi; I have 
not very much to add to the argu
ments that have been ’ advanced in 
favour of reducing the period of sus
pense for twelve years. It is undesir
able, both from the i>oint of view of 
the Government and from the point 
•f view of the assessee, that this
415 P.S.D.

period of suspense should be so long. 
As a matter of fact, it will encourage 
a sort of suspicion mutually and it 
will be very difficult to get over that 
feeling of suspicion on •itfaec lldik 
As has been pointed out by Mr. Tul
sidas, the marginal assessees will be 
very much affected if they are kept 
in suspense for such a long period of 
12 years. It would be very reason
able, as suggested by other friends and 
also as suggested by my own amend
ment, if the period is reduced to six 
years. It would probably be in con
formity with the Income-Tax Act. 
To keep open this question for such 
a long period as twelve years would 
only mean that it will be kept open 
for all time to come. Within the 
period of twelve years, it is possible 
there might be other deaths in the 
family and then there will be a con
tinuous process of suspicion, assess
ment and harassment. Therefore, X 
would urge upon the Government that 
the period might be reduced froi 
twelve years to six years.

Shri Pataskar: So far as this claui 
is concerned,— know that ordinar 
ly under the English Act there is no 
such period prescribed—in the condi
tions in which we are at the present 
moment, having decided to put soma 
reasonable time limit within which 
the proceedings should start. I think 
the period of 12 years is too exces
sive. I do not want to add to the 
arguments that have already been 
advanced.

Sttiri S. S. More: One question. Sir.
Shri Pataskar: I have not yet start

ed.
Shri S. S. More: What is the ordi

nary period of limitation for the Cen
tral Government to file suits?

An Hon. Member: Twelve years.

Shri S. S. More: It is 60 years.
SCiri Pataskar: I will try to develop 

my own point which I hope my hon. 
friend Mr. More will appreciate as 
well, though we might have differen
ces with respect to other things like 
capitalism etc. I can understand if
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there is no provision as in the United 
Kingdom. But, in the conditions 
existing in India it has been decided 
that some limit should be fixed and 
I think it is rightly so. As the hon. 
Member Mr. Tulsidas pointed out, so 
fat as the big estates are concerned 
they would escape because nobody 
would wait for 12 years. With re
gard to the rendering of accounts the 
mercantile community will not be 
aflfected because they have the ac
counts. Only the marginal cases 
where the value of the property is 
Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 60,000, where the 
question will arise whether it is liable 
to p t a x ,  will be affected.

Sir, in the conditions existing in 
India, unfortunately, there is noi 
much respect for the legal profession. 
Somehow or other the lawyers get to 
know many things that happen as a 
result of legislation that is passed on 
different subjects. We know there is 
the Sarda Act, for instance. As we 
go into the villages we know girls 
are married before 12 years or 15 
years or whatever the age limit might 
be. If there is a quarrel between 
two persons then one makes an ap
plication, goes to the court, not for 
the purpose of vindicating social re
form but because there is this ill- 
feeling between the two. I would 
say, from my experience as a lav/yer, 
that in many cases it is not with a 
view to social reform but because of 
the animosity that these cases come 
to court. I do not mean this is al
ways the case. Therefore looking to 
that aspect of the matter, I fear to 
think of what would happen in all 
these m^r^inal cases. Suppose a 
man owning property worth Rs. 50,000 
dies. The est'̂ t-? is not liable but after 
10 fiomeV̂ ody who is inimically
dispoir-̂ d t")wards the successor might 
say that the property was worth at 
that time Rs. 75.000 and not 
Rs. 50 000. Since you can start pro
ceeding's within a oeriod of 12 years, 
it would not be beyond our compre
hension if such things happen in the 
conditions that exist in our country. 
One might find an oflflcer also who

can give him a ear, for reasons beat 
known to him and the persons wno 
start this. Proceedings may be ini
tiated and then to find out the value 
valuers might come in and try tp 
find out the value of the property as 
it ŵ as some 10 or 12 years before. 
As I said, yesterday, that is my diflfl- 
culty. I can understand if the prices 
were fixed then. We have already 
passed that clause. We have to nnd 
out after 10 or 12 years what was tne 
market value of the property at the 
lime of the death of deceased. Sir, 
all sorts of complications will arise. 
Therefore, to my mind, this period of 
12 years is really excessive. It may 
not serve any purpose. My hon. 
friend Mr. Basu moved an amend
ment for having 20 years. You may 
as well have it as 50 years. I can. 
understand that we have realised that 
a time limit has to be placed. But I 
believe putting it at 12 years is too 
excessive. It is liable to be abused 
and liable to create difficulties even 
for the valuers. Therefore, it will be 
a serious harassment rather than any 
gain to the Government. It should 
therefore normally be 4 years, 5 years 
and in no case exceeding 6 years. I 
would therefore request the hon. 
Finance Minister to consider this. 
Look to the cases in which it would 
apply, and whether a provision of 
this nature is liable to lead to harass
ment. As I said at the time of the 
first Bill, we are all in favour of the 
estate duty but we want to try, as far as 
possible, to avoid all chances of un
due harassment. So far as the ques
tion of the recovery of the duty is 
concerned, let every step be taken; 
nobody wants to encourage evasion 
of it. Having conceded that some 
limit has to be fixed, why should it 
be 12 years; 6 years would be enough. 
In 12 years by adverse possession a 
man becomes the owner of the pro.- 
perty. How are you going to call 
the man to account after 12 years?

1 P.M.

Shrl V. P« Nayar and Shrl Tek 
Chaiid rose—
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Mr. Chaiman: I think this question 
has been sufficiently discussed.

Shri V, P. Nayar: There are cer
tain aspects......

Mr. Chairman: I think bot.i the
sides have been put before the House 
and all the reasons have been given. 
I do not understand what more has 
to be done.

Shrl T A  Qhand: There are cer
tain points left out.

S3iri V. P. Nayar rose—
Mr. Chainnaii: The hon. Member is 

going on rising when I am on my 
legs. It is not fair. If an hon. 
Member wants to speak and wants 
to insist upon it, that would not as 
a matter of fact in every case induce 
me to ask him to speak. The matter 
has been thoroughly discussed in my 
humble opinion and I think I need 
not call upon any other Member.

Shri Tek Chaad: We have made
very good speed and if you will al
low this matter to be discussed for a 
little longer there are some new 
points of view which have not been 
presented by anybody. You may 
therefore kindly allow......

Mr. Chairman: He has himself
tabled so many amendments and in 
respect of this there are no other 
amendments.

Shri M. C. Shah: He has also
written a Minute of Dissent.

Mr. Chairman: Whether it should
be four years, five years, six years or 
twenty years—that is the only ques
tion.

Shrl Tek Chand: If you will allow 
five minutes.......... .

Mr. Chairman: There is no reason
why I should allow the hon. Member 
five minutes when I have not allowed 
Shri V. P. Nayar those five minutes.

Shri Tek Clumd: You may allow 
for him also. If you could kindly 
give fifteen minutes some contribu
tion could be made.

Shri V. P. Nayar: There are certain 
aspects which have not been discus
sed.

Mr, Chairman: To every question 
this can be said, that some new con
tribution could be made. After all 
the Chairman has to decide whether 
the matter has been fully discussed 
or not, and at present we are very 
much pressed for time. I do not see 
any reason why I should allow any
body to speak on this further. I am 
very sorry.

Shri V. P. Nayar: We are ahead of 
time.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Member 
may speak on any other motion. I 
shall call upon the hon. the Finance 
Minister.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Sir, I think 
in this matter one ougfet to go back to 

the proceedings of the Select Com
mittee. It is true, as my colleague 
has said, that after the Select Com
mittee report was written it did not 
strike any hon. Member that a change 
ought to be made. And at that time 
it was recognised that neither in the 
[Jnited Kingdom nor in the U.S.A. is 
there any time limit for starting pro»- 
ceedings for imposing Estate Duty,

Shri Tek Chand: It. is there in U.K. 
—if the hon. the Finance Minister 
would look at page 335 of Dymond. 
It is six years in one case and twelve 
years in the other.

Shri C. D. I>e8hmukh: Anyway,
this amendment was deliberately made 
by the Select Committee because it 
was felt that in a large number of 
cases where the total value of the 
property is below the maximum limit 
it may be that the owner does not 
take an exemption certificate for many 
years. Later on when the property 
has to be sold by the next owner 
there might be unnecessary difficul
ties in getting exemption certificates. 
And that was the reason which in
fluenced the Select Committee. They 
put twelve years because this is the 
usual period ol limitation ia
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tain classes of mortgages. Twelve 
years is the period of linutation for 
suits in respect of morable and im
movable properties. Twelve years 
the period for execution of decrees of 
courts. So far as Crown Duties are 
concerned, of course, as some hon. 
Members have pointed out, there is 
no limitation. But for these consi
derations, 1 think» we should have fol
lowed the majority practice and not 
put any limit at all. Therefore, for 
h«n. Members to say “ if you are 
putting some kind of a limit then do 
not put the limit’*—this does not ap
pear to me to be valid because it has 
to serve a certain purpose. Now one 
has to consider this clause in relation 
to the operatioh of the other clauses 
vie. 58, 59 and 60. Now the fear 
that in marginal cases duty might re
main unpaid seems to be groundless 
because in thft ordinary case an ac
count will be delivered and a certifi
cate will be given either that the duty 
is not payable, or the duty has been 
paid, or that the duty will be paid. 
Now it seems to me that this certifi
cate will govern a very large number 
of cases. Apart from those cases 
which the Select Committee had in 
mind one must also, of course, bear in 
mind the question of possible conceal
ment and that possible concealment 
might arise even in respect of a large 
estate. You might have an estate 
worth ten lakhs of rupees declared 
and yet there may be some portion 
which may not be declared. It is to 
deal with such cases that you are 
going to come to Clause 59.

ShH N. €. Chatterjee: They would 
not come under it. It has already 
commenced in the proceedings there.

Shri C. D. Deshniiikli: Proceedings 
have commenced in respect of pro
perty which has Ibeen declared but if 
one were to discover property which 
has not been declared, certainly then 
some period is necessary. This period 
of 12 years will also cover that. There
fore, this is analogous to the case of 
concealment.

The hon. Member made a great 
point; he said it is four years in inr 
come-tax but for the purposes of con
cealment for commencing proceedings 
it is eight years and one year for 
finalising i.e. nine years. Therefore, 
the iJeriod that we have chosen is 
more or less comparable to similar 
periods in other cases. While there 
is something to be said, in my opi
nion, for a longer period like twenty 
years and so on, I think this is the 
case where, if at' all possible, one 
ought to abide by a decision which 
was taken by the Select Committee
and which no Member of the Select
Committee at that time thought rould 
impugn an additional advantage that 
this provision provides the golden
mean. If you add 12 & 8 or if you
add 4 & 8 in one case it comes to 20 
—and if any one were to find a golden 
mean—it is exactly 12.

Shri Tek Chand: Only one question. 
Has the attention of the bon. the Finan
ce Minister been drawn to fact that in 
English law under Section 8, sub
section (18) of the Finance Act of 
1894 (for the sake of convenience 
you may refer to Section 334 of 
Dymond) it is provided:

“A hona fide purchaser for a 
valuable consideration, without 
notice of the liability, is not 
accountable for the Estate Duty 
on property purchased by him.’*
There is no such provision in our 

Estate Duty Bill.
Mr. Chairmaa: I do not think it

has got any relevance here.
Now I will put the amendments to 

the vote of the House.

The question is:

In page 27, for clause 57 substitute:

‘̂67. Limitation for commenc^  ̂
ing proceedings for levy of estate 
duty.—All proceedings for the 
levy of any estate duty under 
this Act shall be completed be
fore three years from the date
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of the death of the deceased in 
respect of whose property estate 
duty became leviable and there
after no estate duty or any balan
ce thereof shall be realised from 
the said estate.”

The motion was negatived,

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

In page 27, line 40, for ‘̂twelve
years” substitute “six years”.

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

In page 27, line 40, for “twelve
years” substitute “four years” .

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

In page 27, line 40, for “ twelve
years” substitute “twenty years”.

The motion was negatived,

Mr. Chairman: There is an amend
ment in the name of Shri Pataskar 
“for twelve years substitute three
years” .

An Hon. Member: He is not in the
House.

Mr. Chairman: I think he said that 
he moved. He spoke also in favour 
•f it.

An Hon. Member: It has not been
moved:

Mr. Chairman: Then it need not
have the leave of the House to be 
withdrawn.

The question is:
“That clause 57 stand part ol 

the BUI.”

The motion was adopted.

Clause 57 was added to the Bill

Clause 58 was added to the Bill.

Clause (Controller's powers etc,)

Shri U. S. Dube (Basti Distt.— 
North): I beg to move:

In page 28, after line 20, insert:

“ (3) If the Controller is of opi
nion that the person liable for 
the payment of estate duty has 
wilfully avoided delivering the 
account or has knowingly not ac
cepted the account or his liabili* 
ty, he shall in' addition to the 
duty determined be further liable 
for the cost of estimation and de
termination of the estate duty.’’

My amendment purports to put on 
the statute a new sub-clause to this 
Clause. Now it will be a check for 
the evaders. I do not wish to inflict 
a speech in support of it. Now if the 
hon. the Finance Minister thinks that 
this sub-clause is necessary and will 
be a weapon in his armoury for deal
ing with evaders of the tax then I 
would request him to accept the 
amendment.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: For the time
being I do not think any such sharp 
weapon is necessary.

Mr. Chairman: The question Is:

In page 28, after line 20, insert:

“ (3) If the Controller is of opi
nion that the person liable for 
the payment of estate duty haa 
wilfully avoided delivering the 
account or has knowingly not ac
cepted the account or his liabllli- 
ty, he shall in addition to 
duty determined be further liatne 
for the cost of estimation and ae- 
termination of the estate duty.**

The motion was negatived, •*
Mr. Chairman: Now I will put the 

clause to the vote of the House.
The question is:

**That clause 59 stand part ot 
the BiU.*"

The motion was adopted.
Clause 59 was added to the Bill,
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Clause 60.— (Rectification of mis-- 
takes etc.).

Mr. Chairman: Clause 60. There 
are three amendments 175, 177, and
178 standing in the name of Shri Tul
sidas.

Sbri S. S. More: Well, we have tra
velled faster than imagined by the 
Business Advisory Committee; we are 
much ahead of the schedule fixed by 
them, and so we need not have thi“ 
afternoon session.

Mr. Chairman: We will consider 
that. Let this one minute be not 
taken by him.

Shri Tulsidas: I beg to move*

(1) In page 28, line 26, after ‘‘pro
perty” insert ‘*or of the inclusion of 
any property on which estate duty is 
not properly chargeable under this 
Act".

(2) In page 28, for lines 39 to 43, 
substitute:

'*(2) in case the property of 
the deceased is already divided 
amongst the heirs, the additional 
duty shall be payable proportio
nately by all persons who have 
inherited the property passing 
on the death of the deceased,”
(3) In page 28, lines 47 and 48, for 

**0T objecting to any penalty levied 
by the Controller under section 54*̂  
substitute:

‘‘or objecting to any order, de
termination, decision or levy of 
penalty by the Controller under 
any section of this Act” .

%
Mr. Chairman: The House now

stand adjourned till Four O’ clock to
day.

The House then adjourned till Four 
of the Clock.

The House re-assembled at Four of 
the Clock.

[Mr. Dcputy-Speaker in the Chair}

Clause 34.— (Rates of duty etc.)

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Hon. Members 
are aware that a point of order had 
been raised from both sides with res
pect lo some amendments relating to 
Clause 34, and also regarding the pro
posed amendments to the amendment 
moved by the Finance Minister re
garding the Second Schedule seeking 
to include the rates of duty. Yester
day, I set out the various points that 
had been raised. In so far as any 
amendment seeks to increase the rate 
of duty, it is common ground that both 
under Article 274 and Article 117 of 
the Constitution, it requires the previ
ous recommendation ol the President 
or tlie sanction of the President.

Doubts were raised regarding the 
other one. It was contended that un
der Article 274—which is a separate 
Article—when the States are interest
ed in a particular duty or the imposi
tion or the variation of a tax, the pre
vious sanction of the President to the 
amendment or to the Bill is necessary.

It was suggested by the hon. Mem
ber who raised the point of order that 
this applied not only to cases where 
the rates are sought to be increased by 
the amendment but also where the 
rates are sought to be reduced, and 
this was reinforced by a reference to 
Article 117-proviso, where it is said 
that whenever, under the Constitution 
it is thought that an exception could 
be made in favour of those amendments 
which reduce the duty, a specific pro
vision has been included by wa3' of 
proviso as under Article 117. The 
absence of a similar proviso tinder 
Article 274, according to the hon. 
Member who raised the point of order, 
made all the difference.

I had suggested that other hon. 
Members who had no opportunity to 
participate in the discussion yesterday 
might kindly write to me communicat
ing whatever they wanted to say. T 
got a letter from Shri Telkikar. His
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arguments are directed towards show
ing the difference between Article I IT 
and Article 274. He says that people 
are liable to be adversely affectcd by 
raising the tax and therefore an amena- 
ment proposing enhancement of the 
tax requires the previous recommenda
tion of tho President, and amendments 
proposin/? a reduction or the abolition 
of a tax do not reouire such recom
mendation. But he says that under 
Article 274 both enhancement and re
duction of a tax affect adversely the 
States, viz. if the tax is enhanced, it ia 
against the interest of the people of 
the States; and if the tax is reduced, 
it is against the interests of the State 
Governments. Therefore, in both the 
casesi the amendments affect adverse
ly. That is why, he says, no excep
tion is made in the case of reduction 
by incorporating in Article 274. a 
proviso similar to the one in Article 
117. That is the view held by Shri 
Telkikar.

As against this. I was informed thai 
it is in the general principles that 
wherever a particular^tax is sought to 
be imposed, that ought to be treated 
as the ceiling, and whereas it is open 
to the Parliament to avoid,this tax al
together. that is to say, to refuse its 
assent to the imposition of the tax. it 
must also be deemed to have the right 
to reduce the tax from the rate which 
haj. been originally proposed. The 
bigger rate includes the smaller rate, 
and that is why a proviso to Article 
117 is unnecessary but by way of 
abundant caution it has been incorpo
rated. Therefore, a similar proviso 
was not introduced in Article 274 and 
inspite of the absence of that proviso 
<5n the general principles it ought to 
be allowed. There is very great force 
in that argument. •

But I find that on another point I 
may dispose of this point of order 
and it is not necessary for me to give 
a ruling upon this point.

Now, the other Doint raised was 
that a tax—that is variation of a tax— 
refers only to a variation of an exist
ing tax. This was the point that was 
raised by the hon. Finance Minister.

The hon. Law Minister held a diffe
rent view that it refers not only to f 
tax already imposed but also to a tan 
that is sought to be imoosed now. 1 
had a look at the proceedings of thf 
Constituent Assembly where Dr. 
Ambedkar. who was piloting the B ill- 
the Constitution Bill—refers to this 
very clause. That is article 254(a). 
It was re-numbered later. He says:

“So, I mi.:jht mention one of the 
reasons why we felt that at the 
fag end, so to say, this new article 
is being inserted in the Constitu
tion. A Similiar provision exists 
in the Government of India Act. 
The Drafting Committee consi
dered the matter. They did not 
think it necessary to incornorate 
and transfer that article into the 
new Constitution. However, 
when a conference of the framers 
was held, it was suggested that 
such an article would be useful 
and perhaps necessary because 
once an allocation ha.s been made 
by Parliament between the Provin
ces and the States, such an alloca
tion should not be liable to be 
disturbed by any attempt made by 
any private member to bring in a 
Bill to make alterations in matters 
on which the Provinces become in
terested by reason of the alloca
tion. It is because of this that 
the Drafting Committee has now- 
brought forth this amendment in 
order to give an assurance to the 
Provinces that no change will be 
made in the system of allocation 
unless a Bill to that efTect is re
commended by the President **

Therefore, the object of the framers 
to apply this only to cases where if 

there is already an existing tax and 
whenever a variation is sought to be 
made in an existing tax, it ought not 
to be done to the prejudice of a State 
to whidi it has been allocated. I think 
there is a lot of force in this argument, 
that this must be applied to an existing 
tax. Whatever it might be with res
pect to the definition of a tax in arti
cle 110, so far as article 274 is concern
ed, after mature consideration and also
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[Mr. Deputy-Speaker]

lookinj; into the passage that I read 
out from the Debates of the Consti
tuent Assembly when this definition 
was framed,—the speech of Dr. Ambed- 
kar—I am convinced that the deflni- 
iion of tax in article 274 must be con
fined to an existing tax. If it is so 
eonflned» these various amendments to 
tile schedule—to the amendment pro
posed by the hon. Finance 
Minister in the schedule reduc
ing the tax—are not variations 
of the tax, because there is no 
tax. They do not require the sanc
tion of the President But in the 
schedules that are sought to be substi
tuted for the schedule proposed by the 
hon. Finance Minister, there are some 
items which seek to impose, increase 
the burden, though they may not be 
variation of tax, because there is no 
tax already in existence. Variation 
may mean both increase and decrease. 
But according to me, a tax means only 
a tax which is already in existence, 
and on that ground a reduction of the 
proposal does not require sanction 
With equal force it may be said that 

increase on the higher incomes or 
higher valuation of property may also, 
on that ground, not require the sanc
tion of the President. But on another 
ground, namely, that it .leads to a hig
her imposition of tax—not a variation, 
it means a higher imposition of tax— 
then, it requires the sanction of the 
President. There is no inconsistency 
between the one and the other. Not
withstanding the fact that it is not a 
tax already in existence, if the pro
posal for the recommendation of t^e 
President has been made, it is because 
the proposal of the hon. Finance 
Mmister is sought to be increased by 
unother proposal, that is, an additional 
imposition of tax, and it is on that 
ground it requires the recommenda
tion. Therefore. In those schedules 
tabled by the hon. Members as amend
ments to the amendments of the hon. 
Finance Minister, where any item 
seeks to impose a higher duty than the 
duty proposed in any slab by the hon. 
Finende Minister, those items are out 
o f order, because they require, as they

stand at present, the previous sanction 
of the President. My remarks dis
pose of the amendments to the second 
schedule.

The only other thing that remains 
for' consideration is the other set of 
amendments—amendments to clause
34. Thete are amendments which 
seek to increase the limit of exemp
tion from Rs. 75,000 to a lakh of rupees 
and above. There are some other 
amendments which seek to decrease 
the Rs. 75,090 to something less. Sa 
far as this is concerned, if it is a mat
ter of increase, it only decreases the 
amount of duty as a whole. I have 
serious doubts as to whether when an 
imposition or a variation of a tax is 
contemplated, an incidental amount 
above or below that would come stric
tly under this article. We will as
sume the rates are not here. The 
exemption alone will be there. We 
have, in the other portions under ex
emption under clause 32, allowed them 
to pass,—I think rightly so. This 
does not come either under article 274 
or 117. Now, even otherwise, rais
ing the limit from Rs. 75,000 to Rs. 1 
lakti leads only to a reduction of the 
amount. Even on that ground, reduc
tion does not require, even under arti
cle 274, the previous sanction of the 
President. But I think that so far as 
amendments to clause 34 are concern
ed, they stand in a different category. 
They do not come either under the 
imposition of a tax or under whatever 
indirect effect they may have. There
fore, I find that none of the amend
ments require the sanction of the 
President.

Shri A. M. Thomas (Emakulam): 
May we know your ruling regarding, 
the amendment to the additional clause 
37AT

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I am coming
to that.

Shri R. K. Chamdhnry: My amend
ment No. 587 may be put to vote.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: If the hour.
Member is anxious, I will put it.

Now, the amendments to clause 34 
as accepted by the Finance Minister.
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Shri Barman (North Bengal—Re
served—Sch. Castes): My amendment 
No. 281 is there.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is it in the
•rder of numbers or in the order cl 
moving? I will put both these 
amendments to the vote.

Shri H. G. Valshnav (Ambad): 
Ajiiendment No. 389.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: All right. Ac
cording to serial number, amendment 
No. 281 seems to be the earliest.

The question is:
In page 21, line 7, for “rupees 

seventy-ftve thousand** substitute 
' ‘rupees one lakh’*.

The motion was adopted,

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The other
amendments relating to the same mat
ter, 587 by Shri R. K. Chaudhury, 347 
by Shri S. C. Samanta and 380 by 
Shri Vaishnav are all barred.

All the other amendments are barr
ed. amendments relating to increase or 
decrease from Rs. 75,000, by virtue of 
the decision of the House on amend
ment No. 281. This disposes of all 
the amendments.

I have already put the amendments 
moved by the hon. the Finance Minis
ter to the vote of the House. Now, 
the question is:

“That clause 34, as amended,
stand part of......

n̂rr̂ T ^  vr t
^  ftnr ^  'Tc v w

ttJC f i iK  ? 5TW VK forr >nrr | 
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^ 4 fy y i* n v ^

Shri Somana: On a point of order, 
when we have passed all the amend
ments, can there be any comments on 
them now?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: But on tlM
clause, as u whole, the hon, member la 
making certain remarks.
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Mf. Deputy-Speaker: I am afraid 
the whole matter has been discussed 
thoroughly; unfortunately the House 
has voted against it.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: That 
is not the point at issue.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The point if
there is one discrimination between 
one system and another which is not 
right according to the hoii. member. J 
allowed ample opportunity for discus- 
sicn on this matter. This is the main 
amendment so far as clause 34 is con 
cerned. A  number o f hon. members 
who belong to the Dayabhaga system 
and others also have spoken and the 
hon. the Finance Minister has agreed 
to it and the House has accepted it. 
Now I am afraid it is a forlorn cry.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargara: I am
only opposing the clause.

Shri N. V. Gadgil: The Chair has
put all the amendments to vote. The 
only process that was left to be done 
was to put the clause as amended to 
the vote.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava; I am
opposing the clause: I do not know
what stands in the way.

Shri Gadgil: The clause was open
to discussion long ago. The amend
ments were discussed and disposed 
o t

^ffinrsTi^T^ w f w : F̂Tra’ ^rr^, 
^ « r 5 [ i r i r i P p  4 *m ir f^ m p r 
^  5pT?nr ^  ^  ^

?rr?) ^  ^  ^
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fvf3Rr!»!TJj%^r *rt%Trfaw
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5R'^^Tir<iT?fT^ ?ff^fr>Ft 
wfRr PfTJrT 3IT | ^  51W  t t  ^

3 R  «RTT̂ r 'trTrlT | ?ft ^  ^  iPftlT ftPTT 

^  ^  I

Mr. Deputy-Speakcr; I find myself 
in a pcsitivm of embarrassment. Hon. 
Member also has been occasionally in 
the Chair. The practice we followed 
was to allow all hon. Members who 
wanted to move amendments to move 
them and then speak on both the 
amendments as well as on the clause, 
It was open to any hon. Member then 
to oppose an amendment, as also speak 
on ihe clause as a whole. The hon. 
Meinber perhaps had no opportunity 
because he was in the Chair—I am 
partly responsible for it. Since he is 
practically concluding, I will allow 
him to finish soon, but will not allow 
any others to speak,

Shri Bhagwat Jha (Purnia cum 
San*tal Parganas): Is the hon. Member 
not entitled to oppose the clause, as 
^amended?

Mr. Demity-Spefeiker: He can Iraise 
not one hand, but both his hands. The 
procedure we were following was to 
allow discussion on both the amend
ments as well as on the clause. The 
hon. Member might have been in  ̂
handicap because when he thought of 
speaking he was in the Chair.

Shpl Gadgil: I would refer you, Sir, 
to rule 260 of the Rules of Procedure 
and Conduct of Business which says...

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: That does not 
stand in the way for this reason that 
it is open to an hon. Member to say 
that he is speaking on the clause as 
amended, but inasmuch as I allowed 
discussion both on the clause and also 
on the amendments that were tnoved, 
it would become a re-opening of the 
whole matter. So far ag the Hon. 
Member who has started his speech is

concerned now, I will allow him to
proceed and conclude quickly. I
would appeal to the other members
not to speak on this clause on the
ground that it is discrimination to 
allow only one to speak. Under these 
circumstances, hon. Members would 
kindly dispose of the work as quickly 
as possible.

swt T wm ^

.....
Shri Raghavacbari; I wish to regis

ter my emphatic disapproval against 
the way in which the Select Com
mittee’s recommendation of differ
ent taxation limits for the two schools 
has been rejected.

Mr. Depttiy-Speaker; I am sorry, 
but what can be done. The hon. Fin
ance Minister not only in this clause 
but in clause 34 and even at an 
earlier stage told this House that 
after considering the various sugges
tions, he has made up his mind, and 
therefore, there is nothing that can 
be done when the Government is 
against this particular matter.

Shri Gadgil: Once my hon friend
is allowed to speak on this clause, the 
whole thing will be opened once more 
for discussion and I am certain that 
the controversy between the two 
schools will start again.

Sliri Barman: At least one member 
from this side who holds the opposite 
view should also be allowed in that 
(&se to controvert his arguments, and 
it should not go unchallenged.

Shri G. P. Sinlia (Palamau cum 
Hazaribagh cum Ranchi): I wish to 
point out one thing. Because the hon. 
Member was in the chair, he did not 
have a say and so he is now being 
given a chance to speak on the clause. 
But I am now asking whether I have 
a right to oppose it or not.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I must have
been more strict. I am afraid I can’t 
allow any more discussion on this 
matter. However, my own personal 
inclinations are not called for, I have 
put a seal on my own Ups whether 
voluntarily or involuntarily. It is not
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that I am in agreemei^t with every
thing that is happening here. 1 said 
and I have proceeded on this basis 
that the discussion both on the 
original clause and the amendments 
will go on simultaneously. The other 
way was to take amendment after 
amendment, then allow the mover 
to say what he wants in support of 
his amendment and then the Govern
ment and others who may wish to 
speak on it. Another way is to have 
sets of amendments moved together 
and dispose of them. Lastly, we can 
kave all the amendments and the 
clause also discussed simultaneously 
and then one after another or in 
groups the amendments may be put 
to vote. We are in the last stage. 1 
have allowed discussion on the clause 
and the amendments, and now with 
all respect I am unable to allow 
Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava to con
tinue his speech. He has lost hifl 
right.

Shrl N. C. Chatterjee: He has raised 
the point that it will be an infringe
ment of Article 14.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It may be so
•r it may not be so. bul 1 cannot 
allow it.

Pandit Thakar Das Bhargava: You
know that I sat in the Chair while 
you were away, but I don*t want to 
take advantage of it. If your ruling 
is that I shall not be permitted to 
proceed further, I will sit down. I 
will, however, submit for four con
sideration that so far as we have been 
able to understand, before a dause 
is put to vote, every person has got 
a right...

Mr. Deputy-Speaker If the House 
wants that the amendments and the 
clause to be discussed separately, I 
have no objection, but I have been 
allowing discussion both on the clause 
and amendments together.

Th^ question is:

“ That clause 34, as amended,
stand part of the Bill**

The motion was adopted.
Clause 34. as amended was added 

to the Bill
New CUuse 37A

Depnty-Spciaker: A point o£
arder was raised in respect of clause 
37-A. Objection was taken by Shri 
Raghavachari to sub-clause (2) of 
the new clause on the ground that it. 
is inconsistent with the earlier pro
visions that has been passed and that 
it is opposed to the objects and scope 
of the BUI. '

Shrl S. S. More: It is beyond the 
scope of the Bill.

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: Objections
have been raised against the inclusion, 
of this new clause on the ground, 
among others, that sub-clauses (2) 
and (4) relate to joint families, either 
Mitakshara or Marumakkattayam 
and that these two sub-clauses are 
opposed to the very object and scope 
of the Bill, and again that these twô  
are inconsistent with clauses 5 and 7 
as have been already passed. Now, 
so far as the scope and object of the 
Bill is concerned, it is to touch the 
property of a deceased person. This 
is not a tax. There is income-tax- 
which deals with the imposition of a 
tax on the income of a person. But 
this is a duty on the property which 
passes on the death of a person. 
These two amendments, according to 
me, will impose a duty upon the pro
perty of a living person. When one 
man dies* another man’s property is 
sought to be taxed by these amend
ments. In a joint Hindu family, the 
father and the sons are equal members 
of the joint family. It often happens 
that a camel wants to become an 
elephant and the elephant is sorry that 
it is not bom a camel, but God has 
made a camel a camel and an elephant 
an elephant. The Dayabhaga people 
try to become Mitakshara people for 
some purposes and the Mitakshara 
people try to become Dayabhaga peo
ple for some other purposes. The 
law of the land today is that in a 
joint Hindu family, each member of 
the joint Hindu family is entitled to a
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«hare in the property. It is not 
because he was the son of his father. 
Independently of his father, though 
he owes his origin to his father, by 
right of birth, he is entitled to a share. 
After the father dies, it is his share 
Alone that passes to the rest. The 
•other members are equally entitled to 
a share, particularly in the case of 
minors. Whether a minor or a major, 
«s a son he is entitled to a share, as 
soon as he is born.

Shri S. V. Ramaswamy: As soon as
lie Is conceived.

Mr. Deputy<Speaker: Even when he 
is eii ventre de sa mere, he is entitled. 
The property that passes on the death 
f>f the father is his shai«. Strictly 
Tinder the Hindu law. that prtlpertyis 
not liable for the personal obligatiojis 
of the father on his death on account 
ef pious obligation. In the case . of 
any other member of a joint Hindu 
family, the personal debts of the 
father have no charge upon the pro
perty. The persons that have lent 
will go without any remedy. For the 
purposes of this Act, the share of the 
deceased person in .a  joint Hindu 
family is deemed to have been his 
^parate share as if he had separated 
at the time of his death.. What is 
sought to be taxed under sub-clause
(4) when the father dies is the son 
who has an independent share in the 
property by his birth. When X dies, 
Y  is taxed. This is absolutely beyoad 
the scope of this Bill. The share of 
the four sons who are alive are taxed. 
Is it an estate duty or duty on capita
tion?

Shrl S. S. More; Duty on properly. 

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Or a duty on
property? This was never contem
plated in the original Bill, nor ai the 
stage when it was referred to the 
Select Committee, nor when it was 
accepted by the House at the consi
deration stage. Now in the clause by 
xilause stage, to say that we are entitl
ed to modify it is impossible and I 
will not allow it. It is beyond the 
scope of the Bill.

Further it is also inconsistent with 
what we have already passed under 
clause 5. An argument is advanced 
that what is deemed to pass is on the 
analogy of what is deemed to pass 
When a man parts with property with
in two years before his death. Not
withstanding the ordinary law, that is 
the Transfer of Property Act, where 
the person has disposed of the pro
perty, for the purposes of this Act, it 
is deemed not to have passed if it is 
within two years of his death. That 
stands on a different footing. The 
analogy does not apply. If the deceas
ed had parted with property which at 
one time belonged to him, under 
coercion or undue influence or if he 
had put it in the name of some other 
person, it is a question of construction 
whether it continued to be the pro
perty of the deceased even from the 
outset. If the amendments are 
accepted, it will mean that property 
which never belonged to the deceased 
at any time but belonged only to the 
sons will be taxed. The moment a 
son Is born, he is entitled to a share; 
not by virtue of any gift, but by 
virtue of some ancient law. under the 
system of Hindu law. That analogy 
does not hold good.

With regard to the other analogy 
that the property is placed in the 
Joint names of husband and wife, the 
survivor and so on, one man starts 
with it and it is a question of inter
pretation whether the property be
longs to the deceased. At what time? 
May be, for the purpose of avoiding 
estate duty, it may be kept in that 
form. But, even that does not relate 
to the case of a person who is living 
whose property is sought to be taxed. 
These analogies absolutely do not 
throw any light and have no applica
tion so far as this matter is concerned.

It was said by hon. Finance Minis
ter,—I find from th-‘ records—that It 
would be all right if the word 
‘notwithstanding’ were introduce4. I 
will say notwithstanding ‘notwith
standing' it is not possible because it 
is essentially opposed to the scope of 
the Bill and is inconsistent with what 
we have passed. On the above
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grounds, even ‘notwithstanding* will 
not cure. Under these circumstances, 
I am exceedingly sorry that I have 
to hold that both sub-clauses (2) and
(4) are beyond the scope of the Bill 
and no amount of argxmients will set 
it right.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhars:ava: What 
about sub-clause (5) of clause 37A? 
That is also opposed. The question 
will be one of principle.

Shri Raghavachari: Now that you 
have given your ruling, I wish to add 
one more objection. In the light of 
the ruling that you just now gave 
before these clauses were considered, 
by this process, under sub-clauses (2> 
and (5) the tax is enhanced; i.t will 
have the effect of enhancing the tax. 
Without the special permission of the 
President, it is barred.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: So far as that
matter is concerned, I have consider
ed it in referring to the amendments 
to clause 34, which, in practice have 
the effect of enhancing or decreasing 
the tax. I do not feel that this comes 
directly to a que. t̂ion of imposing or 
varying a tax. It may have incidental
ly the effect of increasing the incidence 
of the tax, not the particular tax. 
Under those circumstances, with 
respect to sub-clause (5),___

Shri Raghavachari: With respect to 
sub-clauses (2) and (4) only this Is 
an additional argument.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is not
necessary for me to address myself to 
this argument.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargaya; I
was referring to sub-clause (5) of 
clause 37A.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Regarding the 
other objection that it indirectly 
hicreases the tax and so on, it is not 
necessary to give an'opinion on that.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: In
article 110, the word incidental is 
used. Even if it is incidental then 
also, it will be objectionable. It says: 
•‘any matter incidental to any of the

matters specified in sub-clauses (a> 
to (f).»

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is a ques
tion of Money Bill or not.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: The
que^ion is whether it is a Money 
Bill: If it is a Money Bill, it comes
within article 117. It is opposed to 
article 117 as it enhances the duty 
though incidentally.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: These are all 
arguments for the same purpose..

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: The Piesi-
dent has recommended.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It knocks the 
bottom out of this objection. The 
President has recommended. Under 
these circumstances, it is not neces
sary for me to decide the other point. 
The President cannot cure the other 
objection. So far as sub-clause.s (2) 
and (4) are concerned, they must be 
deemed not to be a part of the 
amendment. They cannot be moved.

Now, what is the objection to sub
clause (5) ? There cannot be any 
objection to sub-clause (3). Sub
Clause (5) says:

“ (5) For the purpose of esti
mating the principal value of the 
joint family property of a Hindu 
family governed by the Mitak- 
shara, Morumakkattayam or Ail- 
yasantana law in order to arrive 
at the share which would have 
been allotted to the deceased had 
a partition taken place immedi
ately before his death, the pro
visions of this Act, so far as may 
be, shall apply as they would 
have applied if the whole of the 
Joint family property had belong
ed to the deceased.’*
Shri A. M. Thomas: Sub-clause (5> 

is objectionable?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Whatsis the
meaning of this? Let me ask the 
hon. Finance Minister as to what this 
is intended to cover.
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Shri C. D. Deahmukh: I have ex
plained in the observationa that I 
have made that the whole of this will 
be regarded for the purpose of n- 
structive partition.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Would it
enhance the duty? Would what I 
have disallowed under sub-clauses
(2) and (4) be brought indirectly 
under sub-clause (5)?

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: No.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is only for 

the purpose of valuing the share that 
the entire property will be valued 
and a one-Afth share cut off: is that 
the intenlionT

Shri C. D. Deshmukb: Yes.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It says: ‘*as

they would have applied if the whole 
of the joint family propeity had be
longed to the deceased.”

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: This is what 
I said: Sub-clause (5) of the amend
ment has been proposed because, in 
order to arrive at the share which is 
allottable to the deceased member, it 
is essential that the value of the total 
coparcenary property should be 
ascertained. There is no question of 
any reduction or addition.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is more a 
valuation,

Shri Raf^huramaiah: I want to
know the necessity for sub-clause (5) 
at all because sub-clause (1) of 
Clause 37A defines the benefit accru
ing from the death of the deceased, 
and then sub-clause (2) says:

*‘In determining under sub-sec
tion (1) the she re which would 
have been allotted to the deceas
ed, a member of a coparcenary...”

I am sorrv. Sub-clause (3) says:
*‘The value of the benefit accr

uing...'*
No. it is sub-clause (4).

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Sub-clause
(4) is ruled out.

Shri Ra^huramaiah: In that case,
the question is you must have a pro

vision only to determine the value oi 
the share of the deceased. How does 
the value of the entire Joint family 
property come into it? Really it is 
impossible to say. We have got a 
provision which says that the share 
will be determined as if there had 
been a partition, and the value of the 
share will have to be reckoned with 
reference only to that share.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I have heard 
the hon. Member. As I understand, 
there is no question so far as sud-  
clause (1), (3) and (5) are iioncern- 
ed. Sub-clause (1) is the charging 
clause. In a joint Hindu family there 
is no partition. What then is tne 
share for sub-clause (D? Assume 
there is a partition on the dale of his 
death, then the share will be ear
marked. Now. it might be said that 
If there is a plot of land, two acres, 
and the share of the deceased nerson 
is only one-flfth. don’t seoarate the 
two-flfth and then try to value it as 
two-flfth, but value the entire two 
acres, and give him tiie one-flflh 
share. That is. the manner in which 
it has to work: whether first of all it 
should be separated and the seoarat- 
ed portions, each one, valued, or vice 
versa. Suppose there is a silver 
vessel. Cut it into five nieces anfl 
value each piece separately, or value 
the entire vessel as a whole, and tncn 
take into consideration one-fifth of 
the value. If there is a small house, 
then one-fifth of it cannot be cut off 
and that portion alone valued. Even 
under the Partition Act. wherever 
the property cannot be divided easilv 
and convenient enjoyment cannot 
be had, the whole property is taken 
and is allotted to one brother or the 
other. Sub-clause (3> relates to 
Marumakkattayam. Sub-clause (5) 
relates to joint Hindu family. There
fore, this is only one of the ways in 
which the value can be ascertained. 
Ascertain the value of the entire pro
perty and then divide it for the value 
of the share of the member, instead 
of first of all dividing and then try
ing to value separately. I do not 
think this requires any sanction.
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Shri Baghayachari and Shri 
Rafchuramaiah rose—

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: On
this analysis...

Mr. Deputy Speaker: One at a
time. Let me hear Mr. Raghava- 
chari,

Shri Raghavachari: Yesterdajy I
also raised an objection to sub-clause
(5) of Clause 37A and pointed out 
that it is inconsistent with some 
principles which we have already 
decided, and I referred in this con
nection to Clause 35 which you will 
kindly see. Clause 35(1) reads:

*The principal value of any 
property shall be estimated to be 
the price whicih» in the opinion 
the Controller, it would fetch if 
sold in the open market at the 
time of the deceased’s death.**

I'hat is not sufficient. Then:
**(2) In estimating the prioclpal 

value under this section the Con
troller shall fix the price of the 
property according to the market 
price at the time of the deceased’s 
death and .shall not make any 
reduction..,**

No doubt, it goes to the question of 
reduction because the entire property 
if to be oiTered for sale. Now, the 

-earlier portion of it simply says.

“The principal value of any 
property shall be estimated lobe 
the price which.*’

\ou know, Sir, when the whole pro
perty is offered it may not always be 
the case that the price will appreci
ate, it may also go down, . for it 
if difficult to find a purchaser for the 
entire property. We have to fix the 
market value. It is not some notion
al value which we are going to fix. 
There must be a bidder, a purchaser. 
Therefore, this simply introduces into 
the arena of fixing valuation very 
many notional and fictitious ideas, 
and the principle we have already 
decided in Clause 35 is that the pro- 

w rty  is the thing which must be

olfered for sale, and no reduction car 
be given because the entire property 
is to be offered for sale. Now, you 
determine, or rather, you fix that i1 
must be the entire property that is 
offered for sale as the property anc 
then take a fraction of that value ai 
the ’ value of the property that is tc 
be sold. Therefore, there is some in 
consistency between the prrinciple in 
volved in Clause 35 which we hav< 
already passed, and the principle 
which is involved in Clause 37A (5) 

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Althougl
the words 'Value of the property* 
have been mentioned, this is not th< 
mode Of valuation. It is a mode o 
determining the share, and I do no 
know whether hon. Members hav< 
read the record of what I said wher 
I proposed the amendment, because 
no mention has been made of the 
arguments used. What I  said was:

“Sub-clause (5) of the amend- 
menft has been proposed because, 
in order to arrive at the share 
which is allottable to a deceased 
member, it is essential that the 
value of the total coparcenary pro
perty should be ascertained. 
Otherwise, it would be impossible 
to ascertain the share of the 
deceased’’.

Now, to that no hon. Member car 
take execption. Then I said:

“Here again, in determining the 
total value of the entire property, 
the provision^ in Part II relating 
to gifts, settlements, declarations 
of trusts etc., should apply, so 
that any transfers made, say, by 
the manager or by other persons 
on behalf of the Hindu copar
cenary within the statutory 
period may be brought back into 
the Jont family property, not for 
the purpose of upsetting any of 
those transactions, but merely 
for the purpose of enabling the 
revenue authorities to determine 
the total value of the property.** 

Therefre, it is not a question o; 
valuation, and there is no inconsist 
ency with Clause 35(1). After on< 
determines the totality of the pro
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perty and the share of the deceased, 
then we shall take up the question 
of determining the value and that is
wneri Clause ,i5 W i l l  rnme into opera
tion.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: May
1 submit a word in regard to Clause 
37A. The words are:

“For the purpose of estimating 
the principal value of the Joint 
family property...”

This Clause 37A appears under 
the heading “value chargeable*', 
so that to arrive at a valuation 
this amendment is sought to be made, 
which meians that, as the hon. 
Deputy-Speaker has himself explain
ed; if thero is a vessel, the vessel
may be worth Rs. 1 lakh, if you 
divide it into five, each one may or 
may not fetch Rs. 20,000. So, for the 
purpose of valuation, the entire pro
perty is sought to be treated as one 
and whole, and thereafter the 
division is sought to be made. This 
means that in a number of cases the 
value of the property will be lii ti- 
tiously much more than what it 
would be if it wefe divided into 
pieces and then brought to ftuc'tion. 
According to the principle that we
have already accepted; property
which passes on death is a specific
share in the property. How ';an r/e 
subsequently, after assigning th« 
share, after accepting the principle 
that it will be treated as partitioned 
property at the time of death or im
mediately after it, again bring in an
other principle, a notional, fictitious 
principle, that it shall be treated for 
the purpose of valuation as the whol® 
property. Because, otherwise the 
value will be much more, and I must 
submit that in the light of the ruling 
that the Chair has so kindly given 
just now, it appears that this is 
tantamount to enhancing the value 
of the property, and therefore more 
tax will be charged, so that, so far 
as the principle is concerned, it is 
bad. We have already accepted the 
principle in Clauses 5 and 7 that the 
property shall pass in such share, 
and according to Clause 37A also the 
deceased will be entitled to his share
415 P.S.D.

and to him such share will be allotted. 
So far as the question of allot
ment is 'Toncernci. there is no dis
pute. Tie quesUon ly ŵ ij.)ut the 
valuation. My humble submission 
is that one-fifth share is not the same 
thing as valuing the whole and put
ting it to auction and then dividing 
it into five. There is a great differ
ence between the two. On the very 
basis on which you have been pleas
ed to give your ruling, this sub
clause (5) of Clause 37A is 
obnoxious to both these principles.

Pandit K. C. Sharma: Sub-clause
(5) of Clause 37A is useless, for 
what the hon. Finance Minister 
wants is the share of the deceased. 
“A**, “B”, “C»» and “D’» & have Rs.
4,000 each as his share. Now, what 
the Finance Minister wants is that 
this Rs. 4,000 should be multiplied by 
five, and the whole 'Slim should be 
tantamount to something like Rs. 
20,000. Now, divide Rs. 20,000 
again by five and say *‘’Xhe 
share of A for purposes of estimating 
the estate duty comes to Rs. 4.000.’* 
Where is the logic in it? Supposing 
the share of every member of the 
joint Hindu family is ascertained 
once, now he wants to say that the 
whole corpus of the deceased should 
be put together, and again a divisioii 
should take place. What is the logic 
in it? It is bad logic, and a bad way 
of estimating things.
5 vM,

Shri Raghuramaiah rose--
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is it necei-

sary to hear again the hon. Member?
Shri Raghuramaiah: Yes. It is a 

very important matter. The hon. 
Finance Minister assumes that on a 
division of a coparcenary, the shares 
of the members of the coparcenarr 
will be equal. It will not be so. 
Suppose a certain member of the 
coparcenary is indebted to the 
family, and that man dies, naturally 
hifl share will be less, deducted by 
the amount he owed to the family. 
There may be a hundred other cases, 
where his share may not be identical 
to what it would be if there had
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been no borrowings or other obliga
tions by him. Once that equality 
foes* we have to see what is the 
actual share that will fall to his 
share.

The other point is that this sub
clause 5 of the new clause 37-A is 
the most confusing clause 1 have seen 
In the whole of this Bill. I am sorry 
to say that. The wording is so con
tradictory, that it takes half an hour 
to lead through, and another half 
an hour to fail to understand it. Sub
clause (5) reads:

“ ....in order to arrive at the 
share which would have been 
allotted to the deceased had a 
partition taken place immediate
ly before his death, the provi
sions of this Act, so far as may 
b€> shall apply as they would 
have applied if the whole of the 
joint family property had be
longed to the deceased.”

If the entire property had belong
ed to the deceased, and we have to 
proceed on that assumption, where 
is the need to arrive at the share? 
Where is the question of any share? 
The whole thing is a jumble of 
words. I think in any case it would 
require redrafting to bring out the 
exact intention of the Government, 
and my main objection is that it is 
wholly unnecessary, because the re
levant provision is already there In 
sub-clause (1) which says:

“ ..On the dea'th of a member 
thereof shall be the principal value’ 
of the share in the joint family 
which would have been allottert 
to the deceased, had there been a 
partition immediately before his 
death.̂ *

I'hat is completely comprehensive 
and quite sufl\cient. I would request 
the hon. Finance Minister either to 
improve the language of sub-clause
(5) and bring out the meaning, or to 
omit it altogether, it being unneces
sary and quite contradictory to sub
clause (1).
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Pandit Thakur Das BhargaTa: No
harm, if it is omiUed.

Shri S. S. More: I share the view of 
the hon. Finance Minister that this 
particular sub-clause is absolutely n^ 
ces^ry. Without that sub-clause, it 
will be very difficult to make any as
sessment on the undefined share of a 
deceased brother or deceased member 
of the coparcenary.

May I refer to sub-clause (1) of the 
new clause 37-A? It speaks of a sort 
of notional partition. In a joint family, 
it is quite evident to all of us that the 
share of one o f  the members of the 
coparcenary is undeftned and is fluc
tuating. So at the time of the death, 
it shall be notionally supposed that a 
partition had taken place, but actual
ly there is no partition'byonete.wands. 
I will just take an illustration. Sup
pose there are five brothers, and they 
have got five houseb, each one of these 
five brothers has an undefined one-fifth 
share in all these flv ' housos. Tf one 
of thes.  ̂ f?ve brot i .-.s dies, and the 
principal value ul the shnre of the de
ceased member of the coparcenary is 
to be ascertained, hov/ run his undefined 
fifth share be ascertained, unless all 
the five houses are taken together for 
the purpose of computation and the 
principal value thereof is assessed by 
whatever procedure is prescribed. It 
may give hardship to the join" family 
members. But I believe that under 
clause 51, the remaining members of 
the coparcenary shall be accountable, 
for they shall be the persons who 
shall be having a share of the deceas
ed in their possession by way of sur
vivorship.

Shri N, C. Chatterjee: And their
legal representatives also are account
able.

Shri S, S. More: As I have stated, if 
there are five houses, and the undefin
ed one-fifth share in all the five houses, 
belonging to the deceased is to be dê  
termined, how can the principal value 
of that share be determined, unless the 
principal value of ill the five houses 
is computed or assessed, by whatever 
procedure has been l^id down. If this 
sub-clause (5) is deleted, it will be 
impossible to find that out. Therefore
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it is not illegal. It is not ultra vires. 
It does not offend any principle either 
-of procedure or of the Constitution. On 
the contrary, it is absolutely essen
tial for giving effect to the assess

ment of me undefined share of a de- 
-ceased joint family member. With
out this: it will be impossible for Go
vernment to arrive at the principal 
value. 1 therefore oubmit that it is 
4ibsolutely necessary, it is perfectly 
valid and quite egal. It may cause 
hardship to the members of the joint 
family. But that hardship is unavoid
able. If all their property shall be 
^placed in the open market for the pur
pose of finding out the undefined one- 
fifth share of the deceased, it may no 
^oubt be inconvenieat to the joint 
family members, for they will have to 
submit a list of all the movables m 
their house, in order that the undefined 
share of the deceased f’an be found 
•«ut.

Pandit Thakur Oas Bhargava: ft
ivill enhance the value.

Shri S. S. More: It may not enhance, 
but depress also. Supposing there is 
a larjete extent of kand or there is a 
large number of houses which are im
mediately brought to Ihe market at 
one and same time, the market may 
be glutted, and there may be a de
pression of the value. That will all 
depend upon the nature of the pro
perty, and the quantum lhat may be 
brought into the market. So nobody 
<̂ an dogmatically say that it will en
hance the value. It may equally de
press the value as well

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: Are
-we discussing the point of order or 
Ifoing into the merits r)f thr caluse? 
We have not spoken on the merits of 
this amendment. We spoke only on 
the point of order.

Mr. Depuly-Speaker: I have been
unable to keep up to the margin. This 
point of order was raised here yester
day, and I was not present then.

Shri C. D. Deshmtikh: The point of 
lirder that it was inconsistent with 
something, we have already passed.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Shri Raghava- 
chari says that he raised a point of 
order yesterday to the eftect that sub
clause (5) of the new clause 37-A was 
inconsistent with clause 35 which we 
have already passed.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: That is right. 
I know his point. But in order to 
know whether a something is incon
sistent with something else, one ought 
to understand its meaning. Therefore 
it is no use saying that we are going 
into the merits of the matter. I am 
trying to explain why the clause is 
here. I had tried to explain once, and 
as I said, I am not concerned with the 
valuation of the property as such. We 
have to assume a constructive parti
tion. That is what we say. Now par
tition of what? Partition of a certain 
property. In a joint family, there may 
be trusts, settlements, gifts and so on. 
How shall we deal with them? All 
that we say is that we deal with them 
as if the whole of it had belonged to 
the deceased......

Pandit K. C. Sharma: Let the whole
belong to the whole family.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: . for the pur
pose of bringing back, so to say, into 
the corpus, things which would be in
cluded in the property in the case of 
other people belonging to dayabhaga 
and so on. Therefore what we try to 
do is to restore first to the property 
what should have belonf?ed to the pro
perty. That is all. Th-xt is not a ques
tion again of valuation. It may be a 
gift, a settlemciit, a something or the 
other. That forms the principal value 
of the property. Then you have this 
constructive partition. Then you de
termine the share. Therefore there is 
nothing inconsistent with the mode of 
valuation which is laid down in clause
35,

Fandit Thakur Das Bhargava: All
that can be said is that whatever the 
hon. Finance Minister has in mind is 
not clearly expressed here.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: That is an
other matter. We shall try and im
prove it. Everybody's criticism, so 
far, has been destructive. Nobody
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IShri C. D. Deshmukh]
hai» suggested an amendment. If 
some one comes along after having 
understood this, and says, in that case 
put it this way, I am prepared to con
sider it.

Pandit S. C. Mishra (Mcnghyr 
North-East)’. It is worth scrapping

Sbrl C. D Deshmukh: Here is an il* 
lustration. A, a member uf a Hindu 
undivided family dies, alas, on 1st 
January 1954, and there are four co
parceners. The total of the property 
on 1st January, 1954 is Rs. 5 lakhs. 
Gifts made by the family, as represen
ted by the manager on 1st .lanuary 
1953 were Rs. 1 lakh. Public chari
table trusts made on 12th September, 
1953 are Rs. 50.000. Without sub
clause (5) the question will be what 
the principal value of the property 
which you are going to partition? Ac
cording to us the total will be Rs. 
650,000—they are all within one year— 
and the total is Rs. 5 lakhs plus Rs. 1 
lakh plus Rs. 50,000—that will be divi
ded by four, and the share of one of 
the members of the coparcenary will 
be Rs. 125.000. That is all that this sub
clause says.

Pandit Thakiir Das Bhargava: With
out thiF clause also this could be done.

Shri Tek Chand: May 1 make a sub
mission, Sir?

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I am sorry. I 
have no objection to hear every hon. 
member. But hon. members ought 
not to forget that this matter was 
raised on the one side and answered 
on the other. I have got a copy of 
the speech of the hon. the Finance 
Minister both at the time of introduc
tion and also when this point was rais
ed, and this was answered in detail 
This is all here with me in cold print. 
Because I was not present here, I only 
wanted to know some of the points 
that had been raised. I overlook the 
other point that was raised by Mr. 
Raghavachari. Therefore, he brought 
it tij my notice. T also heard the 
Finance Minister.

So far as this objection—viz, on the 
ground that it is covered by clause 
35—is concerned, I am not prepared 
to agree that 35 is inconsistent with 
the new sub-clause (5). A later 
claus^ cannot be barred unless there 
is a,clear decision against it in the 
earlier portion. Clause 35 deals with
valuation and says:.......‘‘and shall not
make any reduction in estimate on ac- 
fDunt of the estimate being made on- 
the assumption that the whole pro
perty is to be placed on the market at 
one and the same time**. It is never 
intended under sub-clause (5) of 37A 
that the whole thing ought to be plac
ed ir the market at all. There is no 
question of it being in the market. 
Therefore, the one thing is different 
from the other. This is only a no
tional partition. Is it intended that 
the Government should effect a parti
tion and then separately ask for the 
share—-l/5th, l/4th etc? Therefore, 
it must take for the purpose of col
lecting estate duty this course. This 
provision is here on the basis that the 
whole property is treated as having 
belonged to the deceased and then tak
ing the value as a whole and then as  ̂
sessing l/5th or l/4th share and se- 
on. That is the only way that is pos- 
5>ih]e, unless Government steos intê  
the shoes of the deceased and effects a 
partition and gets into l/5th, l/4thandi 
so on. We are Aot having an actual 
partition. Unless it is deemed to* 
have separated, it won’t come under 
the general law; the Mitakshara law 
rttv.v apply. I do not know whether 
the crown duties will be avoided. Te 
avoid all that there is a specific provi-
si( Ti.

Shri M. C. Shah: The duties will
have to be deducted.

iVfr. Deputy-Speaker: So far as this 
IS concerned, on the basis that it iŝ  
one and Indivisible the property will 
be assessed and then l/5th share or 
whatever it is will be taken. Pandit 
Thakur Das Bhargava raised a point 
that if instead of selling it by parts it 
is sold as a whole it may fetch a high
er price. But the other argument 
is that it may be a huge palace and
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there may be no purchaser. There
fore*. there are advantages and disad- 

 ̂ vantages hi the whole. Therefore, 
this is only working out on the earlier 
|)ortion. Lastly, it must be remem
bered that the provisions of this por
tion are also included there—how this 
assessment is to be done. They ap
ply to the rest. Under those circum
stances. I do not think that it Is op
posed to clause 35. It is only a 
notional partition that is meant. This 
is only working out the provisions of 
this Act for the purpose of valuation 
«nd then allotting l/5th, l/4th etc. 
There is no objection to this. That is 
1̂1

Khri Tek Chand: There are two sets 
o f  circumstances......

Mr. Deputy-Speaker; No. no. It is
all post mortem. I have finished.

Fandit Thakur Das Bhargava: Do I
understand. Sir, that the ruling is that 
lor the purposes of finding out the 
ishare. the whole shall be treated as 
having belonged to the deceased, but 
for other purposes, for the purpose of 
valuing the share, it will not be taken 
into consideration? If that is the rul- 
jng, that is all right. ^

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is only for
the purpose of valuation.

Shri C, D. Deshmukh: It says—in
order to arrive at the share.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is practically 
impossible. There is no actual par
tition. The deceased did not die in 
view of this estate duty. Nor can 
the Finance Minister step into his 
shoes and divide it block by block and 
hovsii by house. It is only a notional 
A’oJue. ■

randit Thaknr Das Tt
should be put properly.

Mv. Deputy-Speaker: This provision 
is not opposed to that. On the other 
hand, every effort must be m»de to s«e 
that every other provision relevant to 
the imposition of the duty is made easy 
and not made in an indirect manner 
absolutely futile.

Shri Ragbavachari:
amendment.

I oppose the

Shri Tek Chand: I shall do the same.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Shall I get

along with 37 before we go to the 
others? I do not know at what stage 
there was a discussion on this clause.

Shri Ragbavachari: Yes, a point of 
order was raised......

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon. the 
Finance Minister made his speech re
garding this new clause and then a 
point of order was raised. Now, I 
will take up the amendments. What
ever amendments are to be moved, hon. 
members may clearly bear in mind 
that I allow a discussion on both the 
clause and the amendments together. 
Then I will put the amendments one 
after the other and the clause as 
amended or as not amended. There 
won’t be a separate discussion on the 
clause. Every hon. member must 
take advantage of it now. If he is not 
speaking on the amendments, let him 
speak on the clause.

Shri C. D. Deshmakb: There is only
one amendment.

Mr Deputy-Speaker: Yes, It is pro
posed that sub-clauses (1), (3) and (5) 
be renumbered (1), (2) and (3). Now, 
hon. Members may discuss.

Shri Ragbavachari: Sir, I oppose this 
amendment. I am aware, Sir......

Ml. Deputy-Speaker: Hon. members 
will not refer once again to the same 
points.

Shri Ragbavachari: No. I will be
pr^rfectly relevant. I do not wish to 
go into any matter that has already 
been discussed.

Deputy-Speaker: Relevancy is 
onp tning; repetition is another.

Sbri Ragbavachari: My point is. Sir, 
T,nat it is certainly essentia! to have 
r-uine rule to determine the principal 
value of the share of the deceased in a 
joint family property. Therefore, some 
provision is essential to determine 
the way in which that value oa« be
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[Shri Raghavacharil
fixed. But if you examine the langu
age of this sub-section, Sir, you will 
iind that it is not very happily worded 
at alJ. The Finance Minister was 
complaining that we are more destruc
tive rather than constructive. Well, 
Sir, we will only state that the thing is 
so drafted that the idea of the drafts
man appears to be that the entire 
family properly which you want to net ' 
in must come in. It is drafted more 
with that idea.

Now, you will see, Sir, that the langu
age is inconsistent with the purpose for 
which you intend it to be there. Take, 
tor instance, “For the purpose of esti- 
n ating the principal value of the joint 
family property...'* You are concern
ed with estimating the principal value 
of the share of the deceased in the 
jeint family. For that purpose, you 
consider as if you are offering the en
tire family property and fixing its mar- 
«et value and then taking that fraction 
of the value belonging to the deceased 
You have started by saying,

“For the purpose of estimating 
the principal value of the joint 
family property of a Hindu family 
governed by the Mitakshara, Maru- 
makkattayam or Aliyasantana law 
in order to arrive at the share 
which would have been allotted to 
the deceased had a partition......
It is not again to arrive at a share, 

it must also be ‘the value of the share*.

.....which would have been al
lotted to the deceased had a oarti- 
tion taken place immediately be
fore his death, the provision of thi!5 
Act, so far as may be, shall app
ly..........
The provisions of the whole Act will 

always apply to everythin«; why 
should it be specified here that the pro
visions of this Act wiU apply here. It 
must be more about the s\ib-rlausc. 
That ^Iso is unnecessary here 
so far as may be. shall apply as they 
would have applied if the whole of the 
joint family property had belonged to 
the deceased”—even that is unneces
sary. It is a fraction that belongs to

the deceased and you must in determin
ing the principal value of that share fix 
the value of the entire property of the 
joint family and take the fraction of 
Hiat man’s share. This certainly is 
confusing. I wanted to omit a few 
words in ordeo* to make it as meaning
ful as possible, but I am finding it 
difficult. I have made an attempt. “For 
the purposes of estimating the princi
pal value of the share m the joint 
family property of the deceased Hindu 
governed by the Mitakshara, Marumaic- 
kintayam or the Aliyasantana law ../' 
...“in order to arrive......*' all that is
unnecessary.

Mr Deputy-Speaker: It is only pro
cedural. I believe hon. M'embers must 
bo able to follow the line of argument.

Shri Raghavachari: My argument is 
this. The sub-clause provides for 
need to fix the value of the share of 
the deceased. For that purpose you 
must determine the entire value of the 
property.

. Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Probably it is a. 
juxtaposition. You may well say, ‘in 
order to arrive at the value of the share 
of the deceased person in joint family 
property, the whole of the property be- 
treated as having belonged to him at 
the time of his death*.

Shri Raghavachari: “As if the whole 
of the property had belonged to the 
deceased at the time of death” is abso
lutely unnecessary. All that is neces
sary is. ‘in order to determine the value 
of the share of the deceased in the- 
pioperty......

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon. Minis
ter has already said that. That is to* 
say with respect to the property with 
respect to which there has been no dis
position earlier. He referred to cases 
where there have been gifts or other 
dispositions which will not be taken 
into account under clause 9 and so on. 
There is a gift made within 2 year.s 
before the death of the individual. It 
is the Manager that makes the gifts 
and that property has also to be 
brought into account. It is only by 
virtue of this law that the gift would not
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Le taken into account, which otherwise 
would be made under the ordinary law. 
the Transfer of Property Act.

Shri Raghavachari: You will see that 
when a man makes a gift—whe
ther it is valid or invalid—it is the 
share of the man who has made the 
gift that goes.

Depttty-Speaker: The share of 
the deceased person also ought not to 
go. '

Shri Baghavachari: You can certain
ly say the other provisions of the Act 
should apply.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: The ooint is 
that the deceased may not be a person 
legally capable of making the gift and 
it is a peculiar position of the joint 
Hindu family, but it may be made on 
behalf of the family but not by the de
ceased.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: The gift is
made by the karta.

Shri Raghavacharl: There may be 
some difficulty in applying section 9 
(?) and this is what we want to make 
clear. -

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: If I may inter
vene, the hon. Member is worried by 
the use of the words, ‘the principal
value...... ’ in line 1; we may say ‘in
order to arrive at the principal value of 
the share that would have been allot
ted..........'

Mr. Deputy-Spcaker: That line may 
be put first.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Clause (1) re
quires the determination of the princi
pal value of the share of the deceased 
as if the partition has taken place. In 
order to determine the share, it is 
necessary to have the principal value 
f)f the estate as a whole. Therefore, 
we say, ‘for the purpose of estimating 
the principal v£»iuo of the share in 
order to arrive at the principal value 
of the share which would have been 
allotted to the deceased*.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The third line 
may be put first and the other lines 
put back.

Shri Tek Chand: Sir, now there are...
Mr. Depuly-Speaker: The hon. Mem

ber was in the Select Committee. 
Therefore he will try to be as brief as 
possible.

Pandit Thakur Das Bfaargava: All
the members were on the Select Com
mittee and they never suggested the 
new clause 37-A. Mr. More was there 
and now he says it is almost indispens
able.

Shri Tek Chand: Now, there are two 
circumstances which I pray the hon. 
Finance Minister may be oleased to 
bear in mind. I would have been in 
entire agreement with him had it been 
a case of a simple family as described 
in the illustration given by him in his 
address a short while ago. But, there 
are two complicated cases which I 
would like him to closely examine.

Please remember that a joint Hindu 
family does not necessarily consist of 
people inexistence but a child en ven
tre sa mere the child yet unborn, is 
also a member. If on the first of a 
particular month, one of the brothers 
dies, it may be so far as his mother is 
concerned there may be somebody en 
ventre sa mere. Therefore, this clause 
stating, ‘a partition has taken place 
immediately before his death’, cannot 
do because his share has to be deter
mined when the child in the wo.nb 
takes birth. It may be that the child 
is still-born in which case the number 
remains the same: it may be that the 
child is born alive, in which case tht* 
quantum of the share is reduced pro
rata.

Take a slightly more complicated 
case. There is a father. He hap
pens to have two wives and two sens 
Let us assume on the dL‘ath of one of 
the sons, both the wives are en cf'intes 
they are pregnant. That is. when the 
son dies, both his mother and step
mother are pregnant. In the case of 
one she gives birth to a child who is- 
alive and the other does not give birth 
to a child that is alive or she dies. One 
does not know at the time of the death 
of the son. That being so, if the son
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[Shri Tek Chand]
dies and immediately before you were 
to oartition the property, you would 
be taking out of calculation the cases 
that you do not yet know because you 
do not yet realise whether the ladies 
are going to give birth to still-born 
babies or to live babies. Therefore 
for the purposes of partition immedia
tely before death there may be this 
difficulty. In this case, if there is a 
live child born or there are twins— 
nobody knows—there will be prorata 
reduction

Shri C. D Deshmukh: Twins is more 
common

Shri Tek Chand: I did not say ouints.
I said twins.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Quintuplets
will be a very difficult case.

Shri Tek Chand: Therefore take
into consideration a case where the 
man has two wives......  .

Mr, Deputy-Speaker: If there is a 
child in the womb it will also get a 
share provided it is born a male.

Shri Tek Chand: My submission is 
thnt that chiM would be entitled to a 
share but if the partition were to take 
place “ immediately before his death/* 
that is the death of one of the sons, 
you do not know at the time of the 
partition, the share would be more 
or less. Sir, I may illustrate the point 
further.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I am not able 
to follow the language or the substance
of Vvhat he says. After the death, 
assume that it really takes 6 or 8 
months for the proceedings to start. 
Time will lapse before the proceedings 
have started. By that time the child 
in the womb cannot continue to re
main there: it cannot remain there 
f terrnlly. I am nô  able to follow 
the hon. Member’s difficulty.

Shri Tek Chand: It is not that you 
have not been able to follow. Pro
bably I may have failed to make my
self intelligible. My submission is this, 
Take into consideration a father and 
two wivt‘s and two sons. It is a iwtti-

ly of five. One of the sons dies on 
the 1st of January. On th  ̂ 1st Janu
ary his two mothers, the real mother 
and the stepmother were, en ceintes— 
in the family way. According to 
Clavise 37A (5) partition takes place 
immediately before his death. There
fore on the 1st of January there \^re 
in existence, alive, and breathing, M y  
five members of the family viz. father, 
two ladies and the two sons. It may 
be if you are going to start taking ac
count as it happened at that moment, 
(it does not 'matter whether you take, 
that account six months hence or two 
years hence) the date happens to be 
the 1st of January, five members are 
known. Heaven alone knows there 
may be seven members qntiUed on that 
date. If the ladies give birth to twins 
instead of five there may be nine.

Shri HL K. Basu: Why not quadru
plets?

Shri Tek Chand: Then how are you
going to apply that formula which you 
are giving in sub-clause 5.

A second illustration that I would 
like to give is this. Let us assume 
a simple thing.

Mr. Deputy-SpeiOcer: Would not the 
ordinary law apply? In the ordinary 
law if even a partition should have 
taken place then are the other chil
dren not entitled to re-open the parti
tion?

Shri Tek Chand: It is this that I am 
submitting. The children born six 
months hence will be entitled to re
open the partition. Therefore, the 
share at the actual time of the parti
tion is to be reversed. But if you 
read sub-clause (5) as it is, it does 
not permit that elasticity which Hindu 
law, as it stands, permits.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: What other in
cidence of Hindu law will he follow? 
From the language I am not competent 
to interpret. From the language what 
I feel is that sub-clause (1) is the par
tition clause. Mitakshara ceases on 
the death of a member of the Joint
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Hindu family. Hon. Member feeis 
that he indirectly negatives the re
opening of the partition on the happen
ing of some other event.

Shri Tek Chand; That is so. Then 
ihe second instance that I want to give 
is that of an ordinary family of peo
ple, all born; nobody on the way, when 
a particular member dies. Suppo.3- 
ing a man who died were a debtor, or 
•a fine had been imposed upon him for 
some criminal offence committed by 
that particular individual, or he might 
have taken a loan from the joint fami
ly coffer to be readjusted later. How 
can you conceive, when you are going 
to make calculation, as if the whole of 
the joint family property had belonged 
to the deceased? What happens is 
that when partition takes place such 
<iebts (when the individual dies) are 
taken as a fine imposed upon the joint 
family property. You can take that 
even if he has no ready cash out of 
ihis share. Therefore, you say that 
you are going to exclude that and to 
treat the entire family property as if 
it were his own exclusive property. 
There you will be creating confusion. 
Therefore, it is not as simple a case as 
it looks. I submit that you would 
pay homage to logic if you were to ex
dude sub-clause (5).

Pandit Thakur Das Bhar^aTa; So
lar as this clause is concerned subsec
tion (1) is very objectionable. So far 
as the reference to this Mitakshara 
family and Dayabhaga families goes it 
stinks into my nostrils. 1 do not un
derstand why in the secular state a 
reference to this family or that family 
•comes at all. This is the first objec
tion that I want to make. This 
takes me to the speech that I was 
making at the time when I wanted to 
say something about section 34. 
(Mr. Deputy-Speaker moves in the 
iJhair). I know your ruling, Sir.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: When 1 am
shaking this side or that side hon. 
Members need not feel that I am not 
allowing them to sneak. I am ore- 
pared to sit here quite comfortably. 
Owing to that 1 have to shake within 
this chair.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhariraya: So
my humble submission is that it stinlcs 
into my nostrils that this refers to the 
Mitakshara or non--Mitakshara family.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: On a point of 
order. If something has been passed 
by the House which makes a reference 
to Mitakshara or non-Mitakshara is it 
open to any hon. Member to say that 
it stinks his nostrils?

Pandit Thakur Das Bbarcava; My 
, nostrils and not the nostrils of the 
House, So far as the question of con
stitution goes, my submission is that 
any reference to any Mitakshara fami
ly or Dayabhaga family is ultra vires*

Shri Barman: The Hon’ble member
was a member of the Select Com
mittee. How did he distinguish bet
ween Mitakshara and Dayabhaga in 
clause 7 of the Bill?

Pandit Thakur Das Bharraya: The
complaint of my friend and the as
persion that he wants to cast upon 
me is ill-founded. I was never a 
Member of the Select Committee. 
The Select Committee for the first 
time placed the limits fifty thousand 
and seventy-five thousand. These 
limits were not in the original Bill. 
Anyhow, the Select Committee sat for 
a number of days and it debated and 
concluded about the advantages and 
disadvantages of this or that system 
and referred it in the proportion of 
fifty to seventy-five thousand, Afler 
a few speieches of my friend, Shri N. 
C. Chatterjee whose influence was 
so great that the Select Committee 
verdict was given a go by and the 
difference has been increased from IJ 
times to double. This is to say the 
least highly objectionable.

Mr. Dcputy-Speaker: I am afraid
Mitakshara family members have 
TiOt been equally alert!

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: Un
fortunately I am not in the postion 
of that person. I have got no per
sonal axe to grind. I will not be 
governed by this joint family system 
if I die. This is beside the point

So far as the Mitakshara and the 
Dayabhaga are concerned they are 
different systems of law. I am sub-*
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[Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava] 
mitting all this with a view to just 
reinforce my argument about other 
aspects of the case. I submit. Sir, 
that this was a great mistake to regard 
the unit of taxation as a family and 
not as an individual. If an indivi
dual has got certain property that 
property at the time of his death 
could be taken into account without 
any reference to any Mitakahara or 
Dayabhaga family. If the Finance
Minister maintains.........

Mr. Depttty-Speaker; It is not a 
difficulty, it is to be only operative. 
Nobody can visualise what exactly 
it is?

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: One
of the two things should have 
happened. Either the Finance 
Minister should have waited until 
the Taxation Enquiry Committee 
gave its findings and stated that all 
the families are to be treated equally 
as they existed under their personal 
laws. That was one solution. But 
after taking things as they are, even 
if we accept the principle then many 
difficulties are bound to arise. My 
friend Mr. Tek Chand just referred 
to one difficulty. With the permis
sion of the House I beg to refer to 
another.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker; As the hon.
the Finance Minister has said when 
once it is admitted that the undivided 
Bhare of deceased member of the joint 
Hindu family should be taxed then 
how it is to be worked out is the 
procedural portion here. If you get 
rid of sub-clauses (2) and (4) then 
some constmctive suggej?tion should 
be made as to how it is to be improv- 
ea.

Pandit Thakur Da« Bharvava; I
am coming to this question. The 
House has accepted so far that the 
deceased had no partition effected at 
the moment he is dying and on his 
death property passes as if partition 
had then taken place. What 
happens in the case of partition in a 
Mitakshdra family? It is not only 
the coparceners who have got a share 
in the property but there are other 
cQuities to be settled at the time -of

the partition. If you accept the- 
principle, I beg to submit, for the 
consideration of the House, that it is 
not only the' coparcener who are 
benefited at the time of the partition^ 
the widows who are not coparceners 
are al«o given certain share so far' 
as residence and maintenance is con
cerned. I take it that the Finance 
Minister will agree with me if I 
submit that on natural partition, 
after the death of a person, all the 
equities, shall have to be settled and' 
will have to be* gone into.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: If there is a
widow or any other member of the* 
family seeking for maintenance that 
charge is not going to be taken.

Shri G. D. Deshmukh: There is
nothing in the language to contradict 
that.

Pandit Thakur Das Bhaiffava: I
am very glad the Finance Minister 
has cleared the point. All the- 
members of the family, all those who- 
are generally entitled at the time o f 
partition to a share will have their 
share according to the Mitakshara 
Hindu law. If that is so, how will 
this property be treated as having 
belonged or as belonging to one 
single person? If the property be
longs to a single person, then we 
know the rules of the inheritance law. 
His sons will get it: his widow wilt
get it; and so on. But if the entire* 
property belongs to a joint Hindu 
family, then other equities will have 
to be settled. So. these words—

“the provisions of this A ct......
shall apply as they would have 
applied if the whole of the joint 
family property had belonged to 
the deceased.”

will put us into a great confusion 
and will not allow a proper partition 
to be effected between the members 
of a joint Hindu family. My submis
sion is that while doing this, while 
having a reference to Mitakshara and 
all that, we are putting our hands 
into a hornet’s nest, and I do not 
know how many complications will 
arise, and how all this will work.
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I am submitting that it is a mistake 
to make any encroachment on the 
personal law of any person and at 
the same time fit it into a State 
conformable to this duty. This 
joint Hindu family—as I said in this 
House on another occasion—was not 
meant to be an economic unit of 
taxation. It was an institution of 
social value; a social entity. It has 
meaning only in those respects. It 
was not meant for any other purpose. 
It was not meant for the purpose of 
taxation. Therefore, the difficulty 
will arise on every death as to how 
the equities are to be settled. Suppose 
a man has got four sons. Some of 
the daughters and sons of one of 
them are not married at the time of 
settlement. The person whose sons 
and daughters have not been married 
is granted a better share according 
to the Hindu law as opposed to orther 
sons whose sons and daughters have 
been married. Suppose the son of 
one of the persons goes to England 
at the expense of the joint family, 
and the sons of the other persons do 
not go to England at the expense of 
the joint family, ' then all these 
equities are settled at the time of the 
partition.

Sbri Gadgil nodded dissent.

Pandit Thakuc Das Bhargava; My
hon. friend is nodding his head in 
dissent. I do not know what he 
means. I do not know whether he 
has seen partition in a Hindu 
family.

Shri C. D. Pande: He has not seen.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The words

“so far as may be” are there. Gifts 
etc., to whomsoever they may have 
been made, will be covered by that. 
Is that not an exception in regard to 
the alienations and dispositions 
referred to by the hon. Member?

Pandit Thakur Das Bhairffava: So 
far as the question of alienations and 
dispositions is concerned, I am 
coming to it. I will deal with that 
question specifically, but supposing 
there are no gifts, no settlement, and 
no objectionable transactions, then 
what happens. I have given you t t

instance. In an ordinary family, i f  
one of the coparceners has been bene
fited to a greater degree, at the ti:ne 
of partition the equities are settled 
and those who have not taken full 
advantage of the finances of the 
family are given something more by 
way of making up for the advantages 
which would have accrued to them 
if there had been an equivalent use 
of the finances of the family by all. 
That aspect of the case must be gone 
into.

For instance, a person has four 
sons. Three are married and the 
fourth one is not married. At the 
time of marriage, Rs. 50 thousand 
are spent in each case. In that 
event, in order to equalise the share. 
Rs. 50 thousand will have to be 
allowed to him at the time of parti
tion. I do not know how all these 
questions will be settled under this 
provision. It is a most difficult 
thing. Therefore, I am submitting 
that if you say that the property 
shall be deemed to belong to the 
deceased, it will be very invidious; 
it will be very wrong.

Again, coming to the question which 
you were pleased to ask Members to 
solve, my submission is this. We 
have already passed certain provi
sions in this Bill. According to 
those provisions, we know that certain 
gifts are not good unless a particular 
time has elapsed. They will be 
treated as not having been made if 
they do not satisfy that condition. 
So, in regard to gifts there is no 
difficulty. Even if we say that in 
so far as these provisions go, this 
property shall be regarded as joint 
family property, these provisions 
that we have passed will present no 
difficulty whatever. Since we have 
already indicated that certain provi
sions we have made will have to be 
satisfied, practically t̂here will bo no 
difficulty whatever even if we did not 
have a section of this kind, whereas 
if we keep this section, first of all, as 
regards the question of valuation, it 
will be utilised adversely for the 
family. Since the Finance Minister 
has made the pwitfon dear. I take
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[Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava] 
it that he will see that the words are 
so put that an adverse kind of inter
pretation will not be put upon them 
in any court. I take it that he will 
see to that, but even supposing the 
wording is set right, my question is: 
what is the difficulty even if these 
words were to be omitted? We 
have already passed the relevant 
provisions and what is the use of 
repeating them here? Even with
out repeating them, they will be 
applicable, since we have already 
passed them, and whether we put 
these words here or not, they will be 
applicable ipso facto. So. I submit 
that we need not repeat them here. 
Suppose this section does not exist: 
even then there will be no difficulty. 
If this had been considered so indis
pensable. the Select Committee must 
have observed that it ought to be 
introduced in the Bill. Since they 
have not done so. I consider that it 
is entirely wrong to suggest that 
such a provision is indispensable. 
If this section does not exist, all the 
provisions we have already passed on 
this subject will be applicable and 
the thing will remain as it is. 
According to me. therefore, this sub
clause (5). if it is allowed to be 
retained, may be productive of various 
bad results and may give rise to many 
complications. It may be produc
tive of much litigation also. There
fore, so far as this provision is con
cerned, if the Finance Minister is 
very anxious to have it. he can have 
a provision somewhat like this, that 
is to say, “for the purpose of settling 
the share, the property shall be 
treated as joint family property''. 
To that extent, there is no harm. 
But further than that, if you say that 
the property would be deemed to 
'‘belong to the deceased”, it would 
create more confusion than we seek 
to avoid.

Pandit K. C. Sharma: Mr. Deputy* 
Speaker, my respectful submission is 
that the first sub-clause in this new 
Clause 37-A serves the purpose which 
the Finance Minister has in mind, 
so far as the revenue is con- 

««emed. No doubt, the share of tbe

deceased would be taxed. The 
question is how the share of the 
deceased would be found out. Under 
the ordinary Hindu law—I am 
referring to the Mitakshara system— 
the corpus of the property is there; 
the members of the coparcenary are 
there; and certain provisions are to 
be made for widow or unmarried 
daughter or adopted son—whatever 
the existing circumstances may 
demand. Under the Mitakshara law 
it would not tie difficult to ascertain 
the share of the deceased. That be
ing the position and the corpus of 
the joint Hindu family being there, 
the number of members of the family 
being known and the other conse
quential difficulties being known, 
there is absolutely no difficulty in 
finding out the share of the deceased. 
Therefore, I consider that this sub
clause (5) IS entirely unnecessary, 
superfluous and bad in logic. It is 
bad in logic, because, let us assume 
that there are four members of the 
coparcenary— Â, B, C and D—and all 
of them possess Rs. 20 thousand. 
The logic of the Finance Minister is 
that these Rs. 20 thousand should be 
taken as the property of A, the 
deceased, and should be divided by 
four to find out the share of A. 
Where is the logic or sense in this?
I do not at all understand the 
necessity for this sub-clause (5). It 
v/ill only create unnecessary difficul
ties. Therefore, I submit that sub
clause (a) as it exists is quite ade
quate to meet the purposes of taxa
tion, and the division can take place 
apcording to the provisions of the 
Mitakshara system of the Hindu law 
and the addition of this sub-clause 
(5) is entirely unnecessary and super
fluous.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Mr. Deputy- 
Speaker, I can only say th;it in spite 
of my trying to explain the main 
purpose of this, amendment, hon 
Members have not yet realised what 
the object of this amendment is. 
Had I not brought it forward, all this 
matter would have fallen to be deter
mined by means of rules, executive
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instruction and general administra
tive guidance.

Pandit K. C. Sharma: Why not
Mitakshara law?

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Even the
application of the Mitakshara law 
would have required a certain 
amount of guidance, because there is 
a large penumbra of difficult cases 
where the Controllers would have had 
to be told how exactly partitions take 
place, how exactly the shares of the 
deceased have to be determined. 
Now, here, we have tried in (1) and 
(3) to put down the minimum and 
that is assuming that a partition takes 
place. That is an easy instruction 
to follow, because it still assumes 
that a partition shall take place with 
all the incidence that attend such a 
partition in a Hindu undivided 
family. Therefore, there is nothing 
in this that denies the existence of 
any law or even custom. Maybe in 
the Punjab there is a c^erent way of 
partition. I do not Know, but that 
also would be permitted by this. All 
that I would say is, let us consider as 
if the property is being partitioned. 
Whatever the claims are whatever 
the equities are, they must all be 
taken into account, because there is 
nothing against them here.

Then, the hon. Member Shri Tek 
Chand was worried about children 

. in the womb. I admit that if you 
were asked to make a guess once 
and for all, of course one would 
have to in how many cases 
there would be still-births, in how 
many cases girls would be born, not 
boys, in how many cases there will 
be twins, and even there how many 
boys and how many girls,—whether 
both will be boys or both will be girls 
then there, are triplets, quadruplets 
and quintuplets. Certainly it would 
have been a very difficult exercise in 
permutation and combination. Fortu
nately, in Hindu law, there is a 
remedy provided. Here is MuUa's 
Hindu Law Section 309. It says:

son, who was in his
mother’s womb at the time of

partition, is entitled to a shave 
though born after partition, as 
if he was in existence at 
the time of partition. If no 
share is reserved for him at the 
time of partition, he is entitled 
to have the partition re-opened 
and share allotted to him.'’
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: There will^

be naturally some time elapsing.

Shri C. D. Desfamukh: Six months 
are allowed in the first place to the 
accountable person to give an account, 
and all these things take place within, 
nine months.

Pandit KL C. Sharma: You know
that the period of legitimacy is 280v 
days under Evidence Act.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I say that
in all normal cases of assessment, not 
normal cases of the other kind, in all 
these normal cases, it should be 
possible to find out how exactly the 
property stands and to arrive at what 
is the share of the deceased. That is 
the question which we have tô  
answer.

Now, if I had been asked which of 
these clauses I am prepared ta 
surrender. I should hare said 
clauses (1) and (3), I might tak#: 
the opportunity, here of saying that 
I appreciate your ruling in regard tô  
clauses (3) and (4) and I was think
ing I must withdraw them, but at 
second thought. I thought it was 
going too far.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: There, I
anticipated the hon. Minister.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I am con
tent with your ruling. I say ^ e  only 
point of importance in this amend
ment is this: because it does make
a difference to the corpus of the pro
perty. And whatever circumlocu
tion.........

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Could there
not be a change? If the karta of 
the family makes a dispositioii and 
dies, the other provision, two years, 
etc.. would apply. Naturally, there 
would be a doubt raised as to whe
ther it is karta who dies or some 
other member dies and whet>ier
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[Mr. Deputy-Speaker]
in that case these provisions relating 
to two years will apply. It is only 
for that purpose that this sub-clause
(5) is imposed.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: It is to
r ^ o v e  the doubt in regard to these 
matters.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Why not it
be more specific?

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: The matter 
is still open, till I receive any 
amendment, except, Sir. what you 
have suggested that in order to arrive 
at the share or, if you like, in order 
to arrive at the principal share-- be
cause that is the word used in clause 
(1) it would have been allotted to 
the deceased.

Mr. Oeputy-Speaker: In order to
•arrive at the principal value of the 
deceased's property in the joint 
family.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: No I would 
say first in order to arrive at the 
principal value of the share which 
would have been allotted to the 
deceased at a partition taking place 
immediately before his death for the 
purposes of sub-clauses (1) and (3), 
and in the course of estimating the 
prinicipal value of the joint family, 
1 think the meaning is clear enough.

Shri Tek Chand: Unless it is cloth
ed in a language, precis© and defi
nite......

Mr. Deputy^Speaker: If there is a 
question of difficulty on account of 
language only, it could be modified.

Pan4|t Thakur Das Bhargava: This 
chapter deals with ‘‘Value Charge
able.” deals with the value of
the share for the purposes of taxation. 
It is useless. If yxyu want to arrive 
at a share----

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: My only
answer is you cannot arrive at what 
tlie value of the share is-

Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava: You 
do not want to arrive at the value. 
For purposes of value you have enact

e d  other sections, so that you may

have an amendment for arriving at a 
share.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: That really 
means. Sir, that it might have been 
better had this been brought in 
undbr clause 7 instead of under this 
heading. I think it might have been 
preferable. But now that we have 
passed clause 7, it is here, but in view 
of all these observations made, I do 
not think there would be any possi
bility of mis-understanding.

Pandit Thiikur Da« BharffaTa: The
hon. Finance Minister can move an
other amendment arid put it as 7(A) 
in view of the fact that the difficulty 
has been felt now. There is no 
obstacle to enacting 7 (A) or some
thing like that.

Mr. Doputy-Speaker: The position 
is—I was more concerned with the 
language.

Pandit K. Sharma: Now that we 
have discussK the whole thing and 
the Finance Minister agrees that the 
language cannot be improved, there 
is no more need for discussion, except 
the faulty language. It must be 
modified so as to be understandable 
by all, That can be done tomorrow 
by moving some amendments.

The language is likely to be con
fused and would create misapprehen
sion.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: 1 would
readily consent to it, but for the fact 
that there is no amendment by any 
hon. Member. Again and again, we 
are falling back on the Finance 
Minister for amendments and amend
ments.

Shri C. D. Deshumkh: To me, Sir, 
it is crystal clear.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Let us go
through this. The hon. Minister has 
cleared it by reading Mulla’s Hindu 
Law. There is no intention, on his 
part to interfere with the normal 
course of a partition, and the rules 
of the Hindu Law relating to parti
tion will be observed. Now, the
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only safeguard is the provision rela
ting to gifts, etc., within a particular 
period. This ought not to be lost 
sight of. That is the principal object* 
After all the statements have been 
made on the floor of the House and 
all the objections raised, I do not think 
^ny more objection can be possible. 
Of course, it is for a court of law to 
interpret the language, but I do not 
think it is in juxtaposition to the 
intention behind the clause. A 
second list or a third list is not going 
to improve the situation.

Now, the question is:
Pandit Thakur Da« Bhargava: May 

I submit that the clauses may be put 
separately to the House.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker:
question is:

Yes. The

“That sub-clause (1) of new
clause 37A stand part of the
Bill.”

The motion was adopted,

Mr. De;iuty-Speaker: Some objec
tion prevails to sub-clauses 2 and 3 .. . .  
In the case of Marumakattayam, this 
difficulty does not arise. How is it 
that the provision îs not there? 
Clause 5 is applicable to both.

Now, the question is that sub-clause
(3) of clause 37A. as originally 
framed.........

Shri C  D. Defi^mukh) Sub-clause 
<2) has not been put.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker; I have not 
re-numbered it yet. I will put it 
now.

The question is:
“That sub-clause (3) of clause

37A stand part of the Bill.”
The motion was adopted.

^ P.M.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Now I will
put sub-clause (5).

Shrii Tek Chaad: Before you call 
tipon us to vote on it, would it not be

better if sub-clause (5) is held over 
till tomorrow when an appropriate 
amendment is thought of either by 
the Finance Minister or by other 
members? There is no doubt as to 
his intention, but intention unless 
clothed in appropriate langucrce has 
no security.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Will it do
any good: I leave it to the hon. the 
Finance Minister.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: Honestly, I 
don’t think it is necessary. Had I 
felt that there was something to 
which we could apply our mind fur
ther. I would have accepted that 
responsibility, but I cannot see any 
way of improving it, except as yo« 
said by transposing lines.

Shri Tek Chand: But that may
have very important consequences.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: But the hon. 
Member has not been able to place 
anything concrete by way of amend
ment before the House—even two 
lines, which would set us thinking. 
In that case I would have adjourned 
consideration of this clause. Only 
an appeal is being made that this 
may stand over.

The question is:
“That sub-clause (5) of the 

new Clause 37A stand part of the 
Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker; Now I have 
already given my ruling regarding 
sub-clauses (2) and (4) and the hon. 
Minister himself is prepared to with
draw them. So, they need not be 
put to the House: they will not form 
part of Clause 37A.

The question is:

“That sub-clauses (1), (3)
and (5) of Clause 37A, now 
renumbered as (1). (2) and
(3) stand part of the Bill."

The motion was adopted.
New Clause 37A as amended was

added to the Bill.
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Clause 60— ('Contd.)

Shrl S. S. More: Now, that we 
have disposed of Clause 87A. let us 
disperse.

Mn Deputy-Speaker; Let us sit till 
sciven o'clock.

Shrl Tulsidas :̂ My amendments
No. 175, 177 and 178 were moved in 
the morning. But I find that No. 178 
is to clause 61.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: So, clause 60 
and amendments No. 175 and 177 are 
before the House for discussion.

Shrl Tulsidas: There is a new clause 
introduced by the Select Committee 
for rectification of mistakes relating 
to valuation of estate duty.

Shri C. D. Oeahmukh: It is not a 
Mew clause: 60 was there.

Mr. Deputy-Speakeri I would like 
to make an announcement to the 
House that on the 17th September 
1953 the whole day has been set 
apart for debate on foreign affairs.

Shri N. C. Chajtterfee: Has any 
decision been arrived at with regard 
to my motion regarding Dr. Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee's death?

Miy Deputy-Speaker; 1 shall give 
it in the Bulletin.

Shri Tulsidas: Sir, the provision in 
clause 5̂0 is not comprehensive 
enough. For instance, it may not 
be possible to obtain refund in all 
cases of over-payment of duty for any 
reason whatsoever. The clause 
does not provide for refund being 
granted where overpayment of duty 
has occurred on account of aggrega
tion of amounts mentioned in Section 
33(2), which, however, are known to 
be latterly not legitirmately aggre- 
gable. This clause should be modified 
on the lines of Section 45 of the 
Indian Income-tax Act, so that in all 
cases where refund is due it might 
be made. That is the purpose of my 
amendment. I had raised this issue 
in connection with clause 33(2), bu^

I was told that the appropriate plac« 
was this clause. I hope my amend*- 
ment will be acceptable to the hon. 
the Finance Minister.

Shri M. C. ^Shah: If a property 
which was , not chargeable was 
charged there cannot be a refund; 
there can only be an appeal and an 
appeal has been provided for. The 
amendments of the hon. member 
mnke the position very wide and we 
cannot accept them.

[Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava 
in the Chair.1

Mr. Chaimiaii; The question is:

(1) In page 28, line 26, after “pro
perty” insert “or of the inclusion o f  
any property on which estate duty is 
not properly chargeable under \his 
Act” .

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The Question is:

In page 28, for lines 39 to 43r 
substitute:

“ (2) In case the property of 
the deceased is ailready divided 
amongst the heirs, the additional 
duty shall be payable propor-^ 
tionately by all persons who 
have inherited the property 
passing on the death of the 
deceased.*’

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

“That clause 60, stand part o f 
the Bill/*

The motion was adopted.

Clause 60 was added to the Bill.

Clause 61.— (Appeal against deter^ 
mmation by Controller),

Shri M. C. Shah: The question of 
appellate tribunal has been discussed 
threadbare and the House has takes 
a decision.
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Mr. OhEiman: The broad question 
as to whether there should be an 

' appellate tribunal or the Central
Board of Revenue should be the 
deciding authority has been discuss
ed. But there are other sub-clauses 

 ̂ which hon. members might choose
to amend. I take it that hon. 
members will not in their discussion 
refer to the argument that an appel
late tribunal would be preferable to 
the Central Board of Revenue, be
cause that has already been decided.

Shri Mulchand Dube (Farrukhabad 
Distt.—^North): We discussed clause
4 only, of which the heading is 
•Estate Duty Authorities’. If the 
appeal is to be made to any authority 
other th în the estate duty authorities, 
that question is not covered by 
section 4.

1! .̂ Chairman: The point is that
when that section was taken up. it 
was distinctly indicated to the House 
that it involved the constitution of an 
Appellate Tribunal, which was to be 
established, and in view of that deci
sion, we should not raise the question 
again. The House has taken up a 
position and having considered the 
thing already, it is not open now to 
reconsider it. ,

8hri Mulchand Dube: There are
amendments in which it is said that 
the appeal should lie to the District 
Judge and so on. We should not be 
bound now for the simple fact that 
the Appellate Tribunal has not been 
established. Now the question be
fore the House is whether the 
Appellate Tribunal should be estab
lished as the County Council or Dis
trict Council in England.

Shri M. C. Shah: The County
Council was referred to during the 
earlier discussion and appeals to the 
District Courts or Councils were also 
discussed.

Shri Tek Chaad: Incidentally, what 
ought to be the Appellate Tribunal 
was no doubt discussed. Clause 4 
being a definition clause, the question 
did not arise whether the High Court 
should be defined. Therefore^ if Uw 
415 P.S.D.

question is to be properly discussed 
now, the debate as to the desirability 
of the forum of appeal should not be 
constructed.

Mr. Chairman: It was unfortunate
that I was not present in the House 
at that tim e ....

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I would
draw your attention to amendment 
12 which was moved by Shri G. D. 
Somani or Shri Tulsidas. If you 
look at that amendment, that will 
give you some idea of the subject 
matter of discussion then.

Shri Tek Chand: Amendments 296 
Mid 297 moved by Shrimati Sushama 
Sen say that the Appellate Tribunal 
should consist of **judges, or High 
Court and Supreme Court” . There
fore, that matter was not debated.

Mr. Chairman: It appears from all 
these amendments that the indepen
dent appellate tribunal should consist 
of District Judges or High Court and 
Supreme Court, but the principal 
whether it ouj^t to be the Central 
Board of Revenue or an Independent 
judicial body to whom the appeal 
should be made did come under dis
cussion. I therefore think that the 
House will not be well advised to re
open the whole question. I would 
request hon. Members not to cover 
the same ground over again in their 
speeches and concentrate their atten
tion on the different sub-clauses with 
which we are concerned here.

Shri Paiaskar: I was then probably 
in the Chair. So far as my memory 
goes, the discussion on clause 4 took 
place and then there was a sugges
tion that there should be an appellate 
tribunal and indirectly it was dis
cussed that the appellate tribunal 
should consist of District Judges, or 
High Court or Supreme Court, but so 
far as I can see, clause 61 is quite 
different. Clause 61 is not concern
ed with the authorities under the 
Estate Duty Act which are covered 
under Clause 4, but it (clause 61) 
makes provision for an appeal against 
certain decisions of the Estate Duty 
Authorities, therefore this is given 
to the Board, which again is anothw
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Estate Duty Authority. It was prob
ably a discussion only regarding the 
appellate tribunal, but it was never 
discussed as to whether the i^peal 
should be brought to the High Court 
or the Supreme Court. Of course, 
the appellate tribunal was discussed 
thoroughly.

Shi4 M. C. Shah: The appeal
should be to the C.B.R. or to the 
independent tribunal when constitut
ed.

Mr. Chairman: So tar as the
principal question is concerned, the 
choice made between the C.B.R. and 
an independent tribunal was discuss
ed. I would therefore ask the hon. 
members to concentrate their atten
tion on the other sub-clauses.

Shri Tek Chand: If the appellate 
tribunal should consist of a High 
Court Judge and a Member of the 
C.B.R., a debate will be necessary. 
A tribunal consisthig of one Member 
with the qualifications of a High 
Court Judge and another Member who 
is a representative of the C.B.R. will 
be a vital matter as the entire liberty 
of a citizen is centred on the constitu
tion of the appellate forum.

Mr. Chairman: I do not doubt for
a moment that this question is very 
important. All the same, if we have 
come to a decision on the question 
of an independent judicial tribunal,
I think there is no point in going 
over the same ground.

Pandit K. C. Sharma: That question 
has not arisen at all

Mr. Chairman: This question was 
already taken up in discussion and 
there may not have been a decision 
on this point in so many words 
according to our records. At the 
tame time, it cannot be denied that 
the crux of the question was whether 
the appellate authority should con
sist of Estate duty authorities or 
some independent body. That was 
gone into. That is the crux of the 
case. I therefore submit for the 
consideration of the House that if at 
this stage, we enter into the same

question, would it not be more or  ̂
less a waste of time. We are press
ed for time.

Some Hon. Members:
ahead of the schedule.

We are

Mr/Chairman: I should think that 
if we again repeat the same argu
ments. the same conclusions will 
follow.

Shri Gadgil: If I remember the 
proceedings correctly, the question 
was raised whether the whole ques
tion should be gone into in relation 
to clause 4 or it should be taken up 
when clause 61 would come up for 
discussion. It was the unanimous 
desire of the House that it should be 
taken up in relation to clause 4. Mr. 
Tulsidas was requested to move his 
amendment No. 12 which sought to 
add new clauses 4A and 4B. Every 
aspect of the question was discussed 
and I think the decision has already 
been recorded by the House.

Mr. Chairman: The 9leal question 
is whether we have arrived at a 
certain conclusion. A discussion 
which is inconsistent with that con
clusion cannot be gone into again. 
That I understand. So far as X 
know, no decision was taken. Argu
ments were heard. We concluded 
that there should be Estate duty 
authorities only. Incidentally we 
also accepted the view that the Estate 
duty authorities will hear appeals 
also. At the same time, imless a 
particular definite decision is takenr— 
there was no proposal regarding 
District Judge or Supreme Court 
Judge—I do not think I will be with
in my rights if I rule that the ques
tion cannot be discussed at all. No 
decision was reached. Our present 
decision cannot be inconsistent with 
the previous decision. But, so far 
as discussion is concerned, it is the 
choice of the Members. They can 
certainly refer. I am only advising 
the hon. Members not to concentrate 
on that question and take up the time 
Of the House over the same point once 
again.
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Now, I will come to the amend
ments.

Shri Tulsidas: 1 would request that 
amendment No. 178 may be taken 
with clause 61.
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S. V. Kamaswamy: I beg to

Mr. Chairman: It wiU be
moved.

taken as

Shri Tulsidas: I have moved in the 
morning that—

In page 28, lines 47 and 48,
for **or objecting to any penal

ty levied by the Controller under 
section 54** substitute “or objec
ting to any order, determination, 
decision or levy of penalty by the 
Controller under any section of 
this Act.’*
Shri S. C. Singhal (AUgarh Distt.): 

I am not moving my amendment.
. Shri N. C. Chatter^ee: I cannot
possibly move my amendment No. 
180. We have discussed this matter 
and that has been finished. It is 

barred by res judicata,

Shri S. V. Ramaswamy: I beg to
move: ,

In page 28, line 49,
for “Board** substitute / ‘Appel

late Estate Duty Tribunal, which 
shall be presided over by a judi
cial Officer not less than the 
rank of a District and Sessions 
Judge^.
Shri Banerjee: I beg to move:

In page 28, line 49,
far “Board** substitute “Tribu

nal consisting of three Judges**.
Shrlmati Sushama Sen

South): I beg to move:

In page 28, line 49,

(Bhagalpur

for “Board** substitute “Inde
pendent Appellate Tribunal conr 
sisting of three judges, or High 
Court and Supreme Court**.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: I cannot
move my amendments. 330, 333.

Shri
move:

In page 28, line 49 and wherever 
it occurs in the clause,

for “Board’* substitute “Appel
late Estate Duty Tribunal” .
Shri Mulchand Dube: I beg to

move:

In page 28, line 49, and wherever 
it occurs in the Bill, hereafter for 
“Board” substitute “District Judge”.

Shri Raghavachari: I cannot move 
my amendments because they are 
barred.

Shri Banerjee: I beg to move:
In page 29, lines 1 to 2,

for “Board** wherever it 
curs, substitute “Tribunal**.

oc-

Shrimati Sushama Sen: I beg to
move:

(1) In page 29, line 1,
for “Board” substitute “Inde

pendent Appellate Tribunal con
sisting of three judges, or High 
Court and Supreme Court’*.
(2) In page 29, line 4,

for “Board** substitute “Inde
pendent Appellate Tribunal con
sisting of three judges, or High 
Court and Supreme Court**.

Shri Raghavachari; I wish to move 
amendment No. 396. I beg to move:

In page 29, line 17, for “borne by** 
substitute “paid to**.

Shri Tulsidas: I am not moving 
amendment No. 184 as it is barred. I 
cannot move amendment No. 185 
also.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: I beg to
move:

In page 29, (i) after line 21, insert:

**(5) The Board of Valuers 
may in disposing of any case re
ferred to it hold or cause to be
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held such enquiry as it thinks 
fit and after giving the Appel
lant and the Controller an oppor
tunity of being heard pass such 
orders thereon as it thinks fit 
and shall forward a copy of such 
order to the Appellant and the 
Controller” ; and
(ii) in line 22, for *‘ (5 )” substitute 

“ (6)^
Shri Tulsidas: I have only to refer 

to the amendment No. 178. This is 
meant only to clarify the position. 
The amendment reads as follows:

In page 28, lines 47 and 48,
for “or objecting to any penal
ty levied by the Controller under 
section 54*' substitute “or ob
jecting to any order, determina
tion, decision or levy of penalty 
by the Controller under any 
section of this Act” .
This line is marked because these 

words were inserted in the Select 
Committee. Appeals should be not 
only against the question of penalty 
levied, but it should be against any 
order, determination, decision or levy 
of penalty by the Controller under 
any section of the Act. That is all I 
want to say. These appeals should 
not be meant only against the penalr 
ty, but should cover all these things 
and so I am adding these words. I 
am sure the hon. Finance Minister 
will accept my amendment.

Mr. Chairman: He can speak on his 
other amendments also if he likes.

Shrl Tulsidas: 1 have no other 
amendment. I did not move many 
amendments. I have moved only 
amendment No. 178.

Shri Banerjee: What strikes me is 
this. The matter was discussed 
thoroughly. But. there are certain 
apprehensions that when an appeal 
is going to be made against ihe deci
sion of the Controller, it mmt be 
to some such person In whom the 
public has absolute confidence and 
not to the Board. Of course, this 
question was discussed at length.

But, when the people want it, let the 
appeals lie to some independent tri
bunal and not to the Board, who will 
decide actually. Because, the Con
troller has got ample power and op
portunity to decide and go into every 
aspect' of the matter concerned with 
the assessment of the estate duty. 
My submission is this. At least to 
remove the apprehension from the 
mind of the people and assure that 
they will get fair and impartial 
Justice, let the appeals be made to 
some Judges, some independent tri
bunal, no matter whether a District 
Judge or High Court Judge, to some 
such persons who are free and who 
are not in any way guided by the 
Board of Revenue. That is all I havt 
to submit.

Shrimati Sttdtama Sen: My amend*
ment 296 reads:

In page 29, line 1,
for “Board” substitute ‘̂Inde

pendent Appellate Tribunal con
sisting of three Judges, or High 
Court and Supreme Court” .
As I said in connection with clause

4, I think the Public would have 
more confidence and the Government 
would be above criticism. If the 
appeal lies to a Member of the Board, 
after all, he belongs to the Govern
ment itself. So, I think it is absolu
tely necessary that appeals should 
lie to an Independent tribunal. I beg 
to submit that the tribunal should 
consist of three Judges of the High 
Court and Supreme Court. My other 
amendment Is also just the same and 
I need not move it again, that iff 
amendment No. 297 which reads as 
follows:

In page 29, line 4,
for “Board” substitute “Inde

pendent Appellate Tribunal con
sisting of three Judges, or High 
Court and Supreme Court” .
This is all that I would like to say. 

that it is absolutely necessary that 
there should be an Independent trlr 
bunal.
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Shri Rat^havachari: Mine is a very 
small amendment. I do not wish to 
labour the point. I only, wish tp 
invite the attention of the Finance 
Minister to page VI of the Select Com
mittee report.

“It has also been provided
that where the person accountable 
is successful in his reference,
costs should be in the diacretion 
of the Board.”
That Is on Cl îuse 61 of the notes. 

But the language of the sub-clause
(4) from line 15 onwards is:

“Provided that where the appel
lant has been wholly or partially 
successful in any reference made 
at his instance, the extent to 
which costs should be borne by
the appellant shall be at the dis
cretion of the Board.*̂
What is decided at the other place 

is that the cost must be payable to 
him. It will be at the discretion of 
the Board when the .itlan succeeds. 
But what is here provided is what 
cost he will bear. I say, for the 
words “borne by*’ substitute “paid 
to” . That is a verbal alteration and 
within the meaning of the decision 
Of the Select Committee itself. It 
must be a mistake in the, drafting. 
Of course, I did not notice it at that 
time. Otherwise, I would have 
brought it to notice even earlier.

Shri Gadgil: There is nothing
w r o n g  there. The costs are borne by 
the appellant. What share is to be 
borne by him will be decided. It 
means, in other words, the rest of it 
will be paid by somebody else.

Shri Raghavachari: This kind of
interpretation can be put, but what 
we decided, or rather what has been 
said to be decided, is that when a 
man is successful in a reference, his 
costs should be at the discretion of 
the Board. Certainly, the Board may 
reject, may pay him no cost. It is 
for the Board to determine what cost 
he should bear. But we expect in 
common sense that it should be what 
cost he will get. The rest no doubt 
he will bear. So “borne by’* is not 
correct. It has to be “paid to**.

Shri Tek Chand: In supporting . . . 
Have I your permission?

Mr. Chairman: I am calling Mt« 
Chatterjee.

Shri N. C. CbAlierJee: I am, first of
all, supporting Amendment No. 178,— 
may I have the attention of the Finan
ce Minister?—and I earnestly appeal 
to the hon. Members to accept that.

Would you kindly see. Sir, Clause
61 for a minute? 1 raised this point 
at an earlier stage as to the scope of 
the appeal on the question of the ap
pellate Tribunal, but the Deputy- 
Speaker ruled that I had made out a 
case for enlarging the scope of the 
appeal and that it should be discus
sed along with Clause 61. Would 
you, Sir, kindly look at Clause 617

Mr. Chairman: I have seen it

Sfari N. C. Chatterjee: Any person
objecting to the valuation n«ade or 
the estate duty determined by the 
Controller can apj;>eal within 90 days 
to the Board. Secondly, any person 
denying his liability to account for 
the duty payable in respect of any 
property can appeal to the Board, 
Thirdly, any person objecting to any 
penalty levied by the Controller 
under section 54 can appeal to the 
Board.

Now, Sir. I submit this is not fair. 
You are clothing the Controller with 
very, very wide powers which may 
create havoc unless you give some 
appeal to the Board against certain 
determinations which may have very 
far-reaching consequences. Take for 
instance, Clause 9 which we have al
ready passed: “Gifts made wit An a
certain period before death” . You 
know, Sir, a gift must be made bona 
fide two years or more before the 
death of the deceased. Otherwise, 
although the property is gifted, the 
question will be raised whether it is 
bona fide. Assuming you make a 
gift to the University of Delhi or the 
University of Calcutta or Bombay, 
property worth Rs. 2 lakhs and the 
property has absolutely passed to the 
University, yet the question will be
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raised whether it is bona fide. Sup
posing you give it to some Mission* 
some charitable endowment  ̂ the ques
tion would be whether it is a gift 
made for public charitable purposes. 
Now, who will determine that?—the 
Controller. Just look at Clause 61. 
Will that be covered by Clause 617 
Supposing you make a valid gift and 
you maintain that it is a perfectly 
bona fide gift and the donee has taken 
possession. The Controller says: “No, 
1 am not satisfied this is a bona fide 
gift”. He makes the estate or the 
legal representatives assessable to duty 
in respect of Rs. 2 lakhs. It practi
cally nullifies that gift. Can he come 
under this?

It is not a question of valuation. 
Valuation is all right. I have parted 
with Rs. 2 lakhs, say in cash, or in 
treasury bonds, or in Government 
promissory notes, or by cheque drawn 
on my banker and it was passed. It 
is not a question of objecting to the 
valuation. I am objecting to the de* 
termination or the order by the Con
troller that this is not a bona fide 
gift

You know, Sir, very interesting 
points were raised by Mr. Gadgil 
when we were discussing, and the 
hon. Finance Minister agreed with 
our interpretation and the English 
law on the subject, but these are de
batable questions, and they will be 
decided by the Controller. Now, he 
decides it is not a bona fide gift. 
What can I do? It is only fair and 
just that I should be given a chance 
of appealing to the Board. There is 
no independent Tribunal, but do not 
shut up an appeal against that order.

Then, kindly look at Clause 10: 
*'Gifts whenever made where donor 
not entirely excluded” . We had 
been raising a lot of discussion on 
this point. You know, Sir, that a 
gift will not be valid for the purpose 
of getting the exemption from estate 
duty unless there is entire exclusion 
of the donor and there is complete 
assumption, immediate assumption,

of both bona fide possession and en
joyment by the donee. The donor 
says, *1 have made a gift to my 
daughter of a property and she has 
been living in it, but I had also been 
living there occasionally*'. Assum
ing thk the Controller says: **I find 
there has been no entire exclusion of 
the donor**, then there is no question 
of valuation, the valuation is all right, 
but I am submitting it is only fair 
that in such a case when you are 
giving such wide power to the Con
troller to determine—he is the person 
to determine, he is the functionary 
to determine—whether there has been 
entire exclusion of the donor; and 
you know. Sir, how complicated the 
law is on the subject even in England, 
whether a lather, if he makes a gift 
of a dwelling house to the daughter...

Mr. Chairman: May 1 just put one 
question to the hon. Member? The 
words are *'any person objecting to 
the valuation made’*. Now, sup
posing the Controller includes a cer
tain property, then valuation becomes 
important. Can a person not go to 
the Central Board of Revenue and 
say: “This property should have been 
excluded as it was a gift, and ther^ 
fore the valuation is defective.**

Shri N. C. Chatlerjee: I submit that 
the wording..........

Mr. Chairman: Is not clear?
Shri N. a  Chatterjee:...... is not

clear. i  quite admit that your mind 
is working on the lines that there 
should be an appeal against such a 
kind of order or determination. I am 
only submitting that it should be 
made clear. Otherwise, the appeal is 
against the valuation and not a ques
tion of quantum, a question of assess
ment of the quantum of the vlaue 
of the property or the estate.

Shri Gadgil: Determination of the
estate duty covers all this.

Mr. Chairmaa: The word ‘quan
tum’ is not there, but still it can be 
argued..... .
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Shri N. C. ChattMjee: What I am 
•ubmittlng is that Mr. Tulsidas 
wants to introduce the words *any 
order, determination or decision or 
levy of penalty by the Controller’. I 
submit the intention of the hon. 
Finance Minister—I take it—is not 
to exclude appeals in cases where 
there is a determination that there is 
no gift under clause 9 or clause 10. 
Take for instance, the horrible clause, 
clause 11 relating to limited interest 
disposed of within a certain period 
before death. You know it will give 
you a headache, if you f̂ o through 
it. And the English judges have 
differed so many times. In the great 
St. Aubyn’s case, they sat for many 
years, tnd the House of Lords had 
reversed it. These are very difficult 
questions, namely, settlement with 
(reservation, joint Investment policies 
kept by the company etc.

Shri C. D. Deshmtikh: I concede all 
these points, but I would like to ask 
the hon. Member when he develops 
his argument whether this language 
will not be wider than he intends; 
Now the words ‘object to any order, 
determination, decisioh...* are in the 
air, so to speak. I am quite prepar
ed to agree with the hon. member 
that the matters that he has men
tioned must be subjects of appeal, 
and if they d6 not come under these 
three categories, accountability, de
termination or valuation, certainly we 
ought to do something about it. What 
I am anxious to avoid is dilatory 
tactics whereby any kind of order 
can be objected to, and the case may 
be postponed. We are both agreed 
in principle as to what the clause 
should provide for. What we are 
concerned with is the language of 
this clause. I am only asking the 
hon. Member to consider If these 
words will not be too wide. I am pre
pared to accept any kind of clariflca- 
tion of this clause 61, if I am assured 
that this does not let in any kind of 
dilatory tactics.

Shri Gadgfl: Even if adjournment 
is refused that also will be appeal
able.

Mr. ChairmaB: The word 'order’ 
may be too wide.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: It was not 
my object.

Shri C. D. Deshmukh: I know it.
Shri N. C. Chatterjee: J hope the 

hon. Finance Minister will appreciate 
that I have tried to put forward cons
tructive suggestions and 1 have not 
spoken with a view to obstructing 
the proceedings. What I am point
ing out is that on these matters, 
where there will be a determination, 
it will be practically a judgment, as 
you understand the term, which will 
impose liability or determine some 
question of principles on which an 
arithmetical calculation of the quan
tum of the duty will follow. All
these matters should be certainly 
made appealable. Otherwise it may 
be said that you are shutting out all 
evidence. It is not a matter of valua
tion. We are not denying the liabir 
lity to account either. I am not 
denying the liability to account, be
cause I am an executor. You know. 
Sir, the scope of persons liable to 
account is very much wide and en
larged in this Bill. It is not a ques
tion of difference in principle, but
one of language.

Shri S. S. More: Supposing the
word ‘order’ is deleted, it will be all 
right.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: Will you also 
kindly consider another thing? I 
am appealing to the hon. Finance 
Minister to consider this language. 
Unless a certificate is given, you 
cannot get a discharge, under clause 
73, and certain other clauses. Under 
clause 55, there is provision for exe
cutor to specify all chargeable pro
perty with affidavit of valuation. 
Again there is a reference to the cer
tificate in clause 58 relating to duty 
to be paid or security for payment 
furnished on delivery of account and 
certificate to be granted thereupon. 
Supposing there is a charge hanging 
on the estate, I am put to a difficult 
t>osition. Supposing the Controller 
refuses to give a certificate, may be 
wrongly, and I go to the Board and
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say that this has not been done pro
perly, that it had not been withheld 
properly, and therefore I say, give 
me a certificate—there can be com
plicated cases, which may last for
many many years, and may take a 
long long time; in the meantime, we 
may want to dispose of certain por
tions of the property, and we may 
require a discharge certificate; that 
may be withheld, in that case, I 
should have power to appeal to the 
Board against the verdict of the Con
troller. I take it that the intention 
of the Government is not to shut 
out appeal in such cases. There is
possibly no difference really of prin
ciple. The question is how we can
enlarge the scope of appealability, 
without making it lead to more vexa
tious proceedings. You can strike 
out the word ‘order*, and retain the 
rest. That would really mean adju
dication.

Mr. Chairman: Any decisions on
any matter not affecting the merits 
will all the same be a decision. The 
question is that we should provide 
for appeah. and see that these provi
sions are not abused at the same 
time.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: That is
quite correct. The Board can accept 
it or summarily reject the appeal. 
But anyhow, it should get the power. 
There is no question, I take it, of 
sa}dng that it should not be liable to 
appeal. You know, when the Board 
is the appellate authority, surely the 
chances of abuse will be very much 
less. I quite concede the point that 
it should not be so widened, as to 
let in frivolous appeals on mere 
grounds of adjournment or something 
like that. If there is any determina
tion or decision, it really means ad
judication either on liability or on 
any important matter of principle on 
which assessment is to follow to the 
detriment of the taxpayer.

Shrl S. S. More: I think determi
nation and decision would cover it. 
Under clause 9, you will have to de
termine whether it is a bona fide gift

or not. So some decision will have 
to be given. When I cannpt have a 
discharge certificate, it is a small 
matter of judgment. Under clause 
15 again, there is a judgment to be 
given. We may therefore put the 
words ‘determination or decision or 
levy of penalty*.

Shii Tek Chand: There are three
matters that arise under clause 61, 
which require a close scrutiny. One 
of these matters has been alluded 
to by my hon. friend Mr. Chatterjee.

The toportant principle which 
should be borue in mind is that the 
first court ought not to be the last 
court on any matter of controversy. 
My point is, don’t confer powers 
upon your Controller, which are not 
reviewable on appeal by the Board 
which acts as the appellate tribunal. 
Whatever it may be, your Controller 
should not be able to pass an 
order which your Central Board 
of Revenue cannot review or reverse 
on apeal, whatever the controversy 
or its nature may be. Please re
member that there may be cases 
where the Controller gives a decision 

. not necessarily against the assessee, 
but against the Government as well. 
The hon. Finance Minister was pleas
ed to say a little while ago that his 
object was to avoid dilatory tactics. 
That object is surely . unexceptiona
ble. Take for instance, a case where 
for purposes of disposing of a matter 
in dispute, the party says, I want to 
lead the evidence of Messrs. X. Y and 
Z, for some reasons they cannot come 
either because they, have missed the 
train or they are sick, or they are 
otherwise dodging. But if he shuts 
out the evidence, then an aggrieved 
party cannot go up in appeal to the 
Board successfuly, because he has 
not placed the material on the re
cord, wherefrom the Central Board of 
Revenue could legitimately draw a 
conclusion or an inference, on appeal. 
Therefore, all that he will be asking 
In appeal to the CBR will be: ‘Kind
ly remand this case to the Controller 
with the direction that he should hear 
my evidence*. Messrs. XYZ are per
fectly competent people, but it Is un



fortunate that owing to e certain for
tuitous xdrcmpatauoe thiey <;®uld nat 
attei^ 11:9̂ court. Therefor©, the in^ 
portant thing tbî t ŷ ou have tp 
1$ whether ai)y order is passed by the 
Controller wJMch can possibly affeet 
the party i^ an adverse manner, i«o 
his detriment. And the various 
thods and various ways in which a 
party can sî ^er, it wm be izopossible 
to enumfBjrate, Vnder those circunv- 
stances.̂  the desirable thing will 
that the Central Board of Revenue or 
your appellate authority s);iould be 
empowered with that JnriadicUoi» 
whipreby if ttiey tl̂ ought fropier, they 
could reverse the order of th« Con
troller on any point on wMcJi there 
was a controversy. That is point 
number one.

My second point is the one raised 
by my hon. friend, Shri Raghavachari, 
with respect to p ^ e  ^9. line 17. If 
you will carefully read the language, 
the language is rather unhappy: *... 
home by the appellant shall b  ̂ â  the 
discretion of the Board'. We do not 
know who the appellant is like)y to 
be. The appellant may be a citizen; 
th  ̂ appiellani may be the Govarn- 
n̂ n̂t. A^uming that the property 
has bean undervalued, an appeal is 
open to the Government. fh e  Go¥r
emment can put it before the Central 
Board of Revenue. The appellant 
may be the successful party or the 
respondent may be the successful 
party. Therefore, when you say whe
ther he succeeds in entirety or the 
success is partial the cost wiU be 
borne by the appellant, that is un
thinkable. If he is the successful 
party, bfi is entitled to his costs in 
entirety. If his success is partial, 
then he is entitled to his costs pro
portionately—proportionate to his 
success. Put I have never heard of a 
proposition, except in this proviso, 
that an appellant may be wholly suc
cessful or the appellant may be par  ̂
tlally successful, yet he may be called 
upon to bear the eests. I can under
stand cases where you may deprive a 
party of his costs. It may be that 
the matter is a o  evenlr balanced, it 
may be that the point is so tectoical 
415 P.S.D.

that the party may b$ m cm sM ; m d  
yet be 4epri.ved .of the costs. Bui I 
bave n̂ yê r heard pf the suocesaful 
party bewriug the burden of the aosjU 
Qt the other. Therefow; the proper 
course should hav^ be^n that tbe de
termination of the extent to which the 
successful party should be entitled 
to his costs should be Jjeft to the dis
cretion of the C3B. That is under
standable, because then you give them 
the fullest discretion to distribute 
the costs evenly, whether the snccesjk 
lul party is to be entttted to his costa 
or not. Th.at the su<cc.esslul party 
should hear the costs of tbe reaponr 
d^nt i$ a pT/pposition which is abr 
solutely uirthi^abler-and that is the 
prgpo^sitjpn which haa been incorppû  
rat^d here. Kindly take also intp 
consideration this fact. You hav# 
mentioned the w^rd ‘appellantV 
There is also the other fellow, the 
respondent. After all, the reapon  ̂
dept, if suceeasful, is entitied to hia 
costs. The re^K)ndent it he loseâ  
may he deprived of the costs either 
partly or in entirety. Therefore, 
when you aee choosing the ^appellant’, 
this proviso of yours is open to twp 
objections. You incorporate a provi«> 
sion whereby the successful party eaa 
he called upon to bear the cost of Xtm 
unsuccessful party. That is inequita^ 
ble. Then again, where the »ea- 
pondent may be successful and the 
appellant may be absolutely ynsucr 
cessful, you deprive the raspondent o f  
his costs~-«ven if he is sueeeasful. 
Therefore, the proper provision is 
that thie Central Poard of 
may be lett with unhampered discre^ 
tion to distribute costs or te award 
costs to the successful party in en
tirety or proportionately or not at all. 
That is understandable. But that the 
succesafui party should bear the coat 
of the unsuccessful party, a person 
whom he has defeated, is unthinka
ble, but it has been provided for here. 
That is my second pofait.

My third pî int is the point raised by 
Shrimati Sushama Sen in her amend
ment. The question is. whether you 
call your appellate tribunal a
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tribunal*, or you call it ‘aii appellant 

authority’ or you call it the 'appellate 
board/ names do not matter. The 
question Is: who are the persons— 
who man the Board and what should 
be their qualifications? Is there to 
be among the members constituting 
the Board somebody possessing the 
requisite judicial qualifications? My 
submission is that if that suggestion 
is not acceptable to the Government, 
that the appellate body should not 
be like a judicial body—be that a dis
trict court or High Court—will it not 
be desirable, especially when the 
legislation is lull of complexities, when 
knotty language has to be unravel
led, when it has to be understood and 
applied, when difficult points of law 
have to be examined and applied, 
that at least a High Court Judge or 
a member of high judicial attain
ments or possessing the knowledge 
and qualifications of a High Court 
Judge should be associated so that at 
least his wisdom and learning on 
points of law may be available to the 
members of the Central Board of Re
venue? He may be in a position to 
guide where the difficult question of 
interpretation may arise. Here is a 
via media, I suggest. Let it not be ex
clusively a judicial tribunal, if you 
are not willing to have it. But let 
it not be an exclusively financial tri
bunal. They may be good judges,
they may be very efficient men in
understanding the financial or fiscal 
Implications, but they may not be
competent to the same degree or to 
the same extent as a qualified High 
Court Judge.

Then, before resuming my seat. I 
wish to refer to a recent judgment of 
a Division Bench of the Calcutta High 
Court, a judgment given to which 
two Judges were parties, the hon. 
Chief Justice Harris and Mr. Justice 
Banerjee, in the well'-known Suraj- 
mal case reported in All India Re
porter. 1952, Calcutta, at page 656. 
There Their Lordships deprecated in 
no uncertain language the tendency 
of the departmental appeals, and they 
stigmatls^ such a tendency as an

appeal from Caesar to Caesar. There 
is one Caesar. He is almighty—the 
Finance Minister. Then there is an 
appeal from that Caesar to the same 
Caesar, though in a different garb. 
They deprecated it. Will it not be 
desirable, Sir, that the objection which 
was considered, which was thought of 
by as high a judicial authority as the 
Division Bench of the Calcutta High 
Court should to a great extent be ob
viated by at least associating one 
High Court Judge with the delibera
tions of that appellate body? That is 
a via media—a half-way house— 1̂ 
suggest and I pray it should be ac
ceptable to the hon. the Finance 
Minister.

Shri Pataskar: May I put a ques
tion?

Shri U. M. Trlvedi; May I have a 
word, Sir.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, Mr. Trlvedi.

7 P.M.

Shri U. M. Trlvedi: When we were 
discussing this clause 61, it has al* 
ready been suggested that we need 
not discuss......

Shri S. S. More: It is 7 0* clock. We 
have decided when the Deputy 
Speaker was in the Chair that we 
shall sit till about 7. It is exactly 7 
now.

Sardar A. S. Salgal (Bilaspur): Let 
us finish this clause 61.

Shri S. S. More: It will take a lot 
of time.

Mr. Chalrraan: Mr. Trivedi is al
ready on his legs. Let him finish.

Shri K. K. Basn: Let us appeal to 
him to continue his speech tomorrow.

Mr. CSuimuui: If the House agrees, 
let Mr. Trivedi finish.

Shri S. S. More: He has got moro 
points, Sir.



Shri U. M. Trivedl: No, I will take is now 7 o' clock. Therefore we ad- 
only 10 minutes. journ now

Mr. Chairman: I was thinking that _ House then adjourned tHi a the hon. Member is not gomg to take ^  ̂ 1
up „  „„oh . .  « s r  “
tore 1 called upon him to speak. It i
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